T.A.C. C-60 CD player exclusive!
XTZ A100D3 integrated amplifier exclusive!
EAT FORTE S turntable exclusive!
MAGNEPLANAR MG12 loudspeakers exclusive!

COMPETITION
WIN A CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 650BD BLU-RAY PLAYER WORTH £400! (UK ONLY)

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 350A INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
WATERFALL VICTORIA EVO LOUDSPEAKERS
SONY BDP-5000ES BLU-RAY PLAYER
AVID PULSUS PHONO STAGE EXCLUSIVE!

12 PAGES OF LETTERS - THE BEST WINS A PAIR OF KEF IQ30 LOUDSPEAKERS! (UK ONLY)
EXCEPTIONAL SOUND SHOULD BE PART OF THE FURNITURE

"Wonderfully articulate speakers"
Sonus Faber Liuto Monitor – BBC Music (September 2009)

“There is a graceful musicality about this speaker that marks it out as special”
Sonus Faber Liuto Monitor – Hi-Fi Choice (August 2009)

For such bijou speakers, the Toy’s audio performance is immense”
Sonus Faber Toy – BBC Music, Best Loudspeaker of 2008

Sonus Faber has always believed that owning a pair of speakers should be a total aesthetic experience. Technology honed over decades to turn every piece of music into a special auditory occasion is part of the story. But equally important is the meticulous styling and natural materials chosen for the cabinets which house the drivers. Inspired by the craftsmanship of the original makers of classical instruments such as the lute and the violin, Sonus Faber’s blend of fine woods and leather adds up to the last word in aspirational Italian elegance.

And yet, thanks to Sonus Faber’s latest creations, such luxury costs less than you might think. The new Liuto loudspeaker collection reflects the smooth contours and classic joinery of the lute, delivering a sprightly musicality, as sensitive, rich and graceful to listen to as it is to look at. The lute shape is not just visually pleasing; its curves serve to stiffen the cabinet and dampen unwanted resonance, whilst the leather cladding stitched across the front baffle enhances dispersion. The result is a soaring, soulful sound.

Sitting alongside the Liuto range, Sonus Faber’s Toy series sets out to destroy the notion that small speakers can’t deliver wonderfully engaging sound. The warmth and responsiveness of their performance would challenge speakers three times their size, whilst never losing the sense of the fun and joy that the name evokes. Clad from head to toe in barred leather these lovingly designed speakers are set to become style icons for the musical fashionista whilst simultaneously satisfying the audiophile.

Both collections have been specially selected for you by Absolute Sounds, the UK’s leading importer and distributor of the finest, most desirable audio equipment the world has to offer.

The Liuto collection

The Toy collection

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 0TW
T: +44 (0)20 871 39 25 F: +44 (0)20 871 79 92
www.absolutelysounds.com info@absolutelysounds.com

World Radio History
It's funny how your ears get attuned to things. My formative hi-fi years were spent listening to conventional box loudspeakers. Very good ones, as it happens, but even they didn't prepare me for when I heard my first pair of 'panels'.

After years of living with moving coil woofers and tweeters, in wooden cabinets full of woolly wadding, the sheer oddness of auditioning Quad ESL-57 electrostatics was (and still is) hard to put in to words. It was music Jim, but not as I knew it!

In some ways, it was better. Everything came from a single 'point source' and had a lovely cohesion and delicate detail. Still, there was a downside; I wasn't overly impressed with that mild mannered and meek bass, even if it did go lower than it seemed, and the treble wasn't the world's most finely etched either...

Then I went back to my standard speakers, and all I could hear was 'boof-boof-boof'! Bass that I'd thought to be tight seemed as wobbly as a waterbed and, although powerful, was only apparently coming out at one frequency. I had been 'panelled'!

So it's true that once you've taken a walk on the loudspeaker wild side, it's hard to go back. Rather like Earl Grey compared to builder's tea, or fine Japanese sashimi against canned tuna chunks, one instinctively knows when something is right, and when the other is wrong...

Hearing the Magneplanar MG12s [p12] reminded me of this: here's a £1,900 pair of panel speakers that - whilst obviously not brilliant all round - do the basics better than almost any box. They're fast, delicate, expansive, natural and engaging - although you'll yearn for more physicality and heft.

The art of hi-fi is to find out what floats your boat. Expose yourself to as much variety as you can; in the long run, just settling with one type of speaker or amp or source won't take you where you want to go. The Maggies throw this into sharp relief; even if you don't buy them you'll learn more about your existing system.

Then again, they might just satiate a desire in you to be different, ushering in the wonderful world of Quads, Martin Logans, Eminents, Apogees, Kingsounds and of course bigger and better Magneplanars for the rest of your life. You'll kick yourself if you don't at least hear for yourself the difference a panel speaker makes!

David Price, editor
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Our design philosophy in building Scarlatti was to use our 21 years of experience to deliver the best digital playback components in the business without compromise.

For people who are serious about their music, Scarlatti is like no other system on the planet, setting new standards in audio transparency and leaving the listener with only the music.

Available at:
Bade Audio, Farnham 01252 737374
The Right Note, Bath 01225 874 728
The Audioworks, Manchester 0161 428 7887
Linton Audio, Newcastle 0191 477 4167
Loud & Clear, Edinburgh 0131 555 3963
Loud & Clear, Glasgow 0141 221 0221

"The dCS Scarlatti is the best sounding, most satisfying digital playback system I've heard." – Stereophile

"Well there you have it: The best digital sources I've yet heard" – The Absolute Sound

"The Scarlatti Upsampler and DAC are proof that dCS still knows how to make products that are both world-beating and life-enhancing" – HiFi News

www.dcs ltd.co.uk
Mission is back with a brand new range of budget loudspeakers. The MX Series is described as "an all-new range of speakers that exemplifies the company's longstanding reputation for delivering excellent sound at affordable price points". The range consists of five stereo models: the MX-1 (£149.95 per pair) and MX-2 (£199.95) are standmount speakers, while the MX-3 (£349.95), MX-4 (£499.95) and MX-5 (£599.95) are floorstanders. In addition, there are two dedicated centre channel speakers for home cinema use, the MX-C1 (£129.95) and MX-C2 (£179.95), plus a compact multipurpose model called the MX-S (£119.95 per pair), which can be wall, shelf or standmounted and also is ideal for surround-sound duties. New Mission active subwoofers will join the line-up soon, the company says.

Every model is designed to work well when positioned close to a wall, and engineered to deliver a balanced sound both on and off-axis, aided by an integrated treble waveguide that optimises dispersion. Bass and midrange drive units use cones made from "an advanced fibre formulation", for strength and rigidity. These drivers hand over to Mission's classic 25mm silk dome tweeter via a "sophisticated" crossover network. In traditional Mission style, the standmount models have the tweeter positioned below the mid/bass drive unit, in order to aid time alignment. Similarly, the two-way MX-3 and MX-4 floorstanders position the tweeter between twin mid/bass units in a D’Appolito configuration, while the MX-5 is a true three-way design, with the tweeter sited between a single midrange unit and two bass drivers.

The MX Series is the first Mission range to be designed from the ground up by Peter Comeau and his team since Peter was appointed as Director of Acoustic Design for IAG, Mission's parent company, in 2009. Peter previously designed speakers for the Mission brand between 1999 and 2005, his work encompassing award-winning designs such as the Mission 780 and 782. He explains that, "Mission's ethos has always focused upon bringing audiophile performance down to an affordable level, and the MX Series exemplifies this." For more details, call +44 (0)1480 447700 or click on www.mission.co.uk.

Audio Research have just announced their vast new Reference Anniversary Preamplifier, described as "an extraordinary two-box preamp — the best Audio Research has ever made", developed to celebrate the company's fortieth anniversary. It will come in a limited production run that will "cease forever" on 31st December 2010. "Those lucky souls who invest in the piece will own a rare, bone fide high-end audio classic", the company says. They'll have to fork out £23,000 for the privilege, and this is only for a limited period before it rises to £24,000. As with all Audio Research products, the Reference Anniversary Preamplifier is distributed in the UK by Absolute Sounds (www.absolutesounds.com, +44 (0)20 8971 3909).
THREE’S COMPANY

Onkyo has three new multichannel receivers sporting FLAC-compatible audio streaming and iPod/iPhone album art display, the TX-NR1008 (£1,300), TX-NR808 (£1,000), and TX-NR708 (£800). Each is THX Select2 Plus-certified and offers the latest processing and features to support network audio streaming, with playback of FLAC music, iPod/iPod-compatible USB input, multi-room set-ups and “fully immersive 3D-capable home cinema with multi-dimensional surround sound to match”.

Each comes with seven of the latest HDMI 1.4a connections, guaranteeing compatibility with the new 3D video formats. HDMI is also the conduit for full 1080p video upscaling of all video inputs, regardless of native resolution, via Faroudja’s acclaimed DCDi Cinema technology. Each of these network receivers includes a rear-panel Ethernet port that links it directly to the internet or to a home PC. Users can then play a wide range of audio file types including, for the first time, FLAC. Other supported formats include MP3, WMA, WMA Lossless, WAV, Ogg Vorbis, AAC, and LPCM. They can also access a range of different streaming Internet radio services provided by LastFM, vTuner, and Napster, the latter’s music-on-demand subscription service offering UK owners a choice of more than 10 million tracks from 790,000 artists.

Audio processing on all three models includes the ‘studio master-quality' of the industry’s two leading lossless High Definition codecs, Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio. Complementing these are the expanded surround dimensions of Dolby Pro Logic Ilz and Audyssey DSX. With the 7.2-channel TX-NR808 and TX-NR708, these extra channels replace the surround rear channels. With the 9.2-channel TX-NR1008, meanwhile, users have a host of different speaker configurations to choose from. Along with the two extra amplifier channels and one extra HDMI output, the TX-NR1008 offers an extra 192 kHz/24-bit Burr Brown DAC to handle the heavy demands of multi-channel audio processing. Each of the three Onkyo models includes a full suite of Audyssey equalization and room-correction technologies. Other features include an iPod/iPod-compatible remote control, a pair of wireless headphones, and a PLL audio jitter-cleaning circuit technology, for cleaner sounding audio. The optional UP-DT I DAB+ radio tuner module costs £130 and the UP-A1 iPhone/iPod dock £60. For more information, call +44 (0)1628 473350 or click on www.onkyo.co.uk.

GOOD KARMA

Chord Company’s new ChameleonPlus contains four identical sets of silver-plated, multi-stranded, oxygen-free copper conductors, each insulated with Teflon. These are surrounded with a natural fibre wrap that minimises mechanically induced noise. A heavy-gauge foil shield then wraps around the conductors, and a further shield is then applied, then a soft PVC jacket, before a final hard PVC outer jacket is fitted for protection. A single set of silver-plated, multi-stranded, oxygen-free copper conductors insulated with Teflon carry the signal, and two sets of identical conductors make the signal return. Terminations are phone RCA and balanced XLR. For more details, call +44 (0)1980 625700 or click on www.chord.co.uk.

HIGH PRAISE

Fans of button-festooned fascias will be taken with Anthem’s new Audio/Video Master 50v (AVM 50v) preamplifier/home cinema processor. The £5,999 Canadian behemoth sports a fully featured 7.1-channel audio and video processor with eight HDMI inputs, ‘broadcast-quality' digital video processing, Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio, XLRs, high-quality 1080p upscaling, Anthem Room Correction, and two stereo zones. Two new dual-core audio Digital Signal Processing (DSP) engines, designed in-house by Anthem, offer a total of 1,000 digital instructions per second (MIPS) of processing power to allow decoding of the new Dolby, DTS and other HD audio standards. In seeking to accommodate the most advanced input formats available, Anthem has upgraded its pulse-code modulation (PCM) input to support 7.1 channels at 24bits or 192kHz. Additional HDMI inputs have been added, bringing the total to eight, along with two parallel HDMI outputs, enabling the AVM 50v to be the true high-performance hub of any A/V set-up. For more details, visit Anthem A/V Solutions at www.anthemav.co.uk.

AN AUDIENCE WITH KEN

Marantz’s Ken Ishiwata is demonstrating his company’s high end Pearl, brand new Pearl Lite and 15 ranges at Zouch Audio, in Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire, over Friday 27th and Saturday 28th of August. There will be a chance to hear excellent hi-fi, meet staff from Marantz, Zouch and Hi-Fi World, and enjoy champagne and nibbles! This exclusive event is open to a total of 30 people each day, on an invitation-only basis. If you’d like to attend, and one out of each five will be given the chance to attend Ken Ishiwata and others for an evening meal after the proceedings! If you’d like to attend, you should contact Mike Statham at Zouch Audio (email: mike@zouchaudio.co.uk) or call +44 (0)1530 414128; invitations will be issued on a first come, first served basis.

However, if you find the event is all booked up, then Hi-Fi World can offer five lucky readers per day the chance to attend, and one out of each five will be given the chance to join Ken Ishiwata and others for an evening meal after the proceedings! If you’d like the chance to win, simply send your name, phone number and/or email address on a postcard to Hi-Fi World, marked ‘An Audience with Ken’, to our usual address. Also write clearly the day you’d like to attend (i.e. Friday or Saturday). Winners will be drawn out of a hat and notified by August 20th, and there will be another draw for the evening meal. Zouch Audio’s full address is: Zouch Audio Ltd., The Old Coach House, Off South Street, Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire LE65 1BQ. It should be blast; see you there!
THE WOOD STRIPES
Albedo has just introduced its lavish new HL 3.4 loudspeaker. A vast high end three way transmission line design measuring 1,150x620x250mm and weighing in at 66kg, it uses a Helmholine system for “managing high volume levels and keeping the detailed bass texture which transmission lines are properly renowned for”. The elliptically shaped cabinet is made in a special high density damped sandwich that allows the system to neutralise vibrations. The large lateral panels are mould pressed and can be chosen in two wooden veneers, striped ebony and striped walnut. The two 6.5” ceramic woofers, single 5” ceramic midrange driver and 1.2” ceramic tweeter are by Accuton of Germany, and are linked to a “sophisticated crossover section that ensure the best linearity in amplitude and phase, for time-coherent reproduction”. The crossover network has been developed with tube amplifiers in mind, so the impedance curve is really smooth and never goes under the real 4 ohm value. Sensitivity is claimed as 89dB and frequency response 35-20,000Hz. Price is 17,500 Euros. For details, click on www.albedoaudio.com.

MUSIC ON THE MOVE
Ideal for summer, the £49.99 Eton FR360 Solarlink by Nevada is described as a “state-of-the-art Multi-tasking Solar-Powered & Wind-up AM/FM/Shortwave Radio with Torch, Siren and Mobile Phone Charger”, no less! It has four choices of power, and the splash-proof casing means it’s great for outdoor use and if you’re cut off from mains power you can even charge your mobile. As well as local radio stations on AM/FM, the FR360 will pick up worldwide services via the shortwave bands. Power can come from the radio’s hand-crank generator, using the sun’s light and the solar panel, the internal rechargeable Ni-MH battery pack or with its AC Adapter.

The FR360 features AM/FM and Short-wave bands, a built-in flashlight, flashing red LED emergency light and siren as well as built-in USB mobile phone charging capabilities. The £59.99 Nevada Sinfonie II DAB, DMB-A, DAB+ & FM radio is said to be “a future-proof radio with the latest DAB, DAB+ and DMB-A system that works in the majority of countries offering Digital Radio and VHF FM radio”. The Sinfonie II has been made especially easy to use with a clear illuminated display, an alarm clock and automatic time settings. It comes with an international UK/European mains adaptor, so it’s perfect if you’re travelling or want to take it abroad. For more details, click on www.nevadaradio.co.uk or call +44(0) 23 92 313090.

DARK SIDE OF THE TUNE
The new Eclipse TD50811-UD (currently £679.99) is described as “a reference-class desktop speaker system” that uses technology taken from Eclipse TD’s £5,000 TD712zMK2 studio monitors “to improve on the winning formula with refined acoustics at higher volumes, even better bass and greater dynamic range”. The system comprises a quality stereo amplifier and two satellite speakers, which sport a highly engineered single driver with no crossover to smear the sound, no digital signal processing to destroy phase and timing, a non-resonant composite “egg” cabinet with zinc alloy internal structure and stand. The amp is fitted with phono inputs and large gold-plated speaker terminals, while all audio inputs and outputs are gold plated. The driver is decoupled from the enclosure, mounted on a heavy internal stand to avoid transmission of energy to the cabinet. An anchor weight at the back of the driver further improves transient response and a rear exhaust port dissipates energy. For details call +44(0) 20 7328 4499 or click on www.eclipse-td.net.

BACK IN BLACK
Sonos has a new ZonePlayer in black; it’s equipped with the same functionality as its white counterpart, including stereo pairing, multi-room music streaming, access to music services including Last.fm, Deezer and Napster, as well as the ability to be controlled by the free controller for the iPhone and iPod Touch. The Black SS gives users the ultimate choice in design for the multi-room music streaming system, the company says. Both the black and white Sonos ZonePlayer SSs will fit into any styled room in the house. For details click on www.sonos.co.uk.
The GEM has been joined by a full family of amazingly capable products. Any input source, any software.

- **PEACH**
  - Coaxial, Optical, USB, APT-X Bluetooth DAC

- **DUAL**
  - Analogue & USB Output Phono Amplifier

- **PRIME**
  - 4 Input Pre Amplifier, Bidirectional USB

- **TOUCAN**
  - Headphone Amplifier with USB + RCA

- **SCAMP**
  - 50W Stereo Power Amplifier with USB + RCA

- **MOGUL**
  - High Performance Micro PC, 6 USB, HDMI 1080P Monitor O/P + Ethernet

- **GEM**
  - USB, APT-X Bluetooth D to A Converter

---

**Call**

01622 721444

**Email**

sales@chordelectronics.co.uk

**Visit**

www.chordelectronics.co.uk
**iPADDING**

Meridian has announced the new Meridian Sooloos iPad App, which is now available to download from the Apple App Store free of charge. It enables full control of a Meridian Sooloos Digital Media System, providing an enhanced user interface and new features when using an iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad as a wireless controller. The app also allows the user to take full advantage of Meridian's Sooloos Digital Media System to store, manage, browse and play the highest quality audio in multiple zones around the home. The Meridian Sooloos iPad App finds the Wi-Fi network, locates the Sooloos Digital Media System, and connects to it automatically with no configuration necessary. Once connected, the user can browse their music and control all aspects of playback in all system zones via their iPad. Features include transport control, volume and mute controls, fullscreen cover art viewing for the current track, multiple zone playback control, browsing by artist, genre, release date, import date and tags, shuffle, loop and seek and more. Download the free Meridian Sooloos iPad App from: [http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/sooloos/id349003289?mt=8](http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/sooloos/id349003289?mt=8).

Naim Audio also has a new, fully customisable iPad application available for free download via their NaimNet site. The NaimNet iPad app offers extensive control of the system via an attractive graphical interface. It is said to be very flexible and customisable; dealers or customers will be able to create graphical plans of their homes and/or listening rooms, for example, for more intuitive control of multi-room set-ups. The app will also originate and manage timed events across the whole home from something as simple as an alarm clock function to full control of lighting and heating at specific times. For more details, click on [www.naimnet.com](http://www.naimnet.com).

**ROK ON**

The new Roksan Caspian M2 Series develops on the Caspian M-Series, whilst its DNA lies closer to the ultra-high-end Roksan Platinum Series, the company says. The new range sits above Caspian M-Series, more in line with the Platinum Series. There's a new fascia and stainless steel chassis, plus the multi-function Roksan LCD System Remote Control, first introduced with the K2 Series. The M2 integrated amplifier boasts 85/125 Watts per channel (into 8 or 4 Ohms respectively) via two "ultra low noise, low leakage" toroidal transformers; one for the master power supply, and a second for the independent, dual-output phono preamplifier. There are five line inputs and one tape input/output, one input is switchable to balanced XLR, and all connectors are gold plated. In addition, the M2 Integrated Amplifier boasts a number of useful security features; including LED position indicator on the volume control, a -20dB mute function, short circuit protection and power supply failure detection system. The M2 CD player boasts modern internal components, and a one-piece optimised motherboard, decoupled mechanism and dedicated transformer/power supplies for the analogue filters and the outputs. There's a 24bit, 192 kHz DAC, "individually selected" laser mechanism, gold-plated output ports, and a dedicated transformer and power supply for the analogue filters and output stage. The new range is available from September 2010. For more information call +44 (0)20 8900 6801 or click on [www.roksan.co.uk](http://www.roksan.co.uk).

**LEATHER ON WOOD**

Pioneer GB have announced two new high quality earphones - the cherry wood SE-CL23 and the leather look SE-CL24. The former are available in dark red or white, and the latter in stylish brown or black leather. Both headphone designs are lightweight and feature an innovative slant nozzle with soft silicone padding to ensure excellent noise-isolation. Each design also comes with three sizes of soft, ergonomic tips which means you can choose the perfect size for your ears, guaranteeing a comfortable and secure fit. These headphones have been designed to offer high clarity and powerful bass, via their 9mm drivers with a claimed frequency response of 20Hz to 20kHz, with an impedance of 16Ω. They also have a gold-plated 3.5 mm stereo mini-plug and a silver-plated OFC wire inside a 1.2 m long Y-type cord. The leather headphones (SE-CL24) also come complete with a cord adjuster for additional convenience and comfort. For more information on the complete headphone range visit [www.pioneer.co.uk](http://www.pioneer.co.uk).
A popular panel loudspeaker in America, Magneplanars – or Maggies as they're known affectionately – are rare in the UK. Yet the pernickety Quad ESL-57 lives on valiantly, so there is a place for a panel, as it were. Likely it just comes down to exposure, otherwise known as marketing, and Magneplanars are low on the UK horizon in this respect. But perhaps a budget entry model like the MG12, price £1,900, can change that?

We all know ribbon treble units sound good and are appearing on a wide variety of loudspeakers, like the Monitor Audio Platinum series for example. Well, the MG12 is a giant, full-range ribbon loudspeaker, so it should sound good – and it does. But with hi-fi loudspeakers you rarely get something for nothing and full range ribbons are not a picture of perfection. Although funnily, the MG12 turned out more perfect than it appeared, as I'll explain...

My first impression of the MG12 wasn't so good. It's a medium sized panel standing 133cms (52.5in) tall, 43cms (17in) wide and just 4cms (1.5in) deep, of lacklustre appearance with its grey cloth cover. There is no adornment, trims being in black, which makes for a sombre whole. Each panel is relatively light, weighing around 14kgs (30lbs), so they are easy to move, and it stands on the simplest of screw-on angled feet that flex wildly. There are no spikes and the panels bend back and forth on their feet if pushed, meaning stability of the sort pursued on other loudspeakers, including modern Quads and Martin Logans for example, is non-existent.

Magnepan have paid absolutely no attention to this on the MG12, something we have to attribute to price.

Each MG12 comprises a large area bass panel and a vertical ribbon tweeter. However, bass unit output rolls down fast above 500Hz and the tweeter is making a big contribution from 400Hz upward. Crossover is at long wavelengths, making it smooth and free of phase interference. This also means that a violin comes in one part, not two, something that is obvious when listening to the MG12s, and a property that marks it out quite clearly in sonic terms from most box loudspeakers.

A small connection panel carries natty little 4mm sockets with hex key screw grips. These accept 4mm plugs or bare wire, and are able to clamp both. Then there's a tweeter 'attenuator' that isn't an attenuator unless you make it an attenuator(!) and a fast-blow 4A protection fuse.

The presence of a tweeter attenuator with a shorting link fitted suggests Magnepan think owners may want to reduce treble level, and they are right: it is a little high. Magnepan suggest using a 1 Ohm resistor; I suggest an inductor would be better.
"Quite unlike box loudspeakers, these open panels offer a large, cleanly wrought soundstage..."
One material sums up our uncompromising quest for perfection in sound reproduction more than any other. Diamond. A unique combination of lightness and rigidity, it's the ultimate tweeter dome material. So when we were designing our flagship 800 Series Diamond reference speakers, we knew that nothing else would do. Now, for the first time ever, you can experience the unparalleled clarity of diamond in every speaker in the range. True sound. Made for recording studios. And now available everywhere else.

www.bowers-wilkins.com
MEASURED PERFORMANCE

Frequency response varied across the front panel according to height, lateral position and angle, as always with panel loudspeakers. On-axis, at centre, the result shown at top. As panels go, this is a smooth and flat frequency response, showing the MG12 is a well developed product.

Our Off-Axis Response shows 'tweeter side' off-axis frequency response, the orange trace, and bass panel side off-axis response (around 25 degrees), the blue trace (green is on-axis reference). This analysis clearly shows the MG12 gives the smoothest result with its tweeters on the inside, and the panel pointing down the room, not directly at the listener: then it is flat and accurate.

The flatness of the MG12's frequency response trace below 1.5kHz suggests very low colouration. Bass extension is good too, measuring -6dB down at 40Hz, better than most box loudspeakers, ignoring their port contribution.

The decay spectrum looked very clean, except below 100Hz where there do appear to be some strong panel resonance modes that may well affect bass quality. Bass distortion was severe around 40Hz (50% off bass doubling) but fell rapidly to 5% at 50Hz, declining down to a very low level of 0.1% above 200Hz. Bass distortion is high, for 90dB SPL at 1m, but midband distortion very low, an unusual result.

Although impedance was low at 5.25 Ohms and the panel draws power, sensitivity was very low at 81dB. Consequently, the MG12 needs lots of power to go loud and there may well be a maximum loudness issue here, determined by how much power the panel can absorb and by bass doubling. A minimum of 50 Watts will be needed more. Bass doubling then becomes an issue too.

CONCLUSION

In their own way, Magnepan's Magneplanar MG12s are very impressive. Quite unlike box loudspeakers these open panels offer a large, clearly wrought soundstage with real scale. Instruments and singers hang in the room with stark clarity. In this they are a wonderful experience and easily better than most, all of their similarly priced box rivals. A bargain at £1,900 then, but with provisions. Whilst they have bass weight, they're not especially tuneful at the bottom end. And at the top end they could be smoother and less aggressive. Everything in-between however was a delight, and well worth hearing. Magnepan's MG12 is a loudspeaker I recommend you hear; you'll surely feel its magnetic pull!
Aquarius replaced the companies GII Mini Sub and is the latest product in IsoTek's unique range of multi-award winning power conditioners that are designed and hand made in England using the finest materials and built to the highest of standards.

Formed in July 2001 IsoTek’s vision has been to create high-quality mains power conditioners that stretch beyond current conventions. Through careful market analysis and extensive research, IsoTek has been able to launch products that dramatically improve the performance of all components used within an audio or visual environment, a fact that has been proved by countless international reviews and over 25 audio awards.

"IsoTek is the leader in mains conditioning products"
Hi-Fi News

"IsoTek is the UK’s biggest name in mains filtration"
Hi-Fi Choice

"Not all mains conditioners are created equal... IsoTek has built itself a reputation as a purveyor of mains conditioners that actually improve (as opposed to just alter) the sound”
Hi-Fi World

For more information and to obtain your free IsoTek brochure please call:

01276 501 392
info@soundfowndations.co.uk
www.soundfowndations.co.uk  www.isoteksystems.com
Could this have existed without the Bose Sounddock? There's no denying that the iGroove has some, shall we say, 'key similarities' to the aforementioned iPod style icon. But look closer and the Klipsch is obviously cut from different cloth. Whilst lacking the Bose's beautiful lines, the iGroove answers a lot of questions the Bose left up in the air, such as 'what happens when you turn the volume up?' On the Bose, ramping up the loud pedal results in a slight flattening of dynamics, and a general softening of transients. This is in part down to the latter's slightly less rigid cabinetry, whereas the Klipsch has an admirably solid rear panel. Onto this the iGroove adds twin 64mm woofers working in conjunction with a 19mm tweeter per side, which are as per the Klipsch tradition, horn loaded of course. All of this is carefully contained in a neat 305x121x117mm moulded plastic case, which is more solid that you'd expect at its price. No fripperies on this iPod speaker dock; the top of the iGroove has but three buttons for operation: power and volume up or down. The supplied card remote control has play/pause, track selection and mute in addition. Round the back there's a DC power in, a 3.5mm auxiliary input and an S-video output jack. This is a very fine sounding compact speaker system; it won't out-punch the likes of the (far more expensive) B&W Zeppelin Mini, but gives a real taste of top iPod speaker systems without going anywhere near their lofty price tags. The sound is clean, crisp, smooth and svelte - even when you push it close to its (not inconsiderable) maximum volume. An excellent little black box for iPod users everywhere, even if this latest model's price has crept up just a touch too much. DP

[Contact: www.klipsch.co.uk, 0845 0822454]

VITA R1 MK2 £160

For this writer, the original Vita Audio R1 was the first complete budget digital table radio. Whereas the early part of the last decade saw the glory days of Tivoli (making beautifully easy to use, fine sounding and elegant little analogue AM/FM radios), it wasn’t until the arrival of the Vita in 2004 that the genre moved on a proper. Here we had a small footprint DAB/FM design with a modicum of useful facilities, excellent sound (given it’s just a mono radio), fine design and excellent build. The R1 proved justifiably popular, the main problem for its manufacturers being how to replace it; it would be easy to lose its satisfying simplicity of use and delightful packaging.

Unsurprisingly perhaps, the new mk2 variant of the R1 changes very little; only a few rough edges are smoothed over, and a few facilities added or optioned. The new model is a DAB, DAB+ and FM tuner with RDS, ten presets, a switchable auxiliary input for MP3 and other audio devices, and 9W output power via a 3.5" custom driver unit. The sound can now be tailored by separate bass and treble controls (and there’s a loudness facility too), accessible via the setup menu. Useful enough, but the headline change is the improved display, which is a bit more informative than of yore, although more cluttered too, sadly. The unique ‘RotoDial’ control with soft illumination is retained, but again gets a tad more complex; it’s still very easy to use by the standards of rivals, however. There’s a 3.5mm line in (for playing back iPods, etc., through its speaker), and a stereo line output. An improved clock gives sleep and alarm functions.

The Vita R1 mk2 is a lovely thing to use, and to listen to, with excellent sound quality considering its compact 170x130x135mm dimensions. There’s now the option of making it portable, via the £39.99 CarryPack (hand-stitched leather case and carrying handle, available in black or brown) and a £49.99 BackPack rechargeable battery. This ups the stock 1.5kg weight a little but makes the Vita truly transportable; it’s ideal for garden or garage use in this guise, but of course it’s not waterproof. The new radio comes in a choice of ‘Rich Walnut’ veneer, ‘Dream White’ and ‘Midnight Black’ high gloss lacquers; our black gloss sample looked superb, although the gloss finishes command a £20 price premium. Overall, a lovely thing that’s a good deal more usable than the original. Even though it’s one of the most expensive of the breed, it still deserves to succeed like its predecessor. DP

[Contact: +44 (0)1702 601 410, www.vitaaudio.com]
A sister company to Vincent, Tube Audio Company (T.A.C.) has just gained UK distribution. This gave David Price the chance to audition its new hybrid CD player, the shapely C-60...

It's like déjà vu all over again. That Yogi Berra phrase perfectly encapsulates the way, just as it had been officially declared 'dead' (or at least fit for the knacker's yard), vinyl suddenly got brilliant - and now Compact Disc is doing the same thing!

I honestly can't remember a time when so many really good mid to high end silver disc spinners were coming out, ten years after they were supposed to have been rendered rubbish overnight thanks to DVD-Audio and SACD.

The T.A.C. C-60 is a perfect exemplar of this. It's a positively postmodern CD player, with mega high upsampling and a switchable tube output stage, to go with its 'old skool' top loading transport. Just for good measure it has a display that looks suspiciously like it has come from a mid nineties Sony - complete with what that company used to call a 'music calendar'. Then there's the battleship build, and the obligatory hewn-from-solid aluminium remote control, to expunge the memory of all those horrid plasticky things we had to live with for twenty five years...

The machine is big at 450x390x100mm, and weighs a not incomconsiderable 12kg, pretty much on a par with those 'battleship' Japanese late eighties monsters. This is down in no small part to its casing, which seems to be a steel frame onto which an inch-thick aluminium top plate is bolted. Presumably this is to add mass to damp vibration, which it does reasonably well, but I'm sorry to say that it's still more prone to ring than some machines.

Set into the top plate is the Philips VAM 1202 mechanism, accessible by a little sliding door, akin to the Accustic Arts CD I reviewed a couple of years ago. This runs Philips control electronics, and feeds an eight times oversampling Burr Brown PCM1792 DAC, upsamled to 24bit/352.8kHz no less. The output stage uses low noise, low distortion Burr Brown 2804 operational amplifiers, with a switchable cathode follower line 6922EH tube output stage. These tubes are visible through cooling vents in the top plate; it's nice to see them glowing away quietly inside! There's also a 6Z4 valve rectifier for the output stage supply voltage, and the company talks of high quality passive componentry throughout, with the coupling capacitors isolated from the signal stages. The power supply, drive stage, and output stage are isolated from one another in physically separated housings, and there's balanced circuitry from top to bottom.

Round the back there are RCA phono outputs, in addition to male XLRs. Digital outs comprise TOSLINK optical and coaxial. The front panel sports a power switch, the display (dimmable and defeatable) and a 'tube/FET' switch. I tried both analogue output stage options in my system and found, with my 'well lit' NS1000Ms, that the tube stage was preferable. This is in no way a prescription; others may find precisely the opposite; for me the tubes simply took a fraction of what little 'edge' there was off the sound, but made relatively little difference.

Up top, in front of the disc drawer recess, are the transport controls. The whole machine felt well made and sturdy, although it's still not up to high end Japanese standards in this respect; then again, what is? Via the digital out - which is used to feed a dCS Paganini DAC for reference purposes, I was intrigued to find the dCS reporting it was receiving a '17/44.1kHz' (i.e. 17bit!) signal; if anyone has an explanation forthcoming I'd like to hear it! But without further ado, the important bit...

**SOUND QUALITY**

Here's an archetypal example of a thoroughly modern digital music player, able to elevate CD sound up to the level where it's very hard to fault, and extremely easy to live with. Running out via its balanced XLRs, 4hero's 'Third Stream' came over with a wonderful openness and ease, matched by near absolute lack of grain. Low frequencies were strong and seemingly unconstrained by the limits of the 16bit format; the double bass that underpins the track was taut and tuneful, clean and unsullied. At the same time, the TAC. presented a delightfully clean and finely etched midband, the player giving a wonderful rendition of the descending piano cadences, the beautiful cornamuse work, the tight, staccato snare drumming and the gentle violins. Saxophones, so often the bane of Red Book, seemed almost creamy. Instruments were...
located with great precision, sitting clearly distinct from one another, while hi hats and cymbals had a faithful metallic sheen, yet a great measure of delicacy. There was no splash, no clang and no ringing; it was digital without tears.

Moving to the more compressed, early nineties digital strains of Annie Lennox's 'Medusa' album, and the densely layered grandeur of 'Don't Let It Bring You Down' showed the C-60 again as a smooth but tremendously incisive performer. Here's a song that can strip paint on my system when fed with a poor source; Annie's voice is icily cold and hard at all times, tempered of course by her wonderfully heartfelt delivery. This CD player carried it as precisely as this, resolutely failing to let her voice grate. Rather, it towered above my loudspeakers, pushing relentlessly out into the room and hitting me upon the brow, but never hurting or searing. The (now very dated) electronic backing track fizzed behind, but whereas so many lesser machines turned it into an hazy, bright mush, the C-60 picked out all the strands of the mix, flashing up its little intricacies (that gentle piano accompaniment, that soft guitar part) with relish. Drum machine (Roland TR909) hi hats sparked softly, keyboard pads gilded dolefully, and Annie's voices cut through with wonderful poignancy, occasionally augmented with overdubbed backing vocals. The result was a truly affecting rendition of what's surely one of the greatest covers of this majestic Neil Young song.

"It's very straight down the line in its nature, doing no embellishing, and steadfastly refusing to editorialise..."

a magnificent analogue recording from the very early eighties with the great Sly and Robbie doing rhythm section duties, showed that all that openness and clarity hadn't robbed the C-60 of a keen sense of rhythm. Whilst it's true to say it's not the most emotionally charged and exuberant performer; the T.A.C. machine supplied an easy musicality which made listening a pleasure at all levels. It caught that amazing syncopation between snare, hi hat and bass guitar brilliantly, punching out a big, fat bass guitar sound which was framed so deftly by the drum kit, guitar and piano. Again, the CD player was sublime with vocals, sounding so natural and direct, communicating Isaacs' vocal timbre in all its rich, smoky glory.

Another track which relies heavily for its percussive groove is Simple Minds' "Someone, Somewhere, In Summertime". The opening track to the band's 'New Gold Dream' album, it's a long, languid slowburn of a song, bristling with filigree detail and
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atmospheric, reverb infused vocals. Again, I loved the way the C-60 delved deep into what’s something of a murky mix and got to the heart of the action. The drum work was carried with unexpected energy, with some striking dynamic contrasts; it really flagged up the differences between a softly brushed snare and a rim shot, for example. The four-on-the-floor bass drum and cymbal interplay was a joy, and I loved the clarity and bite of the cymbals. Those classic early eighties analogue synths sounded positively majestic, and Jim Kerr’s voice – not the standout feature of the band – was beautifully rendered. Again, this CD player caught his vocal timbre superbly, but also his phrasing too. The result was a haunting but impassioned delivery of a somewhat meandering song on lesser silver disc spinners it sounds precisely thus.

Frankie Goes to Hollywood’s ‘The Power of Love’ was another delight. All it took was to hear the opening piano chords, shimmering with rich harmonics, and I knew the C-60 was genius at work. It’s fair to say I’ve rarely heard this mid-eighties epic smoocher in such high fidelity; again this CD dazzled with its beautifully spacious, finely wrought midband. Soaring strings set within a vast soundstage, underpinned by a seat-shakingly powerful bass guitar and crashing piano work together had me locked to my seat, in awe at Trevor Horn production.

Despite the fact it was all recorded on a 44.056kHz sampling frequency 16bit Sony PCM-F1 (the staple of Horn’s Sarm West studios at the time), it sounded massive.

Even with the relatively crudely recorded ‘Sex and Drugs and Rock’n’Roll’ by Ian Dury, the genius of the sadly now deceased singer and the skill of his backing band, The Blockheads, was clear to hear. The C-60 left you in no doubt you were in a ‘spit and sawdust’ late seventies recording studio, but it didn’t obsess on the rough edges. It locked on the lead guitar and cymbal work, giving the song real rhythmic drive, and let the brilliance of Dury’s vocals shine out. Despite the somewhat curtailed stereo width of this track, the centre stage was so solid it might as well have been nailed to my front room’s chimney breast. Nor was there much stage depth (on this track), yet somehow the song still came over as multi layered, sounding as if it had great scale nevertheless!

So, the T.A.C. liked svelte soul-jazz fusion, fine female vocals, classic reggae, covering stadium rock, polished eighties power pop and scratchy new wave; what then of classical? Unsurprisingly the C-60 was just at home here as anywhere else.

An Esoteric release of Mozart’s ‘Piano Concerto No. 20 in D minor’ (English Chamber Orchestra/Clifford Curzon, Britten) was breathtaking. Once again that deft midband had me swimming in a vast soundstage.

In absolute terms, compared to my reference (and vastly more expensive) dCS Paganini DAC, there was a fraction less stage depth and a scintilla less low level detailing, but the C-60 was far closer than I’d expected. It is marginally brighter than the dCS too, but again so is every other CD player I’ve heard, which shows that the C-60 is very, very close to the right side of neutral, its rendition of the music’s massed strings was wonderfully natural, as was its delicious piano sound.

CONCLUSION
Well yes, I loved it. The T.A.C. C-60 is a prime example of twenty first century Compact Disc best practice. It’s very straight down the line in its nature, doing no embellishing or denuding, and steadfastly refusing to editorialise. It just says, “there’s the music, go have fun with it”. There are a number of rivals at this price that have more character; one example that springs to mind is the Naim CD-X2 which gives a more pronounced presentation, pushing rhythms right to the fore at the expense of a deep, tangible soundstage and rich instrumental timbre. However, the T.A.C. instead chooses to give the bigger picture, offering a remarkably even and open sound that’s fractionally less entralling than the Naim but just as enjoyable - and if the truth be told, a bit more accurate. I’ve heard better, but it’s not until I start thinking of £5,000-plus designs that I think the C-60 would in any way be shamed. Think of it this way; it has most of the power, punch and poise of Oracle’s £8,500 CD1500/II, but comes in at a good deal less than half the price. As such, it’s a super ‘mid-to-high-end’ buy, and one to shorthand if you’re looking for your ‘last’ CD player.
Music is our Passion

OUR CURRENT PRE-OWNED STOCK LIST:

AMPLIFICATION
- Chord Chordette DAC. Mint, boxed, only 2wks old. £499
- Eastern Electric Minimax Pre Amp. Boxed, excellent condition, owner, stunning reviews. (£2450) £1295
- Cyrus 8 XP Integrated Amp. Few weeks old, Quartz finish, mint, boxed. Stunning performance. New £1300, bargain at £949. Also, matching Cyrus Smart Power Plus (+£349) and Cyrus Mark 7T - Tower (£3155) Icon Audio Stereo 40 mk III. Only a few months old (Upgrade valve model) with a spare set of valves. Retail £2950 original price. £750
- Quad II Eighty-Voice mono blocks. One owner from new, unmarked, stunning performance, great reviews. £6000 original price. (£3795)
- Chapter Audio Preface & Couplet pre/power combo. Boxed with original factory boxes, excellent condition. Cost new over £39, less than half price they are an amazing value for money, £4295
- Myryad Mi Multi-Source System. Ex-demo with owner's logs and why they bought it. Mint, immaculate, original box, packing & remote. Stunning performance, all-in-one solution. (£1295) only £595
- Art Audio Diva (ex Volume Control). Stunning in polished chrome (chassis & control knobs). Original box & packing. 18ths old, immaculate. Includes Shangri-La Treasures Volume plus square pair of Golden Dragon 274a's (£7240) be very quick at £2952
- Art Audio VPI Pre Amp (with MM Phono Stage). In highly desirable chrome, spectacular condition, original boxes & packing. (New £2600) only £1295
- Quad II Forty-Mono Blocks. One owner, original box/packing, excellent condition, 5yr warranty. (£3000) £1895
- Bel Canto EVO2 Gen II Amp. Great condition (one small mark on front panel), boxed, manual, RCA & XLR inputs. New £2500 a bargain at £995
- MBL 500iA Reference Mono Blocks (2x). In black/gold, original factory boxes, one owner, excellent condition, 5yr warranty. New £4100, amazing value at only £1995
- Deltech DAP505 Power Amp. With Deltech 500S Slink speaker cable. Boxed, manual etc. (£190) £495
- Eastern Electric MiniMax Pre/power Combo. One owner, unmarked, as new, only 3mths old, 5yr warranty. Stunning performance, amazing reviews. (£2195) £1295
- Counterpoint SA-12 Hybrid Stereo Power Amp. One of these amps that you forget how good it is until you hear it again (£1250) Only £495

DIGITAL
- Chord Chordette DAC. Mint, boxed, only 2wks old. In silver with Semester 150-300 (new APTX has terrific soundstage). New £450, bargain at only £289
- Teac VRDS-10 CD Transport/Player. Immaculate, original box, packing and remote. (£1700) Only £495
- Marantz Ki Pearl SACD. Mint, as new, boxed, only a few months old. Great reviews on this special edition. Special price (£2500) £1699
- Vincent CD-S6MK CD Player. New model, only a few months old, Balanced & single ended outputs. Ex- demo, silver, immaculate, full warranty. (£1750) £1349

LOUDSPEAKERS
- ATC SCM 150 ASL Classic Active Speakers. Ex-demo, dark walnut, stunning reviews, 2010 spec. Cost new £2875. £1499
- Dynaudio Focus 110 Speakers. Boxed, mint condition. One owner, only a few months old. Cost new £1295 a bargain at only £625
- JAS Audio One Speakers. Finished in High Gloss Cherry. These were voted Hi-Fi+ Product of the year and are sensational. Some minor marks (not visible from the front) cost new £2000 and a bargain at £995
- Dynaudio Contour 1.35E Speakers. With Dynaudio Stands. These are very rare and highly sought after. Private sales fetch around £1000 with no snakes. Yours with the stands (including 5yr warranty) for only £1095
- ATC SCM15ASL Speakers. In cherry. One owner from new, 6 months old, excellent condition (few marks) Now cost (£1900) be very quick at only £995
- Hyperion HFS 938 UK Speakers. Finished in high gloss black. Stunning performance, one owner from new, original boxes and packing (event the boxes are mint). Cost new £495 and a bargain at only £2955
- Dynaudio Focus 110 Speakers. Finished in cherry. One owner from new in its new condition. Original boxes/packing. These cost new £2000, so with a 5-year warranty £958 is a bargain.
- Monitor Audio Platinum Series PL-100 Speakers. Finished in piano black, months old, in immaculate condition, with original boxes/packing. These cost new £1295 a bargain at only £629
- ATC SCM15ASL Special Edition plaque (£2500) £1695

VAUXFANS® A Compact Speakers. Finished in Cherry, and in immaculate condition, with original packing and boxes. (£995) only £295
- Amphion Argon 3L Speakers. In Scandinavian Birch with original boxes, packing and accessory pack. Only 8 months old. Hi-Fi Choice Best Buy and Group test winner (Issue 322) (£2600) only £1695
- Audio Physic Scorpia II. Latest model, finished in cherry, ex demo, unmarked (£3773) £2790
- Quad ESL 2950 Speakers. One owner, mint and boxed with very low hours. Amazing reviews (£7000) only £4999 with a 5-year warranty
- Audio Physic Tempo V6 Speakers. Finished in the Maple. These are a one owner pair, 6 months old, completely unmarked with original packing, boxes and literature. (£2600) bargain at £1995
- Ruark Pradle Speakers. In Yew, virtually as new condition. One local owner, fantastic sound and a bargain at only £299. No boxes, so collection only
- Audio Physic Sitara Loudspeakers. Finished in Rosined. These are packaged with original packing, Boxes and Literature. Recenty 'Highly Commended' by Hi-Fi News, these loudspeakers feature the new Hyper-Holographic Drivers. (£2000) £1395
- Audio Physic Tempo V6 Speakers. In Cherry, one owner, good condition, some very minor marks. (£3800) £2195

ANALOGUE
- Airbnb 859 SE Turntable. One owner from new. Excellent condition, boxed, manual etc. 5-year warranty for the new owner. (£8000) only £4695
- Whist PS20 complete with MSU20. One owner from new, stunning 2-box stereo setup in black, original box and packing. Incredible reviews. (£1299) £959
- Ayre P-5XE Phono Stage. Balanced and single ended outputs and regarded as probably one of the best current models available. (£5000) Mint condition. One owner, current spec. Cost now £1895. 5yr warranty and a bargain at £995
- Magneplan DMS 150T Speaker. Complete with full original box and a £500 upgrade. (£2500) £1499
- ROTEL RL-970BX Phono Stage. Finished in black, with all original box and packing. (£199) only £95
- Tom Evans Moore Groove Phono Stage. Stunning performance, excellent condition. Cost new £469, bargain price only £249 with a 5yr warranty.
- Eastern Electric Minimax Phono Stage. This is probably the record (no pun intended) for the most outstanding reviews of any product currently available. Boxed in unmarked condition. One owner from new, only months old. Simply sensational (£1495) £920
- Quad QC 24 Phono Stage. A mint one owner example and is as new. Great reviews. (£1200) £795

MAINS CONDITIONING
- PurePower 700. Finished in black. Ex-demo, the ultimate mains regeneration. (£1500) £629
- Vertex Silver Plus Jaya. One owner from new (raised badge current spec model) in excellent condition. The reviews speak for themselves. Grab yourself a bargain. (£3725) £1395
- ISOLIT Substation Vantage. One owner, original supplied by us, mint condition, stunning performance, flagship grade mains conditioning. (£2955) £1495
- Vertical AQ Tags - 5-way distribution mains filter. Great reviews. One owner from new, unmarked. (£398) £195

CABLES
- Verloop AQ Mini Monocore Speaker Links. Set of 4 links with the 80x65x30mm acoustic absorbtion modules simply sensational (£395) £195
- Chord Signature speaker cable. One owner, boxed, as new. 2.5m, amazing reviews. (£750) £425
- Transparent MusicLink Super RCA, 5m, cost new £699, only £275

ACCESSORIES
- Finsb Element Segment X Rack. (£400) finished in black and silver. A few minor marks (very, very minor). Comes complete with the five piece dedicated spike set (£120). One owner, assembled once (only a few months old) £275
Hi-Fi World gives you the chance to win our favourite affordable Blu-ray player, in the sleek shape of Cambridge Audio's 650BD! Here's what Noel Keywood said about it in the June 2010 issue...

"This is a sophisticated player, purposed to do a good job with every silver audio disc ever conceived as a commercial format. It also plays Blu-ray movies of course, and DVD movies, upscaling them to Blu-ray resolution, to improve picture quality. You can use it as a decent CD transport, connected via S/PDIF to a DAC, or HDMI to an AV receiver, because our measurements show it has very low jitter. The 650BD converted SACD, DTS HD Master Audio and Dolby TrueHD to PCM without difficulty. Set it to work as a transport, the Cambridge played a wide variety of CDs, HDCDs, DVD-As and SACDs without a glitch, and also played all varieties of Blu-ray movie soundtrack, from Dolby and DTS, as well as straight PCM, making it a great universal player. This is one of the UK's first players to do it all — and not at a daft price!

Picture quality passed all Silicon Optix, High Quality Video tests with ease, using both Blu-ray and DVD tests, but most quality Blu-ray players manage this nowadays. There were no jaggies at all, no motion trailing or feathering, nor strobing. My first impression of this player's sound was that it was lush and smooth, and produced unusually well defined, firm images. The strenuous but masterful playing by Percy Grainger of Grieg's Piano Concerto was delivered with eye popping closeness and clarity, from another 2L disc carrying DTS HD Master Audio in 24/192 resolution over 5.1 channels. The bottom line is, a good Blu-ray player like the Cambridge is able to handle all these format variations and discs, and deliver great sound quality. The Cambridge Audio 650BD player does it all I found, and very well too. Offering superb sound quality from all silver discs, plus very good picture quality, and with no major weaknesses, Cambridge Audio have pulled a rabbit out of the hat here. It's a must buy, being the first audiophile Blu-ray player in the UK in effect, one that is supremely capable, priced competitively and, for the time being, has no peer."

If you’d like to win this superb bit of kit then all you have to do is answer the following four easy questions. Send your entries on a postcard only by 31st August 2010 to:

September Competition
Hi-Fi World magazine
Unit G4, Argo House
The Park Business Centre
Kilburn Park Road
London NW6 5LF

RULES AND CONDITIONS OF ENTRY

- ONLY ONE ENTRY PER HOUSEHOLD
- MULTIPLE ENTRIES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY DISQUALIFIED
- PURCHASE OF THE MAGAZINE IS NOT A PRE-CONDITION OF ENTRY
- NO CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE ENTERED INTO
- THE EDITOR'S DECISION IS FINAL
- NO EMPLOYEES OF AUDIO PUBLISHING LIMITED, OR OF ANY COMPANIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRIZES, MAY ENTER

QUESTIONS

[1] The Cambridge audio 650BD is a what?
   [a] Blu-ray player
   [b] CD player
   [c] turntable
   [d] MiniDisc player

[2] According to NR, it is purposed to play what?
   [a] "every silver disc ever conceived"
   [b] vinyl LPs
   [c] Elcasets
   [d] 8-track cartridges

[3] According to NR, jitter is...
   [a] "very low"
   [b] "about average"
   [c] "invisible"
   [d] "huge"

[4] The review concludes by saying the 650BD...
   [a] "has no peer"
   [b] "is not bad"
   [c] "is wicked"
   [d] "is quite good"

entries will be accepted on a postcard only

JUNE 2010 WINNER: AUDIO ANALOGUE CRESCENDO CD PLAYER & AMPLIFIER
Mrs. D. Shemilt of Gwynedd, Wales

SEPTEMBER 2010 HI-FI WORLD
Back in Black

Sony's high end ES series has returned to these shores, and the new BDP-5000ES is the Blu-ray range topper; Noel Keywood tuned in...

Priced in the Sony Store at £1,199.01, the BDP-5000ES is Sony's latest high end Blu-ray player. And quite a beast too, at a sturdy 10kgs, so getting it out of the box and into position can be a taxing experience. With a simple, hewn-from-solid frontal appearance almost devoid of controls, it's imposing visually as well.

Sony say this new player is a great cinematic experience — and they should know how to produce one as they make professional and consumer video cameras, as well as televisions, a situation that gives their Blu-ray design team access to a lot of proprietary technologies. One light on the front panel is labelled SBM, short for Super Bit Mapping, a Sony method of linearising the quantisation of a signal at low levels when resolution becomes inadequate due to a lack of bits. On the BDP-5000ES however, SBM is applied to video to improve low level resolution. It's a Sony technology, incorporated into this player.

Within minutes of unpacking this player my eye scoured its front panel for another Sony technology and its associated logo – SACD – and there was none! I was disappointed, because this high resolution disc was popular in its day, people have large collections they want to play and it sounds superb. Neither Sony nor Philips seem at all interested in maintaining support for SACD, even though it was introduced not so long ago, in 1999. Instead, companies like Swedish Oppo have found fame and fortune (well, so it seems) with unique players that spin SACD and, now, Cambridge Audio have followed them with the 650BD I reviewed in our July 2010 issue and which I used as a comparative benchmark in this review.

So with no SACD logo and no mention of it in the handbook – available for download online at the Sony Store - it doesn't play SACD properly. Being a Blu-ray player the list of discs the player will spin is a long one, and seemingly includes Blu-rays with DTS and Dolby sound tracks of all varieties, AVCHD - a high resolution camcorder format - DVDs of course, and CDs. However, I soon found Sony have their own way of doing things and a lot of what this player does is not what I expect from experience of reviewing Blu-ray players...

Hook up was easy enough, as usual, with HDMI, S/PDIF digital outputs in optical and electrical form, and 7.1 ch analogue outputs. I used all of them.

SET UP

The BDP-5000ES has an ethernet connection so it can get BD Live and the player saw my Netgear router straight away with the HDCP protocol and declared its need to download updated software, to version 7.4.020 (from 7.1.019 as delivered). This took a time even though I am on a fast fibre cable network in Westminster, London, most time being taken up by installation rather than download job done, the player turns off.

I found the BDP-5000ES unusual in behaviour under test and that's how it looked during set up at home too. Sony's menus are long and extensive on this player, but also opaque in meaning and a little off-beat. I struggled to make sense of
some of it.

Running through Blu-ray disc options I found the player would output Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio in native form (bitstream) via HDMI to my Marantz SR8002 receiver, effectively acting as a transport and passing all signal decode responsibilities to the Marantz. It has no PCM output option though, unlike all its rivals, so it cannot convert 24/192 Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio to 24/192 PCM, for output to older receivers lacking these technologies.

It does, however, convert to PCM surround-sound using a ‘Mix’ mode, but at 48kHz data rate, little better than CD. So onboard conversion of Dolby and DTS compression schemes does not retain full quality. On a £1k player this is a big surprise, as all (less expensive) rivals have reviewed retain full quality of both Dolby True-HD and DTS-HD Master Audio after conversion to PCM. I presume Sony expect it to be used as a transport, in effect, the receiver doing the processing.

Dolby TrueHD at 24/192 on the Divertimenti music Blu-ray from 2L did not play properly being flagged and played as stereo by the receiver, but a few players have had trouble with this track (including the Cambridge 650BD). The Sony sent 24/192 PCM surround-sound to the receiver properly, and 24/192 DTS-HD Master Audio, so all seemed well with this material. It did play lower quality 24/96 TrueHD from a Dolby test disc, as well as other Dolby codings, so in use it will play most current commercial material.

With SACDs only the CD layer was played via HDMI. The Sony played DVD-A, even though there is no mention of them in the disc list, but it did not reproduce the high definition 24/96 PCM surround audio track only the DTS or Dolby compressed version provided on these discs for compatibility with DVD Video players.

So far not so good then, because the BDP-S5000ES is left in the dust by a Cambridge 650BD that plays all audio discs without limitation. Sony incorporate loudspeaker tuning within the player’s software, with adjustment for level and position of seven loudspeakers. The rear panel carries a full 7.1 phono socket output set, all sockets looking sturdy and gold plated. This whole arrangement looked fairly serious and I wondered whether the analogue sockets might just carry SACD surround sound, knowing that Sony were always fearful of digital copying via HDMI, but they did not; the output was stereo again.

Measurement had shown frequency response reached 48kHz via these outputs with 96kHz sample rate PCM; and distortion from 24bit code was very low too, so they offer full analogue audio quality from Blu-ray discs carrying 24/96 music, for those who use analogue connection.

Peculiar and disappointing was the absence of CD track number entry from the remote control’s numeric keypad. There is only an onscreen track list from which selection can be made. I can’t remember ever reviewing a player lacking direct input of track number; this had me scouring the fine print of the handbook to see what I was doing wrong, but it does not exist.

Pressing ‘Play’ with the draw open does not start play either; the remote does have a draw open / close function though.

Whilst the audio menu was long I could not see the purpose of much of it. The audio output must be selected for example: analogue, digital (SPDIF) or HDMI. Er, why? With most players all outputs are on and selection between them unnecessary.

Pressing ‘Display’ on the remote brings up track coding and sample rate, as well as video data rate, but not audio data rate like the Cambridge. Pressing ‘Options’ whilst a video disc is playing brings up running picture adjustments and a rather peculiar sharp/slow audio filter that affects the analogue outputs only.

VIDEO

The player has BD Live in its latest version, Profile 2, not something that I was concerned with. The memory for this is external only and 1GB comes supplied. Any USB flash memory is compatible Sony say.

DVDs are upscaled and BD-R (recordable) and RE (erasable) Blu-ray discs are compatible. Sony say, Our test Verbatim BD-Rs and Panasonic BD-REs were spun without a hiccup. Sony are a bit geeky in identifying a Blu-ray disc as a BD-ROM in the Home menu, but it does allow the player to distinguish between BDAY and BDMV formats (we use the latter).

Composite, S-Video and Component analogue outputs are fitted, together with HDMI of course. The video setup menu has a wide range of options including deep colour, different colour spaces, 24

Switching over to HDMI after analogue introduces a crystalline clarity and a slight sharpness at times; detailing in the picture improved on Pause or fact, on a handheld own small enclosures to improve sound quality.
centre stage, just above the speakers at the top of an arc of a soundstage. Her dusky voice was delivered with more force and clarity than I am used to, every little intake of breath seemingly amplified and made very obvious. And this was achieved without the usual brightness and raised treble that blights so many modern loudspeakers. That’s not to say that the Victorias are lacking treble; it’s there all right but not at any level that becomes irritating or overbearing. Their patina of lightness comes from the glass I suspect and at times I was aware of a slight tail of glassy colour following Gabrielle’s voice. That may sound bad, but some of the glassy echo that I suspect was lifting the sound and making it different from anything I am used to, was attributable to this effect.

I was reminded also that a bass reflex cabinet must not be too heavily stuffed if it is to work. Thinking that doesn’t make much sense, long ago, I once built a big bass reflex cabinet must not be over stuffed or they simply sound dead. Perhaps it was just down to rear reflection from the glass back panel coming out through the cone - my suspicion - but it gave the Victorias an attractive and unique quality that I can’t help feel will appeal to a lot of listeners.

At the centre of the ABR in the box is a weight attached by a central screw. Two weights are supplied, to tune the bass.

“the high standard of clarity and imaging, plus deep resolution of fine detail, was always captivating...”

and the result is a very lively sound with a glass ‘zing’ quality that gives a surprisingly euphonic result. What I have long accepted, since putting my head into a cabinet, is that the sound of a box loudspeaker is shaped by soundstage was always captivating.

So the Victorias worked well enough with violin, if not up to electrostatic standards. I wondered what they would make of Duffy’s rather tough ‘Rock Ferry’ mix, with its added granula of digital distortion. Impressive was the way they pulled Duffy’s expressive voice out of the somewhat dodgy background instrumentation and positioned her clearly centre stage. It was a nice result, better than expected. There was a slight aura of extra space and depth around the lady on “Warwick Avenue” and here the Victorias again showed they are a cut above other loudspeakers. Perhaps it was just down to rear reflection from the glass back panel coming out through the cone - my suspicion - but it gave the Victorias an attractive and unique quality that I can’t help feel will appeal to a lot of listeners.

Spinning Angelique Kidjo’s “Fela” to take a hard look at bass reproduction, I was first struck by the strength of Angelique Kidjo’s vocals. Perhaps it was just down to rear reflection from the glass back panel coming out through the cone - my suspicion - but it gave the Victorias an attractive and unique quality that I can’t help feel will appeal to a lot of listeners.

Cymbals rang strongly with the same lovely long reverb I heard with other material, although there was a little hiss to them at times; the tweeter has a little spikiness so it’s no ribbon. Bass guitar meanwhile was strong and had plenty of bounce, short excursions over the fret board being clearly expressed. As measurement suggested, with the intermediate 7gm ABR weight, bass was a little on the heavy and obvious side even with Musical Fidelity’s tight, dry AMS50 amplifier. At times the Victorias sounded a trifle hard of tonality with this album, nor something I have heard with other loudspeakers. The extra zing added by glass teetered on being just a bit overly obvious at times, yet I found it hard not to be impressed by the loudspeaker’s vivid clarity too.

With the 27gm ABR weight bass settled down to what I felt was easily the best result. The bounciness departed, level came down and now bass lines played evenly and with a convincing sense of balance. There
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Cymbals rang strongly with the same lovely long reverb I heard with other material, although there was a little hiss to them at times; the tweeter has a little spikiness so it’s no ribbon. Bass guitar meanwhile was strong and had plenty of bounce, short excursions over the fret board being clearly expressed. As measurement suggested, with the intermediate 7gm ABR weight, bass was a little on the heavy and obvious side even with Musical Fidelity’s tight, dry AMS50 amplifier. At times the Victorias sounded a trifle hard of tonality with this album, nor something I have heard with other loudspeakers. The extra zing added by glass teetered on being just a bit overly obvious at times, yet I found it hard not to be impressed by the loudspeaker’s vivid clarity too.

With the 27gm ABR weight bass settled down to what I felt was easily the best result. The bounciness departed, level came down and now bass lines played evenly and with a convincing sense of balance. There
was also a perceptible increase in downward bass extension; notes seemingly went downward further and with a little more ease. Strummed guitar reverberated with vivid clarity in Nils Lofgren’s ‘Keith was trying to push the Victorias to meltdown but they held up to this assault with insouciance. Nothing melted and the glass didn’t crack, and I couldn’t detect anything untoward induced by the heavy percussion. The bass content from this piece of Trance Techno was solid and powerful; no one could accuse the Victorias of sounding weedy. They have powerful bass, but do not expect subsonic rumbles.

Uncoupling our Musical Fidelity AM550 transistor amplifier and hooking up our Icon Audio MB845 valve power amps instead brought a few changes. Bass softened up with the 7gm ABR weight, but this was less obvious with the 27gm weight, probably because of improved acoustic damping with the latter. As the MB845s came on song, short bass synth stabs from Alison Goldfrapp’s ‘You Never Know’ rumbled through our listening room like an express train and the soundstaging of the Victorias was nothing other than superb. The sound gained airiness, with a freer feel to it from this amplifier, but then the MB845s use little feedback as well as transmitter triodes so this is to be expected. Spinning a bit of classic Rock from Steve Earle, ‘Esmerelda’s Hollywood’ from ‘The Hard Way’, again showed me that in comparison to all the other loudspeakers I have played this track through, the Victorias have a glassy patina. Treble was quite sharp (but it is in the recording) and there was an ocean of detail; the constant jangle of maracas from stage right was made explicit for example and yet again I was struck by soundstaging. Steve Earle sounded full and flat high frequency response shows that they are not dynamic, but the Victorias are even above and below, and to left and right; dispersion was impressively consistent off the driver axes.

Does glass make a difference? Unfortunately, the answer is yes. Although a super cooled fluid, it still rings strongly when tapped, giving a glassy sound, naturally! So the Victoria glass cabinet is far from acoustically inert. Worse, there is a big cabinet ‘whoompf’ that was clearly audible during testing, as there is no internal dampening or bracing which might ruin the aesthetic. Our spectral decay analysis clearly shows the ABR cuts off at around 60Hz, leading to a residual ‘spike’ in the Z curve; the weights barely affected this. Our pink noise analysis clearly shows the ABR cuts off below 55Hz, but has strong bass above this frequency, meaning strong lows but no subsonics.

The Victorias are knowledgeably engineered; their drive unit integration and flat high frequency response show this. They have undamped glass cabinet resonance that will be audible, but are likely good enough to survive this effect. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

Our frequency response analysis was taken off-axis by around 30 degrees as this gave the best result. On axis the Victorias is fairly flat and even, but as it was smoother off-axis this is the best way to position them, meaning facing straight down a room, not at listeners. Positioned like this the Victoria is flat and accurate, which says much about the designer, as most loudspeakers have conspicuous treble lift. This loudspeaker has some bass lift with the 7gm ABR weight, enough to ensure the sound has body and solid lows. Vertical integration was good as well, so the Victorias are even above and below, and to left and right; dispersion was impressively consistent off the driver axes.

Don’t Go’, the twang of strings and their individual tonalities lilted beautifully in a lovely display of high detail retrieval coupled with sharp time domain resolution, yet again I found there was a timbral lightness and sheen to the sound that wasn’t quite truthful and there was a little added light from the tweeter.

With Safri Duo’s ‘Samb Alegro’ I turned volume up so high I thought the glass would shatter! You would not believe how loud Musical Fidelity’s 50 Watt AM550 amplifier can go with a sensitive loudspeaker and transients from the Victorias were explosive from this track. I

Neat styling and attention to detail and quality of finish produce a good looking loudspeaker.

Don’t Go’, the twang of strings and their individual tonalities lilted beautifully in a lovely display of high detail retrieval coupled with sharp time domain resolution, yet again I found there was a timbral lightness and sheen to the sound that wasn’t quite truthful and there was a little added light from the tweeter.

With Safri Duo’s ‘Samb Alegro’ I turned volume up so high I thought the glass would shatter! You would not believe how loud Musical Fidelity’s 50 Watt AM550 amplifier can go with a sensitive loudspeaker and transients from the Victorias were explosive from this track. I

Lovers of heavy Rock drooling; the Victorias have life and speed that’s for sure. They are nothing other than an exciting listen and this brings an abundance of Brownie points.

CONCLUSION

I just couldn’t help but like the Victoria EVOs. They are very strong in many areas, with quality bass, a lovely way of untangling complex mixes and swatches of real detail. They are also dynamic and exciting in their presentation. Being critical seems churlish in light of these strengths. Yes, there are limitations: they are not perfect and anyone looking for real purity may well find their sound a little too contrived to be convincingly accurate and truthful. But as domestically attractive high fidelity loudspeakers go, the Victorias have little equal. They offer an exciting sound from a lovely cabinet and seem like this have little competition.

VERDICT

Stylish, unobtrusive and visually intriguing loudspeaker with an accurate, expansive and exciting sound, although not absolutely neutral.

WATERFALL VICT. EVO EZ £695
Invision UK Ltd.
C: +44 (0)1359 270280
www.waterfallaudio.com

FOR
- distinctive, characterful sound
- incisive, detailed nature
- superb soundstaging
- design, build, style

AGAINST
- not neutral
- need smooth ancillaries

REVIEW

Our frequency response analysis was taken off-axis by around 30 degrees as this gave the best result. On axis the Victorias is fairly flat and even, but as it was smoother off-axis this is the best way to position them, meaning facing straight down a room, not at listeners. Positioned like this the Victoria is flat and accurate, which says much about the designer, as most loudspeakers have conspicuous treble lift. This loudspeaker has some bass lift with the 7gm ABR weight, enough to ensure the sound has body and solid lows. Vertical integration was good as well, so the Victorias are even above and below, and to left and right; dispersion was impressively consistent off the driver axes.

Does glass make a difference? Unfortunately, the answer is yes. Although a super cooled fluid, it still rings strongly when tapped, giving a glassy sound, naturally! So the Victoria glass cabinet is far from acoustically inert. Worse, there is a big cabinet ‘whoompf’ that was clearly audible during testing, as there is no internal dampening or bracing which might ruin the aesthetic. Our spectral decay analysis clearly picks out these problems and shows that they affect frequency response. What this means is that the colouration is coming out through the cone and cabinet walls to the listener and will be audible; it was clearly audible during testing. The passive radiator (ABR) output clearly shows narrow resonances around 500Hz and 1800Hz, also visible in the decay graph (not shown). Output from the passive radiator dropped 5db in level, between no weight and the 27gm weight; the lower frequency limit dropped from 45Hz to 31Hz.

The Victorias were sensitive.
Whilst most hi-fi and home cinema enthusiasts are happy to accept the influence that interconnects and speaker cable can have on the performance of a system, many people struggle to accept that a digital cable can be equally influential.

The common reaction is that since the cable is only carrying a digital signal, the design and quality of materials used in the cable will have far less influence. Listening tests however, show this is not necessarily the case. Repeated listening tests using high quality digital to analogue converters and home cinema receivers have shown that digital cables can and do have an effect on the sound quality of the system in which they are used. Digital cables are capable of affecting levels of detail, dynamics, sound staging and the rhythmic and tonal characteristics of a system.

The improvements that the Indigo Plus Digital can bring to a system should not be dismissed lightly.

Chord Indigo Plus Digital

www.chord.co.uk

Get advice on all aspects of hi-fi and home cinema from the Cable Doctor and sign-up for our newsletter, keeping you in touch with the latest product development news, exclusive competitions and technical tips.
### CENTRANCE DACPORT

**£260 (APPROX.)**

While it's fairly easy to get decent quality music into a computer by loading it in directly from CDs, getting it out again at a reasonable standard of audio performance is not always so simple. The problem is that the audio stages in a typical home computer are very much an afterthought, begrudgingly added because they need to be there, and not usually done with any real care. Lack of level, stodgy sonics and background noise are the usual complaints, all things which even the most basic of CD players normally manage to avoid...

The CEntrance DACport offers a way to listen to the music on your computer in a way that avoids having to use any of the internal audio circuitry. It plugs into the USB port and provides a headphone level output through a quarter inch jack socket. This alone is an advantage if you want to use the sort of full-sized headphones that usually come with this sort of connector; computers typically have a flimsy 3.5mm sockets and even though you can buy an adaptor the bulk and length of the resulting assembly can be enough to damage the host equipment. It's described as "a reference-quality, stereo 24bit/96kHz digital to analogue converter" that features CEntrance's proprietary AdaptiWave 24bit USB audio technology, plus a jitterGuard clock management system, and an audiophile headphone amplifier, no less.

Styling is certainly different; the main body is of extruded aluminium and is of a similar diameter to a Smartie tube. At one end are a mini-USB socket and a tiny white LED and at the other is the 6.3mm headphone socket, whose presentation brings to mind the business end of a small handgun! Like I said, odd, but the standard of fit and finish is excellent. The only control on the DACport is for volume, instead of fiddly up/down buttons a proper rotary knob is used, the knob itself being the type usually found on mixing desks with a clear pointer and a soft rubber finish. The action of the volume control suggests that it is a proper potentiometer rather than a rotary encoder, its action is certainly instant, smooth and stepless.

Just below the USB socket are the words 'Class A', and the warmth that the unit generates after half an hour's listening would seem to suggest that this is indeed the amplifier topology used. Most computers, and personal audio players for that matter, use basic Class D circuitry whose main benefit is compactness and low power consumption, not sound quality. The downside to using Class A is that the power consumption will be high, not something to use with a computer that runs from batteries, then! Getting up and running couldn't be easier, I used the DACport with a Sony Vaio laptop machine running Windows XP and it was quickly recognised and registered. The computer's own headphone socket and volume control are rendered inactive while the DACport is connected so no confusion arises; so far so good.

For the listening tests I used two pairs of headphones; Sony MDR-D55s and Bang & Olufsen Form Is. I was instantly struck by the amount of level available; if you find that your computer never seems to go quite loud enough then this is certainly the cure. N.W.A's 'Straight Outta Compton' album pounded out of the MDR-D55s with real enthusiasm and a surprising amount of detail, it was unusually easy to unpick the clever and quick-fire rhymes in the lyrics.

Weight has clearly been added in the lower midrange at a cost of some top end extension, which is just the thing for long term, fatigue-free listening. The muscular bass did however make some tracks sound a little claustrophobic with close fitting 'phones like the MDRs, listening to 'A Sorta Fairytale' from Tori Amos's 'Scarlet's Walk' album was only really comfortable at low settings of the volume control. This is where the lighter, airier open-backed B&Os came in, suggesting that the Centrance is happiest with the sort of headphone that majors on fine upper midrange detail. The familiar background digital sizzle that computers tend to add in their own audio circuits was pleasingly absent, but still the DACport never quite gave the impression that the headphones were plugged into a potent hi-fi amplifier. I feel that this is partly due to the quality of the computer audio files themselves, with the DACport delivering a very clear and unromantic rendition of what it is asked to play. It doesn't flatter poorly sources.

As computer-based audio goes, the CEntrance DACport can be considered a fine package, especially when its build quality, ease of setup and use is considered. It's a little pricey, but there's no denying that it's an interesting concept that is very well executed. T]

[Contact: http://centraria.com/products/dacport]
LETTER OF THE MONTH PRIZE

A pair of KEF iQ30 loudspeakers is on their way to BRIAN JOYCE, Letter of the Month winner in our August 2010 issue.

Letter of the Month

MEDIA MEDLEY

Have I been suffering alone?
Computers and software aren't half pernickety are they? Am I the only one who likes to organise his music the way he wants without all the flashing paraphernalia that comes with it and without subscribing to iTunes, only to be told I am not entitled to play my own home recordings?

I tried Windows Media Centre but we just ended up arguing about how things should be done and there was no way we were going to get on. I have been using Winamp, Media Monkey, Media Player Classic with much success but there were always problems. Those downloading Winamp these days will find it won't play WAV files at all. It does one of those freeze-ups with certain more unusual high resolution formats then Windows jumps in to 'solve the problem', with the usual result.

Why so many different packages? Well some files would play on one but not the other. My Reference Recordings 192/24 WAV files would not play on Winamp so I used the RR recommended Media Monkey and tried to circumvent the view that the media world consists of albums and artists. One 2L recording that played only on Media Monkey refused to play on anything after a while, thanks no doubt to automatic updating.

You see, my collection is classical, built up over many years, filed in separate 'composer' folders and 'works' subfolders containing different files for different movements, and I keep encountering presentations like the song 'adagio' from the '5th symphony' album sung by Mahler. Computers are very clever, but they are not that good.

So along comes 'Foobar' http://www.foobar2000.org that works properly from the start. It is sober and professional and while it does organise your files if you want it to, it also lets you alone if you don't. It plays long movements that have been separated into different tracks without exposing the join, it places all the movements in the correct order when I drag them in as a folder and it plays everything, regardless, without having to spend hours trying to configure obtuse plug-ins. I had digitised some LPs at 96k 32bit but no software would replay them apart from Cool Edit. Now I can play them along with everything else using this wonderful Foobar player.

Defenders of the 'other' will no doubt point out that all the problems can be solved and could explain various fixes but life's too short. As for sound quality, the Foobar web site states that it isn't really doing anything to contribute to sound quality. All it does is manage the stream. What a refreshing change from others who claim credit where it's not due.

Thumbs up for Foobar then.

with best regards
Paul Williamson
Ratcliffe on Soar
Nottingham
You need tight, clean bass or your system will sound slow, heavy and disjointed — adding subwoofers is an answer.

I don’t really like bass

A lot of people say to us they don’t need or even like deep bass, so why have a subwoofer?

“Why do I want a sub when the music I play has little bass in it?”

Or even worse: “All the subwoofers I’ve heard add more boom than bass! So what’s the point?!”

CONTROLLING THE ROOM is the point. But like absolutely everything in audio, it depends how you do it.

Recordings contain frequencies — harmonics of the fundamental note — that extend above and below our normal hearing range. If you don’t reproduce the DEEP HARMONICS cleanly, music in the audible range loses presence, ambience and pace. If we demonstrate with subwoofers, even with big speakers, then turn them off the instant reaction is, “It’s gone flat! It’s lost interest and ambience.”

Low frequencies below 30Hz easily excite rooms to boom, creating unreal bass that kills the rhythm and slows the pace. Now you use the sub to CANCEL EXCESS BASS! That requires “smart” subs from Audio Physic or Velodyne that can be MATCHED TO THE ROOM. They have controls that roll off the deepest bass above your room’s mode to give a seamless clean sound, top to bottom. No more boom.

Free, extended bass is revealed plus greater RICHNESS and AMBIENCE in the mid-range. Call us for advice.

Customers say we make some of the BEST SOUNDS in our studio they have ever heard, so you know we can do the same in your home. Our advice takes account of your best components and guides you where change is needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy music and save money in the long run. JUST LISTEN AND YOU’LL KNOW.

CD: ACOUTIC ARTS, BEL CANTO, CAMERON, GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, WADIA.

VINYL: AESTHETICS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM, GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, SUPRO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNA-LAB.

AMPLIFIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT, DNM, GAMUT, HAKRO, HOYLAND, SONNETTE, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, ETHOL, GAMUT, NEAT, TOTEM.

CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM, KUBALA, SONEM, NORDOST, SETICH, VERTON AQ MAINS, VERTON AQ. SUPPORTS: ARICI, STAHL, UNIQUE, VERTON AQ.
to play music or feed your portable player, or it can be repurposed as a multi-format player (and transcoder) of great complexity; but all with the ease of use of iTunes. Foobar isn’t quite this, but it’s a fine package all the same; just a shame it’s only on Windows currently! DP

ON AN EDIROL

Many thanks for your reply to my plea for assistance with my troubled Lumley amplifier. The news was not good and I think Noel summed it up correctly when he said that I had got a duffer. Fortunately, I have a second system based around a Leben amplifier which is very sweet and a great listen and allows me to get my fix on valves.

Another reader, Norman Undercroft, wrote to you and his letter appeared in the same issue seeking advice on a recorder with an inbuilt timer control. The timer is a difficult one but as for recording, he could check out the Roland Edirol R 09. This is a small device that works off mains or batteries. It can be interconnected (analogue) into a standard amp both for recording and playback. It can also be used for recording via its own inbuilt microphones. It can record in MP3 up to 24/96 including CD quality 16/44. If a larger sound card was used, say a 16GB, and 16/44 standard was used, it would have a long recording time which may be enough for Norman to switch on before he departs his home. Okay, it would mean he would have to edit the recording but it is one way of achieving the purpose. The quality is not bad either.

The Edirol can be connected into a computer through its USB connection and this would allow a CD to be burnt off. A disc is supplied with the Edirol which gives a download which aids editing.

I’ve had great fun with mine, both recording off FM and also at the occasional concert. An open topped handbag is handy here along with the convenience of the significant other half kind regards to all.

Paul Geoghegan, Kilkenny, Ireland

Leema Tucana II “give a massive stomping presence to the music” and is the one to go for, says Editor David Price.

AMPLIFIER UPGRADE

After around 15 years with a system consisting of an Arcam Alpha 5 CD player, Alpha 5+ integrated amplifier with pre-amp out and Alpha 9 power amplifier bi-amping Castle Severn Speakers I decided last year that I really wanted more bass for my organ music. I listen exclusively to classical music, especially organ and choral music and like a very transparent and accurate sound. I auditioned most of the series of PMC floorstanders, and perhaps predictably opted for the OBIis which were at the very top of my budget. I have been very pleased the upgrade from the Severns, not surprisingly as the OBI is cost around six times as much!

Whilst listening to the PMCs I was introduced to the Linn DS and liked it very much, and opted for the Akurate — which is considerably better than the Majik to my ears. The Majik was probably poorer than my previous Squeezebox receiver/DACmagic setup (added only in the last 2 years or so). My Arcam amps seem to be holding their own in this lofty company, and I have been surprised at how good they are, but I suspect I really ought to upgrade them too now, to get the best out of the new speakers and the DS. My budget is around £3,500 and I have some questions about this.

Do you think it better to spend your budget on Linn, Naim, Bryston, perhaps Arcam and I think he had heard a Rega amp that he thought was very good. Obviously with the organ side of things I’m looking for strong but well controlled bass. Any advice or suggestions you might have would be very welcome!

yours sincerely.

Dr Jeremy J Honeybun
Parc Glen Aber
Abergele.
A class above

Prepare yourself for a giant leap in acoustic performance. The great sound upgrade starts this September.
Leema and hope your boat comes in at a later date, when you can then bi-amp it! DP

POWER LEADS
Ancillaries, such as power leads, mains cleaners etc. have been mentioned quite a lot recently and I thought I would share my own experience. Over a short period I bought a Liddy 6 gang mains cleaner and a Clear Audio Copperline Alpha mains lead for my hi-fi system. At the time I had a new Project Debut 3, Quad pre/power amp, and Wharfedale 9.1 Anniversary ‘speakers on Atacama sand filled 24” stands. The upside was that there was less noise, a bigger sound stage and a noticeable increase in the quality of the treble.

I am quite happy with these improvements, but it did occur to me that these upgrades should ideally be matched with other ones, say a new or improved cartridge, a complete upgrade of all cabling and interconnects, better stands etc., but, as all people who have realistic budget restraints, you have to start somewhere. A complete set of entry level ancillary upgrades can easily cost more than one piece of equipment upgrade if you aren’t careful. I like my current set up (I have now got a Rega P3) and it will be a long time before I could buy meaningful upgrades to any part of the system now. I decided to start with taming the mains electricity first and the rest will come as and when.

On another tack, the articles on CD and tape Walkmans interested me, as I stopped using an MP3 player a couple of years ago and swap between a Sony CD Walkman D-NE900 and a Sony tape Walkman WM-EX182. I love the increase in quality from the CD player (I don’t use the ATRAC programme) over MP3 and find the tape Walkman has the nicest sound for playing when out and about. I get a perverse pleasure from knowing that some of my tapes and CDs are older than most of the kids who get on the bus. There certainly seems to be a generation missing out on really good quality music and I think that’s a little sad.

As usual, keep up the good work and I look forward to each issue.
yours,
Paul Clewlow.

The art of great hi-fi sound is balance. People often ask me if I think cables and interconnects are hyped up snake oil, and I reply that ‘yes, of course, some are, but some aren’t’. The trick isn’t to lavish vast sums on cables (which is of course what cable manufacturers would love you to do), but rather to ignore them. A so-so system can be made good with judicious spending on cables, and the mains is where the story starts. So I can see that your approach is a sensible one. As you say though, you can easily spend more on cables than on system components themselves, so we’re back to finding the right balance.

Another point is that, even if you’ve only got stock mains leads and interconnects, you can improve the sound noticeably by keeping all the contacts clean. Clean all the plugs and pins with isopropyl alcohol; you’ll be amazed how much black scunge comes off, and how much better the system sounds as a result. If you’re feeling flush, spending £15 on some Kontak [www.kontakaudio.com] is better even than isopropyl.

Finally, we all like cassette here at Hi-Fi World. As Noel and I were saying only the other day, whilst it’s become a forgotten format in terms of the media, it’s not as far as people’s daily lives are concerned; there were literally billions of the things sold since 1963, and many are still around nows. The surprising thing is that, given a decent eighties or nineties deck, the format is capable of very nice sound; it’s also distinctively analogue, being warm and gently musical where MP3, AAC et al. are icy cold and hard. DP

EXPENSIVE SMILE
Having just read and enjoyed your review of the XTZ 99.25 ‘speakers you made reference to the AudioSmile Kensai as being one of your “fave rave standmounters under £2,000”.

Er, wrong. You’re going to have to take them off that list as they now sell for the princely sum of £2,300.

The price hike hit at last Christmas or thereabouts, before which they sold for £1,500. The reason given was something to do with bringing us into line with overseas buyers or distributors. Correct me if I’m wrong please.

Whatever the reason is, that’s over 50%. I’m not going to sink so low as to suggest a myriad of plays that so readily spring to mind, a few of which are quite reasonable and acceptable, but 50% come on. Now don’t get me wrong, I’m not blaming AudioSmile in particular; in fact the Kensai is a very pleasant sounding ‘speaker, but hi-fi in Great Britain is gradually being pushed out of the financial reach of Joe Public, who as things stand are being taxed till the pigs squeak, into the arms of the rich with money to burn. In the end it will be a very small niche market selling overpriced equipment to super rich people who are more likely to boast about the cost of it and have it standing in a corner as the latest “must have” playing the latest “must have” down load off their ipod. We all accept there must be price rises for whatever reason, but for crying out loud chaps, have none of you heard of the old adage “slowly, slowly, catchy monkey”, little and more often, if you really have to.

I leave you with this thought: would you buy a car that went from £20,000 to £30,000 almost overnight even if you could comfortably afford the £20,000 in the first place?

p.s. I had looked on the AudioSmile web site just before Christmas when the price was £1,500! I believe, and remember reading the warning that the price was about to rise to £2,300, and checked again before writing this plea.

Ray Fordham

Audiosmile Kensai now costs £2300.
Hi Ray. As we've said many times manufacturers can charge what they like; there is no 'right and fair' price. The market decides whether it thinks the product is worth that amount, and buys or doesn't buy. Competition usually keeps prices down. Raise price and you lose sales, it's as simple as that. Normally if you raise price past a certain threshold, which in this case I would have put at £1995, meaning below the £2000 threshold, losses may be disproportionate and you lose more than you gain.

The export pricing problem is one I have faced. The dilemma is that when you use an overseas distributor he wants a large markup, in addition to the regional dealer's markup. The overseas price then becomes much greater than the local price in the country of manufacture, so people in the overseas territory promptly buy mail order from the country of manufacture and there is no easy way to prevent this. That obviously makes your overseas distributor and retailers very unhappy. Things get messy when they are asked, as local representatives of the product, to provide service and support.

One solution, one that AudioSmile seem to have taken, is to raise the local price to equal that overseas, but this means imposing a steep price hike in what is usually your largest market, often producing a big drop in sales. The solution I used was to produce an Export Version with added 'bits' that justified the higher price overseas. A higher standard of finish plus a bit of tuning was enough. NK

**BUDGET MC**

I read your article on budget MC cartridges in the May issue with great interest as I've been considering dipping a toe into MCs for a while now and can't afford the £3,000+ for a Koetsu! As I find it difficult to get to a dealer who stocks a range of cartridges these days, I'd more or less determined that I'd take a risk and go with your recommendation from these reviews.

The Ortofon Rondo Bronze looked like a good fit for the rest of my vinyl front end, a Michell GyroDec (1995 model with a DC motor upgrade), Rego RB300 arm and Goldring 1042 cartridge, but I'm struggling to find it anywhere at the price of £500 that you quoted. In all the retailers I've found online it's between £595 and £650, which is a big hike from your quoted price. Of course may be down to my inability with a search engine but I'd appreciate your letting me know – if possible – where this particular cartridge can be found for £500. Failing that, is the Audio Technica AT-OC9ML III a good alternative?

p.s. since I wrote the above I've been in contact with Michell who advise me that upgrading an RB300 isn't really a proposition for them as they do the TecnoArm work when the arm is still in its component parts. That may or may not rule that route out. My further question is now – what would spending the £475 that is the price of a TecnoArm buy me from OL, and what would be the better choice?

kind regards
Gordon Robinson

Because of the delay between writing a review and it appearing on the bookstand prices can change, and often if a product gets a great review, as in this case, then that sets the ball rolling (upward!). Whilst the AT OC9 MLIII is a very good cartridge it is still on the bright side I am told (we have not reviewed it yet). It is not best to use a cartridge like this with silver wiring I feel, which often exacerbates the effect.

Ortofon's Rondo Bronze has a much smoother balance and may well sit more happily with silver wiring. I'd worry more about the quality than the price hike.

NK

If your existing cartridge is still in good condition, with a nice supple cantilever and a good diamond tip, then all things being equal the best upgrade will be the arm. You should always look to the source first; so
it's best to think in terms of the turntable having the biggest effect on the sound, then the arm, then the cartridge, and so on. Of course, this is the theoretically correct approach; in practice things are often different, especially if as I wondered, your cartridge isn't in A1 condition. So... I'd get the arm upgraded.

Either buy a new Michell Tecnoarm and sell your Rega (you'll get a good price for it secondhand), or get your existing Rega upgraded: I'd recommend Audio Origami as a great place to start: they do a wide range of upgrades and superb work. They can make your Rega arm sound as good as the Tecnoarm, or even better, depending on how much you want to spend. Another possibility is the new Origin Live Silver 3c, which we're just about to review, and it should be a formidable performer, but is a bit pricey for you at £600. Overall, the simplest option is the Tecnoarm, after which you can look to the likes of an AT-OC9 III. Ortofon do a good little alignment protractor for under a tenner; see www.henley-designs.co.uk.

Finally, we're getting a lot of readers writing in to tell us our prices are wrong; All I can say is at the time of publication they are correct; but manufacturers have been doing a lot of 'readjustment' of late to take account of the falling value of the Pound. Whilst the last government didn't like to mention it, anyone who's travelled abroad will know that one Pound is about 20% down on a year ago. This is a substantial amount, and duly makes all imports (and indeed imported components which go into British made hi-fi) more expensive. That's why prices have risen, and inflation too. Here's hoping the Pound will stabilise, and consumer prices with it!

DP

HYBRID AMPLIFIERS

Hi, I've enjoyed reading your magazine for the past year so and finally decided to ask for advice. I have an entirely Linn based system built up over the last 15 years. I run active Kef K10 speakers from LK140 and LX100 power amplifiers and a Kaim pre-amp with an LPI2 (Ittok VIII arm, Klyde cartridge, Valhalla power supply and Keej) and Akurate DS Player. I am certain that I can improve upon the Kef K10s which I feel are the weak point in the system and are now starting to show their age; their bass is slightly woofy and the soundstage is poor.

I do feel somewhat trapped within the Linn system as I cannot simply change the ageing speakers but would also need to change the power amps which if I replaced with new Linn equivalents would be a considerable cost.

Recently I listened to tube/solid state hybrid from Pathos with Kudos speakers (manufactured locally) and I was very impressed, I am struggling, however, to find any reviews of this type of hybrid amplifier that uses tubes for the pre amplifier stage and would greatly value your opinion as to their merits and suitable speaker pairing. My budget is up to £6000 for new speakers and integrated amp and I feel it's now time to break out of an all Linn system.

many thanks,

Paul Moran
Durham
UK

Hybrids like those from Vincent can work very well, we find. It does depend upon the topology and implementation though; both need to be of good quality. A groanly solid-state power stage suffering crossover distortion isn't redeemed by a tube preamp. Curiously, a nice combo was a Naim NAP250 power amplifier driven by an Icon Audio LA4 preamp, and even one of their phono stages would do the job, as they have plenty of gain and a volume control.

A good replacement for a Keilidh would be a Triangle Antal EX. It has a big, bold sound with excellent bass and is worth auditioning. NK

Breaking up is never easy, Paul, especially if it's with a pair of speakers you've had for a long time. Given that you don't seem to want to stay with Linn, then what you're going to have to do is to go around auditioning a range of other loudspeakers. The trick then is to find an amplifier that complements them. The choice is enormous; you have Eminent Technology LFT-Bb panel speakers, One Thing modified Quad ESL-57 electrostatics, classy conventional floorstanders like Yamaha Soavo 1.1s, brilliant eccentric standmounters like My Audio Design My Clapton Grand MM, and the list goes on and on. It's simply impossible for me to recommend something to you unless you tell me what sort of music you like, how big your listening room is and what you want from your new system.

Of course, my personal preference would be close to what Paul Rigby is running right now; a pair of One Thing modified Quads and a pair of Icon Audio MB45 tube monoblocks; I'd control them via an MF Audio Passive preamplifier. This is a wonderfully expansive, musical and fast sounding system with oodles of sweetness too. But that's just me, and I can't legislate for your tastes. Perhaps you'd prefer a grippy, punchy solid-state system via a Leema Tucana II amplifier pushing loads of wallop into a pair of Yamaha Soavo 1.1s?

Another fast punchy system, but tonally more spry, crisp and dry. It does go louder and harder though, in a way you wouldn't get from valves. See what I mean? It's difficult to spend your money for you until I know more. Please write back! DP

BUDS OF MAY

I have just finished reading the May issue and really appreciated the article on "oldie" turntables. What with the LP12 being out of trim (a regular three year thing) and the Denon DL103 on the 12" Ittok + Sony TT5300 having lost its cantilever (a cleaning lady first!), that article prompted me to swap turntables around a bit.

Since the two disasters to my favorites, I had been using my trusty JBE Slate s3 with Technoarm a and Grado Sonato but tonight I decided to check out my Technics SL110+3009/Shure V15 III — glad I did! It is not perfect but it is a very coherent whole - a real fun experience with Rock and albums from Madonna, Yes, Siouxsie...

I now have two major problems to sort out. Which one of the DDs do I keep? JBE, SL110 or that Denon DP2000 which never got its Hadcock installed? No way I can house six TTs in the sitting room and I see no point in storing them in the attic. Whichever DD I keep will end up with that Technoarm or the 9" Ittok from the LP12 when I can afford an Ekos or a more modern SME.

The other problem to sort is what to put on the SME 2012 when it arrives next week (my piggy bank got mugged). For the next few months it will have to be either the 3009+V15 or the...
Keep the Denon DP2000 turntable says David.

Technoanm at+Grado Sonata (on Bastin adaptoir) but which? Mid Autumn I should be able to find £2.5k for an arm and cart.

The context: Chord DAC64 MkII+CECTLS I (really nice), Linto, Naim Stageline or EAR 834P phonostages (medium term goal an Aesthetic Rhea or an EAR pre with double phono inputs), Avonadle amps (long term goal Class A integrated or Airight ATM15) and Proac Future .5 speakers.

Suggestions concerning what to listen to would be appreciated, as the phase goes.

Nigel

It is difficult to answer a question like that. It's like what classic car do I keep, the Sunbeam Alpine, the MGB GTV8 or the Healey 3000?

If it was me I'd keep the Denon, simply because it's rarer than the Technics, whereas the JBE is a lovely deck in its way but not earth-shatteringly reliable, so I am told. As for your turntable, I'd look towards an SMEV tonearm (in black finish) with the likes of an Audio Technica OC9/11I cartridge; or if you have enough dosh then an Ortofon Cadenza Blue MC.

DP

A HOMAGE

If you recall you posted a letter of mine in the April 2010 edition, and asked me to return with my thoughts about what I wished to do. I stated that I was looking to upgrade my speakers and had my mind set on a pair of Sonus Faber Cremona Auditors to replace my Ruark Equinoxes. I wanted to pair these with my Musical Fidelity NuVista m3 amp and NuVista 3d CD player.

Well, I took a blind leap and the advice of a chap on a hi-fi forum and bought a pair of Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage that were in as mint a condition as you could ever expect. Also, I shopped around and found a pair of Missing Link Cryo Ref Interconnects and a pair of Cryo Ref speaker cables for a very good price.

Without getting into any technical jargon and fancy wording about sound I would just like to say that never in my wildest dreams did I ever expect to have such a beautifully presented sound stage; this was just the sound I have been searching for. Honestly, when I put on the David Gilmour CD 'On An Island' I was completely astounded at what I was hearing, it was like Liquid Gold being poured through Silk, with the tightest bass and open detailed midrange I have ever heard (the Townshend Supertweeters may have added to this also), just very fatigue free.

I have been playing guitar for some years now and have seen and heard a lot of live performances from talented and not so talented people, well when I put a CD into this system it just works like a perfect ensemble of professional heads. The music just sounds very professional.

I still plan on having the amplifier upgraded in the future (CD player has already been upgraded) and I will replace the cables on the back as well as the jumper cables on the inside with more Missing Link Silver. I am even considering in the future buying the Isotek Aquarius mains conditioner.

The only thing I would say is that vinyl has a faster sound with my Vpi Aries Scout with JM-9 tonearm and Goldring 1042 cartridge. Any ideas on thinning the sound from the vinyl?

Or any ideas on what I have just written would be great. If I can improve on this sound I will be very, very happy but as this system stands at the moment I will be keeping this combination for life and looking forward to adding whatever I can to try and improve on it. I did read in an earlier edition where you stated that a CD demagnetiser would maybe help.

I have really begun to listen to classical music as I have never heard it played properly like this before and all my other CDs have been transformed into just something very different, even the rock and heavy CDs sound fantastic. Any advice would be appreciated. Cheers and thanks for a wonderful magazine.

Alan, N Ireland

Hi Alan - good to know things have worked out for you! The vinyl sound can be 'thinned' with a £300 Audio Technica AT-F7 moving coil cartridge, which is a good bit crisper and leaner (and faster and more detailed) than your Goldring. Going for the £100 cheaper AT-F3/1I would also be an improvement, but I think the F7 would be a much larger one, for just a few shillings more, as it were... DP

OPTICAL MAC?

Since the age of 15 (I'm only 25 now) I've read hi-fi mags and have come to favor your magazine over the others, based on auditioning a large variety of equipment over the years and tending to agree with a lot of your reviews. So I thought this to be a great opportunity to write in for your opinion on my current dilemma.

Since my CD player died, I've been seriously researching the best way to incorporate a music server into my hi-fi system. Even though I build PCs and use Microsoft Windows on a daily basis, I've decided against this route in favour for an Apple Mac Mini. The problem is that I can't decide whether to go Optical or USB.

My current system consists of: Dynaudio Audience 82 speakers (real wood version), Audio Note L3 pre-amp (that I built and upgraded with a remote controlled Doct stepped attenuator) and the original Quad 11s (that I've sympathetically modified). I know the Quads aren't ideal to drive the Dynaudios but I love the sound they produce and I live in a flat, so the low power probably keeps my neighbours happy.

Ideally, I'd like to build an Audio Note DAC to connect the Mac Mini to my system, but it doesn't have an optical input. In my mind I'd prefer to use an optical connection to isolate noise from the Mac. I have also read that the Mac doesn't automatically switch between sample rates when outputting to a USB DAC. So I have to change settings in OS X to the correct sample rate of each track to ensure bit perfect output. But I can't find information on whether this is an issue when using the optical output. Most of my music will be ripped from CD to WAV or AIFF format using error correction. But I will want to download higher sample rates in the future when they become more available and I know manually changing the sample rates on the Mac will become tedious.

So the questions are: Do I use Optical or USB? And if I were to use Optical, what DAC would you recommend for around £1000-£1300? Any help/advice would be much appreciated.

kind regards,

Mr. Leigh Penny

Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage loudspeaker
New Mac Mini outputs digital audio from USB, and analogue audio from a jack. SPDIF is rare on computers.

Hi Leigh. I am not aware Mac Minis have an optical audio output. Mine don't and the new ones don't either. You must use USB.

The Mac will not alter sample rate unless it runs a programme that down samples (or even up samples), such as an editor of some sort, like the free Audacity programme. Ripping from CD will give you 16bit code at 44.1kHz sample rate and this is what the computer will store as a WAV file. On playback the DAC will detect and play the PCM digital stream automatically and 96kHz sample rate at 24bit resolution is not uncommon. A Musical Fidelity V-DAC has a USB input and does what you want. In my experience 24/48 is nice and smooth, 24/96 faster sharper and cleaner and 24/192 like 24/96 but more densely detailed. Have fun! NK

RECORD CARE
Many thanks indeed to Paul Rigby for his excellent article on record care ("Wash and Go"—June '10 issue). I have been using a (Moth) RCM for many years but I still learnt from the article - e.g. why the 1:4 mix of alcohol I use is probably the optimum.

I've not bought isopropyl alcohol for some years and I am now needing new stock, so the supplier info is timely. I checked out both recommendations and found that Biostain (£5.20 for 1 litre, with free carriage) is the less expensive of the two. I also bought a small supply of 150 ml plastic bottles with atomiser tops for less than £1 a bottle from www.naturalthinking.com. Very useful for applying different solutions (I now intend to use the 1:4 alcohol/water mix, followed by Russ Andrews' detergent based solution and a water rinse). Incidentally, Russ supplies the Keith Monks RCM, as well as a much cheaper one, and www.britishaudio.co.uk also supply a range of anti-static inner sleeves.

Just one thing to add to Paul's tips and that is to add wetting agent to the alcohol/water mix. I use this because only very tiny amounts are required so it is best to add the wetting agent to the water before mixing with the alcohol. Keep up the good work!

Bob Parsons

TRANSMISSION
Many years ago I thought some of the best sounds at the annual Audio Show came from Transmission Line speakers from the likes of JMF and Cambridge Audio, but they also tended to be somewhat on the large side. Then in 1994 in your D.I.Y. Supplement No7 Dominic Baker described the building of a pair of I.P.L. Compact transmission-line loaded speakers which he said were fun to build, well designed and sounded superb.

Shortly after this they were on demonstration at the Audio Show at the Ramada Hotel and having heard them I decided to build a pair.

They were easy to build [but I had built several others in the past] and I must correct the impression Dominic Baker gave that the crossovers must be fitted before the last side panel is in place. This is not so as the crossovers can be fitted through the cutout for the bass unit.

These speakers have given me much pleasure and I have recently improved them with an upgrade kit from I.P.L. consisting of ribbon tweeters, improved bass units and crossover components all for £215 including delivery and it certainly is an upgrade as I listen mainly to classical music and the sound of soprano voices and the instruments of the orchestra are superb.

On another subject, in this month's H.F.W. a reader asks if you can recommend a phono pre-amplifier circuit and I note that in the same D.I.Y. Supplement No7 your own Andy Grove has a D.I.Y. Phono Amp circuit. Do you have any experience of this design as I had considered building it, with best wishes to you all from Bob Angus, Brentwood, Essex.

Thanks for the reminder about IPL, who are still selling an attractive range of DIY loudspeakers. We do not have any info now on Andy's phono preamp from our April 1994 issue, nor much memory, so much water has passed under the bridge. Andy Grove is now with Audionote. NK

CLEAN SLATE
Could I suggest that you do an article on a company called Slateage near Burnley. See http://www.slateage.com/stone-products/hi-fi-furniture. I have just had my slate plinths for my Garrard 401/SM44 combination, and they are every bit as good as the ones in the photograph, at a very reasonable cost. With the demise of Slateedge this company offers a very viable alternative for Garrard 301/401 enthusiasts. The company is great to deal with, comprising of John, Lynne and Katherine and possibly a few more!

regards

Mike Bickley

Hi Mike - we shall investigate; thanks for the tip! DP

IPL Compact transmission line loaded loudspeakers were great to build.

says

Bob Angus.

DENON DELIGHT
In last month's Hi-Fi World you mentioned that you might like to investigate souped-up Denon DL103s some time. Having spent a lot of time playing with the standard model, at Christmas I fitted mine with an Isokinetik metal body, ran it for a while like that and then sent it off to Expert Stylus Co. to be fitted with their sapphire cantilever and Paratrace line-contact stylus. It is bedding in nicely now and I am finalising setup, electrical loading etc. but I can report that it is starting to sound very good.

Here are some notes on results so far.

1. There is no need to rush out a review - Wyndham and Paul Hodgson at Expert Stylus Company are absolutely swamped with work at the moment.

2. Fitting the metal body is tricky (the fitting instructions are a bit lacking) and not for the faint-hearted but it does
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make the standard DL103 sound subtly but significantly better (more air and definition on cymbals and plucked guitar strings, less colouration).

3. The ESCo sapphire cantilever and Paratrace stylus reduces tracking weight to 1.8-2.0g, adds treble detail, kills end of side distortion and clearly improves sound further.

4. Value for money? If the standard DL103 is good value for £110 or so, then the sound of the metal boded version for an extra £80 is definitely better, so it must also be good value. (I suspect that the Isokinetik mass plate fitting which glues to the standard DL103 body may give most of the sonic benefit of the metal body for less money and trouble but it isn't as pretty.)

Adding the Paratrace stylus definitely makes it better still but I'm not sure what the value for money rating would be if it was all fitted to a new cartridge (total £370). However common sense says you might as well use the standard DL103 stylus first until it wears and then replace it with a Paratrace, in which case the latter is equivalent to getting an upgraded new cartridge for only £180 and at that the sound quality I'm getting would definitely rate as 'a bargain'.

5. The Mayware MkV unipivot arm has a rider weight on the arm tube which allows its effective mass to be varied from about 7g to 14g, so I have been able to experiment with the effects of this on the DL103. In standard arrangement (2.5g playing weight) the Mayware effective mass is about 9g and everything works fine. However moving the arm rider weight right up to the headshell to increase effective mass to about 14g brings a major sound improvement, tidying up the bass and moving everything else towards a very clean 'master-tape' sound.

Electrical loading is also critical - I have fitted a double-gang potentiometer wired across the transformer input so that electrical loading can be finely adjusted when it is playing. Too high makes the treble brush and edgy, too low makes it a bit muddied and I find the DL103 sounds best if it sees about 150-200 ohms.

6. The Isokinetik metal body is about 4g heavier than the standard one, so I tried it with the Mayware first set to 9g effective mass (similar total mass to standard DL103 with arm set to 14g) and then set to 14g (similar total effective mass to a standard DL103 mounted in an 18g effective mass arm). I found that the higher effective mass was still better but the difference was much less than the difference between 9g and 14g effective mass with the standard DL103.

This confirms that the DL103 does like arm effective mass to be higher than the standard 10.5g or so Rega. The extra mass of an Isokinetik plate or metal body is a handy way of doing this but best results come from even higher effective mass: either the standard body DL103 in an 18g effective mass arm, or a metal-bodied DL103 in a 14g arm. (A simple calculation shows that these figures aren't too surprising: the DL103 is reputed to have an effective dynamic compliance of about 0.1 cu, which is a little over half that of a Goldring G1042 - so it should be at home with towards double the effective mass (arm plus cartridge weight). I calculate that with a 14g arm and the cartridge mass increased by the extra 4g weight of the metal body, the DL103/ Mayware resonant frequency should be about 9Hz, which is fine.)

7. Initially, I found that with the Paratrace stylus fitted and cartridge fixing bolts screwed up tight the sound had masses of detail but also a bit of treble glare. Putting nylon washers under the bolt heads and nipping them up 'just nicely' rather than 'as tight as they go' sorted this out and the sound is now very detailed, clean and balanced. This method of fixing is what Mayware used to recommend and goes along with the common view that the Denon likes to dissipate energy into a slightly 'loppy' arm. (Don't scoff - this isn't half as wacky an idea as the Cartridge Man Isolator!)

I hope you find these notes helpful if you decide to try a souped up DL103 yourself. Please get in touch if you fancy a listen to mine.

yours sincerely,
Paul Derlacki.
supported on a shelf attached to an outside wall and is supported on 30mm granite slabs - courtesy of a stone mason I know well. Bass is augmented by a REL Strata S. Despite it being moving coil, it goes well with the '57s.

This brings me to my main point; I will retire in the near future and will be able to invest a sum of around £10,000 - £12,000 in good quality components. I am clear in the type of sound I want. The sound now is organic with a propulsive bass. So any upgrade should produce bass that is clean and tuneful, as it is in my current system. I would like to improve treble - especially at the high end and would like more dynamics from the system. Now, bear in mind much of this is relative - I do not care for the horn type of dynamics, just a greater contrast between low level detail and those of say percussion. I would like better imaging too.

Music played is mainly LPs recorded live, middle of the road rock typically The Who, Dire Straits, Genesis, Van Morrison et al. Increasingly, I have been collecting classical records, Beethoven, Van Beethoven, Mahler. More recently I have acquired a collection of jazz LPs - Coltrane, Headphones are Micro Seiki - MS2 electrostatic. Any replacement amp must be able to drive these to reasonable volumes - the 13 watts of the EAR is just not enough.

As part of the upgrade, I propose to have the ESL57s renovated by One Thing. The turntable needs a service - either by Martin Bastin or Lorricraft. Speaker cable/power cords will be replaced in due course, but only after I make the equipment changes and are not included in the budget.

I am minded to retain the Illustrious tone arm but upgrade the cartridge, amplifier and possibly the phono stage. I noticed in a past issue, David mentioned a Koetsu making an Ortofon sound mechanical. Is this the way to go? It is here that things get confusing. Initially, I was going to get the EAR 890 - but this has had a considerable price hike to £5,000. Should I consider something like the 845 from Icon Audio or their 150 monoblocks - both are much cheaper. At the March hi-fi show I heard a NAT Se1 amp - this sounded superb and produced solid, three dimensional images. The amp goes for around £6,000. Mind you, I notice it was using a Lyra Titan - probably beyond my budget.

What about the phono stage? You have been critical of the 834. Should I be considering World Design kits - they seem to offer high quality at good prices. Whatever upgrades I make, I would like it to be a step change - as opposed to something that merely gives a different presentation.

On a final note, the commercial hi-fi industry needs to look to its laurels. Music downloads are really only for music on the move. I suspect few users listen actively to what is happening when they play a track. It will not replace a room based system that enables the listener to follow and engage emotionally with the music. Retailers should make more of this. Internet streaming via Linn et al is another matter and may be the way in the future. But you lose the tactile feel of an LP and its cover, some of which are works of art.

Keep up the good work.

Paul Derlacki

Hi Paul.

A pair of One Thing upgraded Quad ESL57 electrostatic loudspeakers are hard to beat, so you will be keeping them I imagine, as your letter suggests. Drive options are Quad II-eighties (II-fortys are designed for ESL-57s, having the correct amount of puff, but II-eighties have better subjective dynamics) or Icon Audio MB845s. The latter have a darker sound of the two, due to the graphite anodes of the big 845 valve I suspect. We are told a new upgraded version, presumably MB845 II, is due shortly.

Icon Audio also have some excellent phono stages, the PS3 being one of the best. I think you are a candidate!

It seems now you are cool using anything made either by Apple Computer, or made so long ago it has an old-worldly elegance, like Jaguar E Type. Triumph Bonneville, Garrard 301/401. Uncool and being freely discarded are all those clunky C.E. gadgets and geeky software, so the Herald Tribune says. The LP is set to soldier on I believe, but compressed audio formats are just a child of their data rate challenged time and are nothing in themselves. NK

TOP TUNER

I used to be the proud owner of a Technics ST9600, covered in the May 2010 issue, from 1979 - 2008. Stupidly, I sold it for the paltry sum of £50, about 2 years ago. It was in 'as new' condition, despite having been bought in Germany (in the forces), and used in the UK, Germany and Spain flawlessly.

The comment about using a piece of wet string as an aerial is true and all my attempts to improve on an indoor item was usually money wasted. The reason for selling was being advised by an 'expert' (yeah, right) that FM would soon be defunct and replaced by DAB/ internet. I listen now on old style FM using a Shania MC30.

The reason for writing is an article by Haden Boardman, referring to the switches on the Technics ST9600. It just so happens that I have an original and four replacement silver ones that are a good match for the dials. If Mr Boardman would like them could you ask him to contact me.

Mike Harris,
Burnham-on-Sea,
Somerset

Thanks for your observations Mike - and sorry to hear about the 'expert' who thinks that because something is new it must automatically be better. I will pass your kind offer on to Haden. NK

NOT SO NEW

In November 2009 you printed my letter asking advice on changing the arm on my Goldring Lenco GL75. I followed Adam's advice and bought a Jelco SA-250ST. While the deck was in bits I resprayed the plinth in satin black and filled any holes that were not needed in the top plate. I then resprayed the top plate. Once the arm was fitted and an Ortofon VMS 20 E installed I then connected up to my Pioneer A400
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Kronos Audio Visual

MUSICAL FIDELITY
FOCAL
SPENDOR
MOON
AYON
CODA
EMILLE
TRIANGLE
SRM
BLADELIUS
PURE SOUND
LEEMA
ATLAS
ELECTROCOMPANIET
FURUTECH
plus much more

TRIANGLE DUETTO £3200
12 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT
10% DEPOSIT £320
12 PAYMENTS OF £240
TOTAL AMOUNT PAYABLE £3200

BLADELIUS EMBLA £5600
24 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT
10% DEPOSIT £560
24 PAYMENTS OF £210
TOTAL AMOUNT PAYABLE £5600

MUSICAL FIDELITY 35i £6000
36 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT
10% DEPOSIT £600
36 PAYMENTS OF £150
TOTAL AMOUNT PAYABLE £6000

Written details on request

www.kronosav.com
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impedance goes up. You can only
but (max) current down as their
Transformers step voltage up,
many thanks in advance
equipment suffer and would a large
major culprit, but why does only some
Cris
understand that DC on the mains is a
much smaller equipment buzzes as if
run completely silently, yet some other,
wide and caps around 2" wide which
in active electronics. I have two  mono-
loudspeaker?
much larger version be used to drive a
small voltages in a pre-amp could a
without loss in another - so where is the
it, in physics there is no gain in one area
without ' active' circuitry? As I understand
explain how such a device achieves gain
pre-amp - o transformer design. Can you
magazine you admire the ' Music First'
LOSS LESS
Hi David - thanks for that. The best
moving magnet at your budget is surely the Ortofon 2M Bronze at £280. DP

couple of queries. The first concerns
transformers - I know that at your
Power supply buzz is related
both to supply cleanliness and the
sturdiness of transformers and coils to
resist buzzing caused by mains
harmonics. I am uncertain that
d.c. induces buzz, but it certainly
causes other problems and is best
eliminated. NK

RESIST TEMPTATION
Moving managed to resist the
temptation (just) to dispose of my vinyl
replay system during the years after CD’s introduction, I would now like to tells your advice about the best way to
upgrade my turntable.
My primary system is as follows: Gyrodec (second generation) Export with
depth lid. This has the original a.c. motor and supply, original bearing but latest
suspension.

To a Goldring Lenco GL75
David Oxtoby fitted a Jelco
SA-250ST arm.

The arm is an Eminent Technology
2 with Audiolab silver litz cable and
Tiffany RCA sockets. Air is supplied by a
small air compressor.
Cartridge is an Audio Technica
Art 1 moving coil. When originally set
down the deck was also equipped with a
Rega RB300 and Technics MC305
mc cartridge (regrettably disposed of)
which were used for "casual" listening.
The current mc stage is a Pro-ject phono
box limited edition. Other sources are
something you don’t notice until it isn’t there), so I don’t want to spend vast
amounts of money. I was thinking along
the lines of a Jelco or similar, or is the
Rega route the best way to go? After
all, I do know how good the arm and
deck work together, if so, which version?
Now for the big question! What
is the best upgrade path to follow? I
could upgrade the bearing to the latest
inverted type, I could upgrade the motor
and/or the power supply. I don’t like the
Orbe platter, so that isn’t an option, the
basic question being: which will give me
the biggest improvement-cost ratio.
Second part of my question: I want
to replace the RB300 arm and know
that since I purchased the (early) one
previously fitted to the deck, arms in
general have improved. I would like
an arm with fixed headshell but with
cabling I can change. I have an Ortofon
MC20 with VdH re-tip that is waiting to be
installed, the big caveat to my choice of
arm being that it will always be the
second rate "casual" one (end of side
distortion, like speaker box distortion is

Technics ST9600 VHF/FM tuner: just connect up with wet string!
through Castle Richmond speakers. The
sound was amazing, clear midrange and
good bass.
In a couple of months time I would
like to change the cartridge and have
£250 to spend. Any suggestions?
I also changed the arm on my
Technics SL-1200 to a Linn Basik Plus
with Grado Prestige Gold cartridge, again
a great improvement, but I prefer the
Goldring Lenco
As I sit listening to my Leak
Troughline 3 through a NAD 3020
and KEF 104ABs I think there is life in
some of the old gear and new is not always
better.
Thank you to Adam and long may
Hi-Fi World continue to promote vintage
equipment.
Regards
David Oxtoby.

Hi David - thanks for that. The best
moving magnet at your budget is surely the Ortofon 2M Bronze at £280. DP
Naim Supernait is a top quality solid-state amplifier well worth considering.

What a fascinating front end that is! I'm almost loathe to recommend you do anything to your GyroDec, because it's almost 'historically significant' due to its antique specification; think how few 'pure' mid-nineteen seventies Linn LP12s there are these days, and how interesting they are when you see one...

Anyway, assuming that you do want to upgrade it and not just buy a new one; they're not that expensive, you know. I'd start with the main bearing then go to the DC motor, in that order. Also, order some damping compound for the subchassis from Michell; this black sticky gunge is standard with Orbes, and cuts down some of the zing of that big alloy ring.

Last but certainly not least is your phono stage; you should be looking at the likes of an ANT Audio Kora 3T LTD (£1,000) eventually, because your Pro-ject simply isn't good enough for the rest of your system. You'd get a massive improvement in air, space, detail and musicality. My thoughts on your Rega would be to simply get it rewired and/or souped up by Audio Origami; there's little that can touch the RB300 under around £700 if it's had the full treatment. DP

AMPLIFIER CHOICE

Over the past 5 years or so I've been probably spending too much time reading, hopefully adsorbing much of the information put in front of me by publications like yours. Now I'm the sort of person that may never jump on the wrong train, but being so concerned about that wrong train, I may miss the right one! If something is worth doing, then it's probably worth over doing! Now thoughts like this have stopped me buying on a whim, but with so many possible choices, reading can cloud the mind, although some progress has been made.

I've come to the conclusion convenience and quality is my way forward for me. Monitor Audio's PL200 loudspeakers were, after many auditions, purchased not so long ago (great) as an upgrade, with the idea of going for a Naim HDX or something similar.

Now let's assume at this point I went with an HDX, with the above speakers, can you suggest an amp that may complement the above.

I would like to go with a one box unit, but if preamp and power amp are the way forward, then so be it.

Budget? I would rather try to get things right, or at least not be left thinking if I only spent a little more.

As for musical taste goes, well most really.Any help would be greatly appreciated. regards Kevin Forsey

Hi Kevin - well if you're going for convenience, then why spoil the ship for a ha'peth of tar, so to speak? If you're set on an HDX, which is certainly no bad thing, then it makes sense to match it with the Naim SuperNait (£2,600). It's a visual and a sonic match, and will drive your SuperNait is a big, punchy and fun sounding device, whereas the twice-the-price Musical Fidelity has more depth, space, detail, insight and grip. Both are brilliant at their respective price points; it's simply a matter of choosing the one that suits your wallet. DP

TRANSITIONS

That was an interesting leader in the June edition noting the transition in the market place and the current position. As someone who has lived through it all and listened to all manner of equipment over the past 40 years it occurs that, while one fondly remembers certain specific items such as Lowther horns, the big IMF transmission line speakers, the original Bose 90s, various amplifier combinations, Garrard 401 chassis (which you used to be able to buy in Tottenham Court Road for £50) and much more, it is never-the-less certain combinations of components which stick in the memory as being special. Often such combinations seem rather unlikely - a favourite was a Radford transistor pre-power amplifier driving a pair of B&W DM7s (I think they were called DM7s - with a dome tweeter housing on the top surface) fed by a Thorens / SME 3009 and Shure V15 cartridge, which provided a sound so smooth, completely unforced and natural in character as to make the system...
I think it was Andy Grove who suggested we use the sturdy Russian 5881 valve in our Mullard S-20 update and the result was a lovely amplifier, one that in tuned form (i.e. Black Gate bypass electrolytics, Jensen paper-in-oil coupling caps.) David Price uses today as an example of easy euphony.

Running a valve hard for maximum power output shortens its life. The 5881 valve is inexpensive so this is not such a big deal perhaps. But we designed for long life and reliability, and used the very best Andy Grove designed output transformers, a real distinguishing feature. I’m glad your are still providing much pleasure. NK

IT WAS YOGI
I picked up the May issue of Hi-Fi World this past Saturday and read your review of the Denon DCD-2010AE SACD player. As you have probably been made aware, “its deja vu all over again” was not said by George Bush. He would need a super computer welded to his head to say something half that clever. The quote is attributable to Yogi Berra, the longtime New York Yankees catcher. He is famous for his many “Yogi-isms.” One of my favorites was his comment about a restaurant. He said, “No one goes there anymore; it’s too crowded.”

Have a good week!

Kent Johnson
St. Louis,
Missouri
USA

Hi Kent. Thanks for that interesting correction. Yogi Berra and Maggie Thatcher seem to something in common with their loaded aphorisms.

A few good jokes at his expense were, sadly, the only funny thing about George Bush. NK
It's not easy getting a decent sound out of a budget AV receiver, but Yamaha has made a serious attempt with its new RX-V567 budget AV receiver, says Noel Keywood...

The AV market is driven by bells and whistles; the more you have the better your product must be, manufacturers seem to think. It's not a market that understands minimalism, Naim-style, let's say. That's a pity, because surround sound done well can be impressive; there's no shortage of high quality music on DVD and Blu-ray. And all the bells and whistles do little of use.

Yamaha have taken a deep breath, and stepped in with this interesting receiver, the new RX-V567. It's remarkably simple in layout and operation, offers seven channels able to punch out 100W yet can be had for a low £380 or so. Is it good enough to deliver enjoyable surround sound, I wondered?

Lifting the RX-V567 from its carton told me immediately that it isn't endowed with the biggest power supply ever; seven channel AV receivers are usually a weighty 15kgs or so; this one comes in at 8.5kgs. Measuring 435mm (17in) wide it isn't overwhelmingly large either so should fit into the home easily. Yet the rear panel carries no less than seven pairs of loudspeaker output terminals, for this is a 7.1 receiver able to drive three front loudspeakers and four rears (Surrounds and Backs). I get the feeling these days everyone realises that 7.1 might look good on a spec sheet, but less so in the home; speakers and wires everywhere don't fit well in the average lounge. Consequently, using two channels to bi-amp Left and Right front loudspeakers is now a common option and the RX-V567 has it. To bi-amp you need bi-wire loudspeakers with shorting links removed; it tidies the sound a little and is a useful gain.

Low price means mediocre build quality and finish; this receiver has little of Yamaha's chiselled house style and the simple sheet metal cover is basic. Put simply, it is unlovely. But Yamaha usually build a product of at least good basic quality and with a larger budget one of very high quality, but the RX-V567 is quite obviously struggling to cope with models from Onkyo in particular that dominate the AV market, at least in the UK. Their TX-SR607 I reviewed in Oct 2009 cost £500 and was better built and specified in most areas, if not all. But simplicity can have its own elegance.

Front inputs accept Composite video only; HDMI for camcorders is missing.
and I did not set out to judge the Yamaha on its appearance, standard of finish or gadget count, because those are obvious to a buyer and acceptability or otherwise is a personal decision. The receiver's underlying performance is what concerned me in this review.

As well as HDMI Version 1.4a ready for 3D and all the usual audio suspects, like DTS HD Master Audio and Dolby TrueHD, Yamaha include hall modes from a long programme they carried out in the 1980s (if I remember correctly) when a distinguished Yamaha gentleman visited concert halls around the world recording their unique acoustic signatures. So press the right buttons and you get 'Hall In Vienna' and 'Hall in Munich', and Roxy Theatre in Los Angeles (you can tell where Yamaha's biggest markets are)! There's Cellar Club and Chamber too. Surround-sound can be synthesised from stereo with Dolby ProLogic Ilx and DTS Neo6.

Rated with 24/192 digital-to-analogue convertors on all channels the RX-V567 can reproduce top quality PCM digital audio from Blu-ray. It has four HDMI inputs and S/PDIF able to accept both optical (TOSLINK) and electrical (RCA phono sockets) connectors. There are stereo analogue inputs, but no multi-channel analogue inputs, able to accept surround-sound from older players. The solution is to use a Cambridge 650BD Blu-ray player that can play all discs in full surround-sound at high resolution, as I did for this review, or an ordinary Blu-ray player that will play lower quality compressed (e.g. Dolby, DTS) tracks. There are no multi-channel preamp outputs either, to feed external power amps, and the stereo outputs don't output all inputs I found.

The tuner has VHF/FM radio, and AM medium wave, but there is no DAB option. Nor is there internet radio. There is an optional iPod and iPhone dock however, and an optional Bluetooth receiver.

SET UP
Installing the RX-V567 was straightforward enough. The loudspeaker terminals are not colour coded, like Onkyo's, but they do have pop out plugs that come out easily (unlike Onkyo's that must be extracted with a screw!), allowing 4mm banana plugs to be used. This is so much easier than bare wire connection in the confines of a receiver rear panel. Yamaha have provided 'one of everything' as it were, but no more, keeping the rear free of clutter. I found the receiver's input provision perfectly adequate, using both S/PDIF and HDMI for digital connection (and switching between them to check differences). Otherwise, a Cambridge 650BD did disc spinning duties and a large external aerial pointed at Wrotham, London's BBC transmitter, input a strong signal (around 3mV on Radio 2) for VHF/FM use. I used stereo front loudspeakers (World Audio Design KLS9s) and in this case Usher S-520 Surround loudspeakers (but no backs).

I was greeted by a blank screen and 'mode not supported' notice from the TV upon selecting.

It might not cost a lot, but inside the Yamaha is packed with technology...
Not a confusing number of inputs, but still plenty enough. The loudspeaker terminals accept 4mm banana plugs, making connection easier.

Not pretty by Yamaha standards, but neat all the same...

"the Yamaha provided glorious results, succinctly conveying the airy venue, the power of the orchestra and the majesty of the piano..."

If not the clearer note shapes of the bigger receivers with their weightier power supplies. But the deep rumble at the start of 'South Side of the Sky' on 'Fragile' from Yes (DVD-A, 24/96 surround sound) shook my floorboards with alacrity. So the Yamaha has bass power and weight; it just doesn't start and stop quite as sharply as the more expensive ones. That's fine when listening to Rick Wakeman playing a bit of Brahms, but not so engaging with the complex Latin American instrumentation behind Carlos Santana.

At the other end of the spectrum treble was similarly mild, yet the Yamaha was clean enough. With the Eagles' 'Last Good Time in Town' CD (i.e. 16bit/44.1kHz PCM) the sparse instrumentation at the start hung against a clear background with a good sense of depth. I used Direct and both HDMI and SPDIF inputs, but switching between them showed differences were small. The RX-V567 lacks the resolution to really peer into minute differences.

Issues of bass definition and timing...
Power measured 84 Watts into 8 Ohms with one channel driven, and 121 Watts into 4 Ohms. Power supply voltage drop will reduce simultaneous output from seven channels but Yamaha's quoted 105 Watts into 4 Ohms would be close enough. That the RX-V567 can muster 700 Watts is good going at the price and it will go very loud. With a damping factor 48 loudspeaker cone control is adequate too.

Distortion was low at all power levels, even when driving current into a 4 Ohm load. A worst case output of 0.11% at 10kHz, 1W into 4 Ohms, seen in our analysis, shows that crossover products are low and tie sound together. The amplifiers held this performance with plenty of rumbling bass from Radio 2, presenter Dale Winton having convincing body to his voice against a studio background completely free of hiss. The Yamaha's tuner was warm and easy, relaxing and smooth. With funny low level parping sounds coming from Radio 3, as they do. I turned volume right up — and hiss there was none. Then someone hit something and nearly blew me across the room; but I did manage to confirm what measurement had shown: this is a very quiet tuner!

CONCLUSION

It isn't a slick looker and it isn't finely finished either. The menus are visually crude. Yet Yamaha manage to tread carefully along a narrow tightrope through the technological minefield of AV with this product, getting nothing seriously wrong. Even the tuner is carefully engineered; every little corner has been carefully attended to. It is smooth sounding, has plenty of bass weight and a wide variety of interesting options, not the least being its ability to play SACD properly. So if you want a hi-fi package on a tight budget, this receiver is a great choice.

---
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**VERDICT**

Impressive feature count and a surprisingly easy, warm sound makes this receiver great value for money.

**YAMAHA RX-V567**

**FOR**
- all the digital formats
- decent VHF/FM tuner
- easy, amenable sound
- SACD replay

**AGAINST**
- unlovely build
- SACD replay

---
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**VERDICT**

Impressive feature count and a surprisingly easy, warm sound makes this receiver great value for money.

**YAMAHA RX-V567**

**FOR**
- all the digital formats
- decent VHF/FM tuner
- easy, amenable sound
- SACD replay

**AGAINST**
- unlovely build
- no internet radio
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Hi Life

Tim Jarman lives it up with HisoundAudio's RoCoo-a personal digital music player...

HisoundAudio of China are a new name on the UK MP3 player scene. One of their new models, the RoCoo, seems like it has a lot to offer, not least because on the back it says 'Class A Amp inside', a tempting prospect to the knowledgeable audiophile who may well be frustrated with the crude and basic sounding Class D output stages of the typical digital pocket personal...

Yet, as it happened, the amplifier wasn't the aspect of the RoCoo that I enjoyed the most. That honour must go to the instruction manual (Apple please take note!); the staff at HisoundAudio are clearly very enthusiastic about their product and this comes out in the text, some of which I've included in this review for your enjoyment.

"Because the RoCoo is a hi-fi player the true reality of the sound quality of your music will distract you from your work." Priceless!

Before you can enjoy this quality you'll need to get the player charged up and some music uploaded. Both of these operations are easy; any USB charger can be used and transferring music files is a simple drag and drop affair. Supported file formats are MP3, WMA, WAV, FLAC, AAC and APE, so there's something for everyone.

As well as direct transfers into the 4MB flash memory via the USB port, the RoCoo can also take a Micro SD card loaded with either music or text (TXT format), but how readable you will find this on the tiny OLED screen is questionable. The screen is undoubtedly bright and sharp, it's just a shame that even during regular music playback mode just about every pixel is used, filled with tiny numbers and confusing graphics. As an e-Book reader (actually suggested in the manual) it is hopeless! Yes, you could load up all of 'War And Peace', but you won't have much fun reading it eight tiny words at a time...

Ah yes, back to the listening. Normally the makers of personal audio products come over all mean when it comes to the headphones but you couldn't accuse HisoundAudio of this, the review sample came with two (quite different) pairs! One pair looks quite modern, with little silicone rubber mushrooms that in theory seal tightly into your ear. The others look like a copy of the sort that came with a mid nineties Sony cassette Walkman, with long ducts (which I'm sure do something) coming out of the back.

The manual read, "the stock earphones are excellent quality and have been specifically auditioned for perfect synergy with the RoCoo." No, sadly they were both rubbish. Go for something like Sennheiser PX100s instead, you'll be glad you did.

With better headphones the RoCoo actually isn't bad, there is certainly more than enough volume (not something you can say about every MP3 player, Apple take note) and the sound is pretty fluid if you use a decent bit rate. You could almost call it refined; the Class A amp perhaps? I'm not sure about that.

The RoCoo is tiny (about the size of a USB pen drive) and depending on the version has a claimed battery life of either eight or fourteen hours, providing you keep the volume on setting 3. Two problems here, the first being that to get this endurance from a small battery the standing bias in a Class A output stage would have to be so small as to be irrelevant. Secondly, with true Class A operation the overall current consumption isn't greatly affected by the output level. You can't hear much at setting 3 either. I could believe that the output stage is linear, but Class A as an audiophile would understand it...

The manual says, "the RoCoo is a perfect player. It is impossible to improve the sound quality any more." Well, even if that were true, the interface could certainly use some work. As an example, you'd think that the button marked 'A-B' would activate a repeat function, actually it does nothing. Next to this, the button marked 'REC' you would expect would create the main recording but it doesn't, it takes you list of available tracks. The nearby hole marked 'MIC' isn't a microphone either, it's a hole through which the power light can be seen! There are two models of RoCoo and this one (the 'A' model) should have had a recording facility, so clearly something had gone wrong somewhere. The 'B' model has a sound effects processor and longer battery life instead. Most annoyingly, pressing the 'previous' key takes you back to the start of the previous track, it doesn't, as you'd expect, repeat the current one.

CONCLUSION
Well, as a basic utility player, the HisoundAudio RoCoo isn't a bad effort at all. Once the music is playing it has a lot to recommend it and it works easily with the host computer but the buttons are fiddly, the display is difficult to read, the finish is tacky and it's hardly a fashion icon. I'll leave the last word on this to the manufacturers on this one: "If possible, look for a case of bag to protect the player".
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freedom that gave the Neo Ones a skip and a jump as it played this song. The eureka moment occurred when I turned to rock and the Earmark edition of Colosseum's classic 'Valentine Suite'. Playing the title track and 'The Kettle', the bass 'issue' all of a suddenly receded. The chaos of the rock environment allowed the bass to effectively merge into the background and maintain a beat without seeming out of place. Vocals dazzled via the sensitive tweeter unit, applying a shine to the voices that almost demanded a zinging Colgate toothpaste ring around them. Upper mids and treble dominated the performance in fact, masking the loose bass which now turned as provider instead of the black sheep of the family, by serving up a solid foundation for the riveting upper frequency performance; it lifted the spirits and moved the body. Hence, electric guitar was dynamic and immediate, upper organ tones were expressive, effusive yet subtle and acoustic guitars spilled detail all over the place. Rock, and rock on vinyl in particular, seems to be the natural home for the Neo One loudspeakers.

The combination of a bass line that doesn't have to be precisely timed but a genre that also offers plenty of scope for detail, suits the Neo Ones down to the ground. These speakers have a fast, energetic, party atmosphere of a presentation that keeps the music bouncing along, and involves you in the performance while throwing out little highlights to keep your interest peaked.

It's interesting to compare both of these LPs whilst running the Neo One's more expensive brother, the eloquent Radiance Ones (£600). You would expect the Radiance Ones to sound better than the Neo Ones, and they do. In fact, they're one of the best sub-£1,000 speakers you can buy on the market. Nevertheless, comparing the two puts the Neo Ones into context. You can see that Acoustic Energy's designers have realised that they cannot please everyone all of the time, so they've prioritised. Designing stand-mounted units and realising that they will, more than likely, be utilised in relatively small rooms, detail has been lifted to the top of the list and bass has been asked to fend for itself, in a manner of speaking. The Neo Ones give you as much information as possible. Why, indeed, try to be all things to all men and run the risk of complete failure? Hence, the Neo Ones focus on the top end.

CONCLUSION
Overall, what the new version 2 incarnation of Acoustic Energy's Aegis Neo Ones do best is to sound exciting. Response is fast; they serve up a real rip-roaring, helter skelter ride never dropping below one hundred miles per hour. This is a speaker that's out for a laugh, not too fussed on discipline (well, it stops the fun doesn't it!) and a design that prefers to sit on the back seat in order to cause as much mischief without getting into trouble. They lack guile; in fact, they are as honest about their failings as they are about their strengths, and for that you can't but like them. They replace the astute handling of music that other speakers promise with a gurning face and a swagger. The Neo One demands that you don't listen too closely to its output, because with these speakers you'll be singing along too.

**REFERENCE SYSTEM**
- Avid Acutus turntable
- SME IV tonearm
- Benz Glider cartridge
- Icon PS3 phono stage
- Cyrus CD8SE CD player
- Avid Acutus preamplifier
- Icon MB845 monoblock power ampls

**CONCLUSION**
The Aegis Neo 2 has a flat frequency response free from major disturbances up to 4kHz, our analysis shows (green trace). Above this tweeter output starts to rise, reaching +5dB at 20kHz and this means the Neo 2s will sound obviously bright in their balance. It's a common enough result, and put there to ensure obvious apparent clarity in a showroom demo. The saving grace here is the tweeter, it is a Vifa ring dome design with a nice, smooth output and this may well ameliorate the lift. At least treble quality should be good. Low frequency output is maintained down to 70Hz, but rolls down fast below this frequency. The port takes over and with output +7dB above the bass driver at 80Hz it makes quite a substantial contribution. Our red trace shows a broad peak, indicating good damping of the bass unit and the impedance trace confirms this, showing broad influence around 55Hz. This does result in a pair of steep residual peaks though, indicating high load reactivity and amplifiers are not all happy about this. This apart, the impedance curve is relatively flat and smooth, making it a good amplifier load in other areas. Sensitivity was good at 87.4dB, so the Neo 2 will go quite loud with modest power input, around 40 Watts giving high volume. A bass unit d.c. resistance of 5.3 Ohms is a little higher than usual and this keeps minima high in our impedance graph, the overall value measuring out at 7 Ohms. The Aegis Neo 2 is well engineered and should give good results, with a smooth even midband but rather obvious treble. NK
These are the best products we've heard that are currently on sale in the UK, complete with the date they were originally launched and their current retail prices.

**TURNATBLES**

**PRO-JECT GENIE 2** 2008 £175
A masterpiece of minimalism, this is well made for the money and includes a decent Ortofon OM3 moving magnet cartridge. Great sound per pound.

**REGA P2** 2008 £220
Some say the cheapest real hi-fi turntable money can buy - excellent value for money engineering, easy set up and fine sound.

**TECHNICS SL1200/II 1973 £395**
Slick build makes it a respectable performer, although the cheapo arm limits it - fit a Rega RB250 and it's suddenly a brilliant mid-price machine.

**REGA P2-24** 2008 £460
Seminal affordable audiophile deck with fine bundled tonearm. Tweakable, and really sings with optional £150 outboard power supply.

**MICHELL TECNODEC 2003 £579**
Superb introduction to Michell turntables - on a budget. Top quality build and elegant design make it the class of the mid-price field.

**ROKSAN RADIUS 5.3 2010 £1,399**
Effective, if expensive, update on the original formula. Highly musical, yet detailed and dimensional mid price turntable with a naturally open and easy sound.

**FUNK FIRM VECTOR II 2009 £860**
Innovative engineering gives a nimble, pacey and musical sound that's one of the best at the price.

**MICHELL ORBE 1995 £2,500**
The top Michell disc spinner remains a superbly capable all rounder with powerful, spacious sound that's delicate and beguiling.

**ACOUSTIC SOLID CLASSIC WOOD 2008 £1,350**
Majoring on impact, punch and drive, this is an impactful mid-price turntable in sonic terms as well as physical size.

**REVOLVER REPLAY 2007 £1,500**
Revolver spring back into the vinyl market like they've never been away, with a stylish and solidly built LP spinner. Welcome back!

**TONEMARNS**

**REGA RB25i 2009 £136**
Capable way past its price point, the new 3-point mount version of the classic RB250 serves up a taut and detailed sound. A little lean for some tastes, but responds very well to rewiring and counterweight modification.

**MICHELL TECNOARM A2003 £442**
The late John Michell's clever reworking of the Rega theme, using blasting, drilling and reaming! Surely the best overall performer under £500.

**ROKSAN RADIUS 5.2 2010 £1,399**
Effective, if expensive, update on the original formula. Highly musical, yet detailed and dimensional mid price turntable with a naturally open and easy sound.

**FUNK FIRM VECTOR II 2009 £860**
Innovative engineering gives a nimble, pacey and musical sound that's one of the best at the price.

**MICHELL TECNODEC 2003 £579**
Superb introduction to Michell turntables - on a budget. Top quality build and elegant design make it the class of the mid-price field.

**ROKSAN RADIUS 5.2 2010 £1,399**
Effective, if expensive, update on the original formula. Highly musical, yet detailed and dimensional mid price turntable with a naturally open and easy sound.

**FUNK FIRM VECTOR II 2009 £860**
Innovative engineering gives a nimble, pacey and musical sound that's one of the best at the price.

**MICHELL ORBE 1995 £2,500**
The top Michell disc spinner remains a superbly capable all rounder with powerful, spacious sound that's delicate and beguiling.

**ACOUSTIC SOLID CLASSIC WOOD 2008 £1,350**
Majoring on impact, punch and drive, this is an impactful mid-price turntable in sonic terms as well as physical size.

**REVOLVER REPLAY 2007 £1,500**
Revolver spring back into the vinyl market like they've never been away, with a stylish and solidly built LP spinner. Welcome back!

**TONEMARNS**

**REGA RB25i 2009 £136**
Capable way past its price point, the new 3-point mount version of the classic RB250 serves up a taut and detailed sound. A little lean for some tastes, but responds very well to rewiring and counterweight modification.

**MICHELL TECNOARM A2003 £442**
The late John Michell's clever reworking of the Rega theme, using blasting, drilling and reaming! Surely the best overall performer under £500.

**ORIGIN LIVE SILVER 2006 £599**
Expertly crafted Rega is still the 'affordable audiophile' choice, with an even, transparent and tuneful sound.

**SME 309 1989 £767**
Mid-range SME comes complete with cost-cut aluminium armtube and detachable headshell. Tight, neutral sound with good tonality, but lacks the IV's pace and precision.

**SME SERIES IV 1988 £1,127**
Offers nine tenths of the SME IV's magic at just over half price. Exquisitely built and finished, and a design classic. Faces stiff competition these days, but lovely nevertheless.

**AUDIO ORIGAMI PU7 2007 £1,300**
The classic Syrinx PU3 updated to spectacular effect. Hand made to order, with any mass, length and colour you care for. Fit, finish and sound truly impressive.

**NAIM ARO 1987 £1,425**
Charmastic unipivot is poor at frequency extremes but sublime in the midband; truly emotive and insightful.

**HELIUS OMEGA 2008 £1,595**
Stylish and solid lump of arm with fabulous build quality, that turns in a dynamic and weighty performance.

**SME SERIES V 1987 £1,614**
Vice-like bass with incredible weight, ultra clear midband and treble attack, although some don't like its matter of factness!
LA DORIAN 2007 £395
Invasive and musical, this baby Lyra is one of the most powerful and revealing MCs at its price point. Beware the sharp treble, though!

ORTOFON RONDO BRONZE 2005 £500
Excellent mid-price moving coil with real rhythmic alacrity and a decent deal of finesse.

ZYX R-100H 2005 £625
Exceptionally tight sounding and detailed cartridge with the musical skills to match, this is up with the very best at the price, with a presentation all of its own.

ORTOFON CADENZA BLUE 2009 £1,000
Musical, out of the box sound, allied to real finesse, makes this a great do-it-all high end moving coil.

ORTOFON MC WINDFELD 2008 £1,799
Ortofon's new flagship MC is a sophisticated and alluring performer that takes the vinyl experience to a new level.

KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE 2007 £3,999
The new K Signature adds a hefty dose of insight and finesse to the already impressive Red and the results are fabulous.

STELLO DA100 SIGNATURE £675
Superbly finessed sounding DAC at the price, with strong driving bass and plenty of air and space.

LYRA DORIAN NEW 2007 £595
Invasive and musical, this baby Lyra is one of the most powerful and revealing MCs at its price point. Beware the sharp treble, though!

ORTOFON RONDO BRONZE 2005 £500
Excellent mid-price moving coil with real rhythmic alacrity and a decent deal of finesse.

ZYX R-100H 2005 £625
Exceptionally tight sounding and detailed cartridge with the musical skills to match, this is up with the very best at the price, with a presentation all of its own.

ORTOFON CADENZA BLUE 2009 £1,000
Musical, out of the box sound, allied to real finesse, makes this a great do-it-all high end moving coil.

ORTOFON MC WINDFELD 2008 £1,799
Ortofon's new flagship MC is a sophisticated and alluring performer that takes the vinyl experience to a new level.

KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE 2007 £3,999
The new K Signature adds a hefty dose of insight and finesse to the already impressive Red and the results are fabulous.

DIGITAL SOURCES

MUSICAL FIDELITY V-DAC £170
Clear, concise, low distortion sound belies this DAC's price.

DACMAGIC £229
The new K Signature adds a hefty dose of insight and finesse to the already impressive Red and the results are fabulous.

NAIM DAC £1,995
Painstaking design has yielded a brilliant 'affordable high end' performer that throws bright sunlight on the recording, yet remains unremittingly smooth and musically engaging.

CHORD QBD64 £3,450
Exceptionally tight sounding and detailed cartridge with impressive tracking abilities. Top end lift means careful matching required, however.

ELECTROCOMPANIET EMC-I UP £2,399
Seat-of-the-pants musicality, this DAC justifies its price point. Beware the sharp treble, though!

HD STANDARDS

POWER, PRECISION AND POISE - ALLIED TO REAL
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STANDARDS

DCS PAGANINI DAC £9,599
Digital rarely sounds better; DCS's bespoke Ring DAC makes for power, punch and insight on an epic scale. Add clock and upsampler for an even more profound experience. Justifiably expensive.

LINN KLIAMS DS 2007 £9,600
Landmark network music player, offering brilliant sonics at up to 24/96 resolution from hard disk/NAS. Expensive, but you can hear why...

NAIM CD555/SSPS 2006 £14,000
Very probably the best CD player yet made - certainly the most expensive; a digital tour de force.

RECORDERS

NAIM MDX 2009 £4,405
Interesting one-box network enabled hard disk music system gives superb sonics together with impressive ease of use.

SONY TC-WE475 2010 £130
Essential tackle for committed cassette users, this well calibrated double deck sounds way better than expected!

SONY RCD-W3 2003 £320
Usual superb Sony ergonomicism make for no-nonsense budget buy. Fine direct digital copies, but analogue input poor. Middling sonics, but there's a digital output!

PHONO STAGES

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 640P £99
Excellent entry level design that raises the bar for budget phono stages. Crisp, smooth, yet brightly lit sound on both MM and MC that's a vast improvement on most budget inboard designs.

GRAHAM SLEE ERA GOLD V 2004 £660
Wonderfully warm, open and musical nature makes this an essential audition for those wanting a top value mid-price phono stage.

ICON AUDIO PSI.1 2007 £599
Excellent valve phono stage with good range of facilities and fine imaging abilities.

ASTIN TREW AT8000 £880
Expansive, detailed, powerful and musical sound makes this a surprise entrant to the first class sub £1,000 phono stage club.

AMPLIFIERS

A.T. AUDIO KORA 3T LTD 2010 £995
Exceptionally musical and natural sounding all discrete transistor phono stage, with highly lucid, valve-like presentation.

SUGDEN MYSTRO 2010 £1,215
Sugden's first Class AB integrated in a long time surprises; rollickingly good fun to listen to, it looses surprisingly little in smoothness to its Class AB siblings.

ICON AUDIO STEREO 35 2008 £500
Cracking entry-level valve integrated, with a warm and engaging sound. Limited power so needs careful partnering, though.

ROTEL RA-06 2008 £550
Vivacious sounding device that, whilst lacking the finer musical points, wears its heart on its sleeve and has plenty of power to match.

NAIM NAIT Si 2007 £725
Theitalic "T" version remains one of the most musically competent and dynamically engaging integrateds at the price.

CAMBRIDGE 840A V2 2007 £750
Version 2 addresses version 1's weaknesses to turn in a mighty accomplished performance, offering power, finesse and detail.

JUNGSO JA-BBD 2006 £899
Stunning value for money Class A monster integrated; extreme power and clarity at a puzzlingly low price.

ANATEK MC1 2007 £850
Excellent MC phono stage that offers serious insight underrapped by powerful and tuneful bass.

QUAD QC24P 2007 £995
Dynamic performer that can be used on its own as a complete phono-level preamp.

TRICHRD DIABLO + NCPSU 2006 £1,198
Highly musical performer; this is one of the best phono stages at or near the price, but lacks the polish of the rival Wheat.

ICON AUDIO PS3 2008 £1,500
Super sounding valve preampreamplifier, with an expansive, engaging and organic nature that makes vinyl shear joy!

EMILLE ALLURE 2010 £2,495
Just as the name suggests, this is a lovely way to play LP with an exceptionally open and lucid sound.

SUGDEN A21A S2 2007 £1,299
More power and greater transparency improve even further on the already impressive A21a to give truly impressive results

NAIM NAIT XS 2009 £1,250
With much of the sound of the Supernait at half the price, this is powerful, articulate and smooth beyond class expectations.

ELECTROCOMPANIENT PI-2 2008 £1,430
Powerful integrated with seriously solid bass and impressive dynamic abilities. Superbly musical.

SUGDEN A21A S2 2008 £1,469
Crystalline clarity, dizzying speed and forensic detailing makes this seminal design the most musical at the price, but power limited so needs sensitive speakers.

ANATEK ASOR 2007 £1,600
Simple integrated amplifier with superb grip and effortless dynamics.

VINCENT SA-234MK 2010 £1,749
Big, powerful and expansive sounding hybrid transistor amplifier, with bright, spiky and musical nature.

MUSICAL FIDELITY AMS35I 2010 £3,495
Polished high end integrated amp that combines power, detail and genuine musicality with a good range of facilities.

LEEMA TUCANA II 2010 £3,495
Polished high end integrated amp that combines power, detail and genuine musicality with a good range of facilities.

AUDIOLAB 8000S 2006 £600
In other life, this sold for three times the price, making it a stand-out bargain now. Very clean, powerful and tidy sound but not the world's most beguiling.

SUGDEN A21A S2 2009 £1,250
More power and greater transparency improve even further on the already impressive A21a to give truly impressive results

SUGDEN A21A S2 2008 £1,469
Crystalline clarity, dizzying speed and forensic detailing makes this seminal design the most musical at the price, but power limited so needs sensitive speakers.

SUGDEN A21A S2 2007 £1,299
More power and greater transparency improve even further on the already impressive A21a to give truly impressive results

NAIM NAIT XS 2009 £1,250
With much of the sound of the Supernait at half the price, this is powerful, articulate and smooth beyond class expectations.

ELECTROCOMPANIENT PI-2 2008 £1,430
Powerful integrated with seriously solid bass and impressive dynamic abilities. Superbly musical.

SUGDEN A21A S2 2008 £1,469
Crystalline clarity, dizzying speed and forensic detailing makes this seminal design the most musical at the price, but power limited so needs sensitive speakers.

ANATEK ASOR 2007 £1,600
Simple integrated amplifier with superb grip and effortless dynamics.

VINCENT SA-234MK 2010 £1,749
Big, powerful and expansive sounding hybrid transistor amplifier, with bright, spiky and musical nature.

MUSICAL FIDELITY AMS35I 2010 £3,495
Polished high end integrated amp that combines power, detail and genuine musicality with a good range of facilities.

LEEMA TUCANA II 2010 £3,495
Polished high end integrated amp that combines power, detail and genuine musicality with a good range of facilities.

AUDIOLAB 8000S 2006 £600
In other life, this sold for three times the price, making it a stand-out bargain now. Very clean, powerful and tidy sound but not the world's most beguiling.

SUGDEN A21A S2 2009 £1,250
More power and greater transparency improve even further on the already impressive A21a to give truly impressive results

SUGDEN A21A S2 2008 £1,469
Crystalline clarity, dizzying speed and forensic detailing makes this seminal design the most musical at the price, but power limited so needs sensitive speakers.

SUGDEN A21A S2 2007 £1,299
More power and greater transparency improve even further on the already impressive A21a to give truly impressive results

NAIM NAIT XS 2009 £1,250
With much of the sound of the Supernait at half the price, this is powerful, articulate and smooth beyond class expectations.

ELECTROCOMPANIENT PI-2 2008 £1,430
Powerful integrated with seriously solid bass and impressive dynamic abilities. Superbly musical.

SUGDEN A21A S2 2008 £1,469
Crystalline clarity, dizzying speed and forensic detailing makes this seminal design the most musical at the price, but power limited so needs sensitive speakers.

ANATEK ASOR 2007 £1,600
Simple integrated amplifier with superb grip and effortless dynamics.

VINCENT SA-234MK 2010 £1,749
Big, powerful and expansive sounding hybrid transistor amplifier, with bright, spiky and musical nature.

MUSICAL FIDELITY AMS35I 2010 £3,495
Polished high end integrated amp that combines power, detail and genuine musicality with a good range of facilities.
AV AMPLIFIERS

ARCAM AVR350 2006 £1,500
Superbly accomplished do-it-all AV receiver package, with an uncommonly, warm, natural and musical sound. A winner goes from strength to strength.

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS

CHANNEL ISLANDS VHP-1/ VAC-1 £390
A truly exceptional headphone output stage; the best at the price and an essential audition.

MUSICAL FIDELITY

X-CAN V8 2008 £350
Open and explicitly detailed sound plus serious bass wallop and the ability to drive anything to very high levels makes this a great partner for most mid-to-high end headphones.

NUFORCE HEADMASTER

2003 £600
Unusual combined preamplifier and headphone amplifier; this boasts a surprisingly smooth and open sound.

PREAMPLIFIERS

CREEK OBH-12 2000 £220
Brilliant value budget passive, giving little away in sonics to far more expensive designs. Connectivity and build aren’t great, but what do you expect at this price?

MF AUDIO PASSIVE PRE2003 £1,500
Effective pre with switchable gain via a transformer, and balanced operation. Open and incisive sound, yet makes most active rivals sound edgy by comparison. Silver version at the twice the price adds transparency.

MODWRIGHT SWL9.0SE £2,000
Captivating sound quality that will transform your system. Build quality is equally impressive - expect seriously powerful and open sound.

NUFORCE P-9 2007 £2,200
Impressive two box preamp with superb resolution and an engaging sound.

DPA CA-1 2010 £2,650
Excellent solid-state preamp with a meticulously detailed and propulsive sound, but a deep velvety tonality.

MELODY PURE

BLACK 101D 2007 £3,295
One of the best preamplifiers we have ever heard. Takes the clarity and openness we expect from valves and adds a staggering level of grip and detail.

MODWRIGHT 36.5 PRE/PSU 2010 £5,995
Exceptionally open and expansive, yet musically expressive sounding high end preamplifier.

MUSICAL FIDELITY PRIMO

2009 £7,000
Staggeringly expensive, but one listen explains why. Wonderfully exuberant sound that can only come from a top quality tube design.

POWER AMPLIFIERS

ROKSAN KANDY LIII 2008 £600
Fine budget power amp that punches well above its weight.

QUAD 909 2001 £900
The latest current-dumper has a smooth and expansive character with enough wallop to drive most loads. Not the most musical, but superb value all the same. Lovely build, finish and Quad’s legendary service are nice.

NAIM NAP150 2002 £795
Driven by a decent source and a NAC 112, this gets highly enjoyable results - providing you like the Naim sound! Taut, fast and feisty despite its relative lack of power.

SUGDEN HEADMASTER

2003 £1,300
Quintessential Class A Sugden sound is not warm as many expect, but extremely neutral and open with real tonal colour. Superb when partnered with efficient loudspeakers like Revolver R45s, but many will find it underpowered.

NUFORCE REFERENCE 9SE V2 2006 £1,750
Brilliant value for money monoblocks with massive power and super-clean, three-dimensional sound.

ELECTROCOMPANION MENO

2009 £4,450 (EACH)
The Norwegian power station is as cool as a glacier tonally, yet impresses with its sheer physicality and fleesness of foot. 600W per channel makes for a massive bang per buck.

DPA SA-1 2010 £2,850
Pacey, engaging and rhythmic almost to a fault, this solid-state power amplifier isn’t the world’s most powerful but is none the worse for it.

SILK GLOWMASTER KTBB

2007 £1,699
KTBB based power amplifier offers dramatic clarity and excellent bass heft.

QUAD II-40 2005 £3,230
Modern tube monoblock power amplifiers with plenty of power, liquid and open mid-band and spacious airy treble. Explicit, engaging sound, but not as euphonic as some.

QUAD II-80 2005 £6,000
Quad’s best ever power amplifier; this is a dramatic performer with a silky but dark tonality, blistering dynamics, serious power and a compellingly musical sound. They don’t come much better than these...

MUSICAL FIDELITY AMS50

2010 £7,000
Wonderfully assured high end full Class A integrated proffering icy clarity allied to real musicality. Lacks the lucidity of the best tube amps but redeems with power and punch.

LOUDSPEAKERS

Q ACOUSTICS 2020 2010 £140
Great little standmounters with a friendly, fun yet surprisingly refined gain. Excellent value starter speakers.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY NEO I

2007 £199
Tidy and well balanced standmounters with pleasing clarity and detail.

B&W 686 2007 £279
B&W’s new baby standmounters offer a sophisticated and mature performance that belies both their dimensions and price tag.

KEF IQ30 2009 £330
Beautifully built, classily styled standmounters with exceptional image projection and a very clean, detailed sound.

STANDARDS

Q ACOUSTICS 2020

2010 £140

Great little standmounters with a friendly, fun yet surprisingly refined gain. Excellent value starter speakers.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY NEO I

2007 £199

Tidy and well balanced standmounters with pleasing clarity and detail.

B&W 686

2007 £279

B&W’s new baby standmounters offer a sophisticated and mature performance that belies both their dimensions and price tag.

KEF IQ30

2009 £330

Beautifully built, classily styled standmounters with exceptional image projection and a very clean, detailed sound.
Astonishingly capable budget standmounters
their price and dimensions
that offer detail and dynamics well beyond
these standmounters bring unexpected civili-
sive soundstaging at the price.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 CLASSIC £845
Brilliantly successful remake of an iconic
design; not flawless, but surely one of the
most musical loudspeakers ever made.

SPENDOR S5/SE 2004 £950
A natural successor to the BBC LS3/5a,
whose impressive neutrality, imaging and
evenhandedness makes this a superior, if less
charismatic, loudspeaker.

RFR FS100 2007 £1,055
Mind-boggling amount of loudspeaker for
the money. Big and sturdily built with serious
bass and awesome soundstage scale. A real
bargain.

MAD MY CLAPTON GRAND MM 2010 £3,400
Distinctive coaxial standmounters with
wonderful soundstaging, bright lucid midband
excite-ten musical insight.

REVOLVER RW451 2006 £1,199
Very musical floorstander that's clear, concise
and truthful, whilst being exceptionally ampli-
fier friendly - a dreamboat for valves.

ONE THING AUDIO ESL57 2007 £1,450
One Thing Audio's modifications keep the
good old ESL57 at the very top of the game.

KIBRI NAIMA 2007 £1,550
Unusual-looking omidirectional loudspeak-
ers with an absolutely captivating perfor-
ance. Huge soundstage and bags of clarity - brilliant!

GURU QM-10P 2007 £1,595
Quirky but adorable standmounters that
are way off the pace in respect of detail and
power, but amazingly capable at playing a tune
and pulling you in to the music.

USHER BE-718 2007 £1,600
Beryllium tweeters work superbly, allied to
a fast and punchy bass driver. The result is
subtle, smooth and emotive.

MARTIN LOGAN SOURCE 2008 £1,599
Brilliant entry level electrostatics, giving a
taste of loudspeaker esoterica for the price of
most moving coil boxes. Tremendous clar-
ity, eveness and delicacy although not the world's most powerful sound.

MONITOR AUDIO G560 2008 £2,000
Still a great rock loudspeaker after all these
years, with a vivid, lithe and engaging sound.

SPENDOR 58E 2006 £1,895
Generously large, silky smooth delivery, this
dynamic sounding floorstander is an excellent
all-rounder.

ISOPHON GALILEO 2007 £2,100
Big standmounters that really grip the music
and offer quite startling dynamics and grip.

YAMAHA SOAVO 1.1 2009 £3,000
Musical, transparent large floorstanders with
impressive dynamics and cohesion. Excellent
build and finish.

ISOPHON CASSIANO 2007 £12,900
Drive units featuring exotic materials allied
to superlative build quality result in an
immensely capable loudspeaker. Not an easy
load to drive, however.

REVOLVER CYGNIS GOLD 2010 £10,500
Big banger with enormous scale and vast
power, although requires the right room and
doesn't cohere as well as a panel.

B&W 801D 2006 £10,500
In many respects, the ultimate studio moni-
tor; dazzling clarity and speed with com-
manding scale and dynamics.

ACCESSORIES

MONITOR AUDIO IDECK 2006 £200
Fine design, impressive flexibility and a lucidly
soundful musical sound make the iDeck the current
iPod dock champion.

ISOTEK AQUARIUS 2010 £795
Highly accomplished premium priced mains
conditioner that delivers the sonic goods,
unlike so many others.

TOWNSHEND MAXIMUM 2003 £800
Classy ribbon super tweeter with flexible
level settings and cool styling - you'll be
amazed at the difference it makes, especially
with Quad electrostatics.

HEADPHONES

SENNHEISER MX-550 2005 £19
Our unqualified recommendation for those
seeking a serious sounding pair of in-ear
phones. Smooth, detailed and musical.
SENNEHEISER PX-100 2002 £29
Cracking pair of lightweight open back cans ideal for personals, but good enough for real hi-fi use. Superb build allied to a smooth and engaging performance make them the spiritual successor to the HD400s.

GOLDRING DR150 2006 £70
Excellent build and fine sound makes these budget cans superlative value for money.

SENNEHEISER HD-590 1998 £199
The company’s best real-world cans to date. Open and smooth with plenty of detail. Brightly lit midband makes them an ideal partner for a valve headphone amp.

SENNEHEISER HD-650 2004 £350
A super all round reference design with crisp, detailed and even sound allied to supertant build and comfort. Cable upgrade yields great results.

SENNEHEISER HD800 2010 £1,000
The ultimate expression of the SENNHEISER philosophy offers massive speed, clarity and insight, although lacks some of the charm of the softer, more beguiling rival Staxes.

Dfluence Reson 2002 £40/M
Neutral and transparent - a steal!

VDH Ultimate The First 2004 £260/£64M
Carbon interconnects that help you forget the electronics and concentrate on the music. Miraculous transparency. Tight and tuneful bass mixed with air and space results in a cracking cable for the money.

GOLDRING DR 150 2006 £70
Excellent build and fine sound makes these budget cans superlative value for money.

STANDARDS

ARCAM SOLO MINI 2008 £650
Half the size and two-thirds the price of a full-sized Solo, the Mini gives very little away in terms of performance to its bigger brother.

ARCAM SOLO 2005 £1,249
Excellent all-in-one system, with a warm, smooth and balanced sound to match the features and style.

LINN CLASSIK MUSIC 2008 £1,250
Neat update of the original and best one-box stereo system; superbly musical sound beats equivalently priced separates.

MERIDIAN F80 2007 £1,500
Fantastically built and versatile DVD/CD/DAB/FM/AM unit, designed in conjunction with Ferrari. Ignore nay-sayers who sneer that it isn’t a ‘proper’ hi-fi product; most see sense when they listen to it...

AURA NOTE MUSIC CENTRE 2007 £1,500
Lovely shiny CD/tuner/amplifier with fine sound quality and dynamic abilities.

SHANLING MC-30 2007 £650
Quite possibly the cutest all-in-one around with fine performance from the CD player, tuner and MP3 player input; very low power, though.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 640T 2005 £250
Sweet sounding digital/analogue hybrid with fine build and finish at the price.

ARCAM FMJ T32 2009 £550
Excellent hybrid FM/DAB+ tuner with a smooth, engaging sound. Factor in its fine build and it’s a super value package.

CREEK CLASSIK TUNER 2006 £550
No tuner offers better sound per pound; wonderfully three dimensional and smooth from bottom to top.

MYRRAD MXT-2000 2005 £800
Truly sumptuous sound and excellent build is all most will ever need in a tuner; superb.

MAGNUM DYNALAB MD-100T 2006 £1,895
One of the best ways to hear FM that we know; superbly open and musical sound in a quirky but characterful package.

STAX SR-007T OMEGA II/SRM-007T 2006 £2,890
Simply the best headphones we’ve ever heard at any price, these sweetly translucent electrostatic earphones are like no other headphones or loudspeaker for that matter...

TECHLINK WIRES XS 2007 £20
Highly accomplished interconnects at an absurdly low price. Stunning value for money.

WIREWORLD OASIS 2003 £99/M
Excellent mid-price design with a very neutral, silky and self-effacing sound. Superb value for money.

CHORD COMPANY CHAMELEON 2 £90/M
One of our favourites, these are musical performers with a smooth yet open sound.

YAMAHA CRX-M170 2007 £200
One heck of a lot of quality performance on DAB, CD and FM for £200! Optional matching £120 NX-E300 loudspeakers aren’t too shabby either.

TEAC DH-300DAB 2008 £329
Nicely built and styled mini with fine performance on all sources that even plays DVDs!

NAD C-715DAB 2008 £429
Small, neat looks cover a truly capable system that shows just what a compact design can achieve.

CRAZY TUNERS

TEAC DR-H3OODAB 2008 £329
One heck of a lot of quality performance on all sources that even plays DVDs!

NAD C-715DAB 2008 £429
Small, neat looks cover a truly capable system that shows just what a compact design can achieve.

STANDARDS
Adam Smith spends some time with Cambridge Audio's new Azur 350A amplifier...

Despite the ever-increasing popularity of microscopic portable speakers for MP3 players and the truly bewildering range of iPod docks on the market, it seems that the budget end of the hi-fi spectrum is still holding its own. Indeed, if any evidence of this is needed, just look at the way some big Japanese brands have re-entered this market sector. I suspect that some of this might have to do with the fact that some of those aforementioned docks are fairly unpleasant to listen to, and some of the tiny speakers are downright nasty, meaning that it does not take too long before aural fatigue sets in and even a half-keen music listener understandably wants something better...

I've had conversations with three people recently who all changed to AV surround setups a few years back that they enjoy, but are tired of the mess that their £20 DVD player is making of reproducing their CDs. In each case, the person in question wanted to be able to set up a separate two-channel system either at the other end of the lounge or in another room and wanted an affordable but good quality amplifier and CD player to do the job. Was there anything like this still available, each one asked me? Fortunately I was able to say "yes", and give them a shortlist of models to audition. However, when compiling that list, it didn't take very long at all before the name of Cambridge Audio cropped up...

Of course there haven't been that many companies like Cambridge Audio able to make a success of good quality, affordable audio designs. It's true to say that there are other worthy contenders around, including the likes of NAD and the most affordable offerings from the likes of Marantz, Denon and Yamaha but, particularly since the introduction of the Azur range, no-one quite seems to have hit the level of sheer sophistication and affordable quality that marks out Audio Partnership's main electronics range. This is largely due to their team of boffins beavering away in the top secret headquarters in London, including amplifier design guru Douglas Self and Technical Director, Matthew Bramble; a man who, rumour has it, recently designed and built himself an all-valve DAC "just for the hell of it"!

As the update of the Azur range continues apace however, the latest model to land on my doorstep is the 350A amplifier, spiritual successor to the 340A and tweaked 340A SE. I was very keen to try this beast because the 340A SE was a favourite of mine, being a big-hearted performer that never once made any noises that would give away its humble price tag.

Immediately noticeable on unpacking the 350A is the new casework, which is impressively solid and boasts a nice chunky brushed aluminium front panel and a set of the new Azur range knobs, which feel delightfully sensuous in operation.

Under the bonnet, Cambridge
"most noticeable is the Cambridge's sheer sense of smooth assuredness and almost velvety composure..."
Each Avid product is born of a passion for real music. The visceral dynamic of a live performance captured in a moment or vinyl is a special treasure. One which requires a superlative hi-fi system to convey realistically.

Turntables, amplifiers and accessories from Avid are dedicated to reproducing this realism.

To experience the truly sublime, please contact an Avid dealer to arrange your private audition.

Analogue Seduction
4 Dragonfly Close, Peterborough,
Tel: 01733 344768

Audio Workshop,
31 Prince of Wales Road, Norwich,
Tel: 01603 61852

O’Brien Hi-Fi
60 Durham Road, West Wimborne,
Tel: 020 8946 1528

Progressive Audio
2 Maryland Court, Rainham, Kent,
Tel: 01634 389004

Home Demo
available on most products
(Subject to condition)

If you want the best from your system, this is the affordable Room Analyzer that you should not be without... and it seems the reviewers agree too!

“Highly effective acoustic analysis tool that’s simple to use and understand.”
- Hi-Fi World

“For a lot less money than most loudspeaker upgrades, this brilliantly conceived product fills a real niche and is highly recommended.”
- Hi-Fi Choice

“The player itself tips the scales at a healthy 9kg and some of the features found on it are, again, astonishing considering the price.”
- Hi-Fi World

“Superbly built and with an impressive sense of pace and weight, the CD100’s performance belies its affordable price tag.”
- Hi-Fi World

“An amplifier and CD player with this sort of finish and build quality for just £600 and £365 respectively? Unbelievable!”
- Hi-Fi Choice

“Musically, the presentation is clear and unpretentious - a very nice system that’s a pleasure to listen to.”
- Hi-Fi Choice

HiFi just doesn’t get any better than this for the price!
distortion patterns that it produces are at work here (see MEASURED PERFORMANCE) and the result is an amplifier that never seems flustered or on the edge of falling apart. At the top end, the treble is a liquid delight; although lacking the sheer icy clarity that more expensive discrete designs can muster, the 350A was never less than neatly and cleanly detailed, whilst simultaneously retaining a sense of liquid ease. It may be heresy to say such a thing but there was even a hint of valve in its easy-going but transparent nature; a complete anachronism to some of the hard and lacerative budget designs that have graced the market over the years!

Across the midband, the Cambridge continued to perform in a way that belied its simple heritage. Vocals were beautifully rendered, the Avant 902is and ever so slightly opaque from the Cambridge's smooth actual strike of hammer upon grand piano. In this case things became harsh or screechy.

Instrumentally the Azur continued to perform with confidence and bravado, but its simpler innards did start to become more obvious at times when it came to midrange detailing and really getting to the heart of an acoustic instrument's nature. The 350A will never disguise what type of instrument is playing, but it lacks the ability to really capture the innate nature of, say, a grand piano. In this case things were just a little recessed, the amplifier missing out on that last hint of air around the notes, and slightly veiling the actual strike of hammer upon string. Equally, however, violins and the like actually benefited from the Cambridge's smooth and ever so slightly opaque nature, ensuring that they never became harsh or screechy.

At the low end, the Azur regained its ground, turning in a punchy and well ordered performance. The Avant 902is are snappy and tight at the low end, and the Cambridge matched them very well indeed, resulting in a bass performance that was well weighted, eminently tuneful and nicely detailed. I even took time to plug the Azur into my reference Ferrograph S1s to see if it would run into a corner and hide, but it came out fighting!

The Ferrographs are not a difficult load but they are insensitive at 84dB and respond best to an amplifier that can grip them by the scruff of the neck and slap them into line a bit. Paired with the 350A, they responded well, and their deep and solid bass was still very much in evidence. However, the 350A lacked the grip to keep them in line, meaning that the very bottom end became just a little too fruity and overblown. Still, I have heard far more expensive amplifiers do a worse job, so the Cambridge actually came out of this little experiment very well indeed.

CONCLUSION
It may seem a forgone and even slightly dull conclusion, but Cambridge Audio can notch up another success on their corporate bedpost as far as I am concerned. The Azur 350A is a worthy successor to the 340A and builds on the latter's strengths to move its whole sonic game up a notch or two. Anyone who thinks affordable amplifiers are splashy and messy owes it to themselves to hear the Azur 350A; it really is a composed, smooth and inviting delight to listen to, and will be a strong bet at the heart of a budget separates system.
Divine Intervention

Tony Bolton interrupts his high end hi-fi lifestyle to listen to XTZ's exceptionally affordable A100D3 integrated amplifier...

Every reviewer has their own way of working. When I get new equipment in I like to have a listen and try to guess its price and country of origin, before doing any research, working on the basis that I want my first impressions to be unclouded by any other thoughts. So, I unboxed the XTZ Class-A100D3 amplifier; no easy task given its 22kg weight; and plugged it in. Bear in mind that this amp arrived before the August edition of the magazine, so I had not read Adam Smith's review of the partnering XTZ CD100 CD player. My first assumption was that this was an American unit, probably costing at least a couple of thousand pounds. How wrong can you be? Five minutes of research showed the XTZ hails from Sweden, although I understand that some of the manufacture takes place in China, and costs just £600.

Having recovered from the shock of this news, I settled down to do some serious listening, still half convinced that there should be another digit in front of the price tag...

The XTZ A100D3 is big. Not only does it weigh a lot, it is also very deep (468mm) and filled the shelf of my equipment rack. The 158mm height and 445mm width were normal enough, but purchasers should allow space for ventilation (because it gets very hot) and for the cables at the back.

Aesthetically, I found it quite pleasing. There is a choice of finish of silver, black or the combination of the two used on this review sample. The front panel contains a large vacuum fluorescent display above a large centrally mounted volume control. Either side of this were two groups of three buttons, selecting (from left to right) Standby, CD, DVD Aux, Phono and Digital. Gold plated sockets for all of these inputs were at the back, with a choice of one Toslink (Optical) and four coaxial digital connections to the onboard DAC, and a switch to choose between moving magnet or moving coil in the built in phono stage. To the
left of these were a set of sockets for stereo subwoofers, record out, another pair for connecting a tape deck, and 'pre-out' and 'amp in' to allow for additional power amps, or feeding the internal power amp from an outside source. These last two are normally linked by the supplied jumpers. Two pairs of substantial speaker binding posts were mounted on the left and right, with the mains IEC socket, and accompanying power switch below the latter.

The casework is made of solid aluminium, as is the substantial remote control. This contains duplicates of the front panel controls as well as display dimming, mute and selection of either Class A or AB operation.

This is the bit that makes this amp really stand out from the crowd. I do not know of any other amplifier with a three figure price tag that can boast Class A operation. In this mode the bias current through the two sets of four output transistors is increased, giving, it is claimed, a clearer sound. Power is supplied through a large toroidal transformer which feeds separately shielded boards for power supply, output stages and the digital and analogue sections. All switches have gilded contacts.

SOUND QUALITY

I initially set the XTZ up in the front room, powering the Chario Ursa Major loudspeakers, and being fed by the resident Leema Acoustics Antilla CD player and Clearaudio Master Solution turntable, fitted with an Ortofon Kontrapunkt a cartridge. Taking advantage of the onboard DAC I also connected the Digbox and DVD player to the coaxial inputs. I was immediately impressed with the increased levels of definition and space from the TV sound that made this possible. I normally run an analogue connection from the Digbox, which gives acceptable if not exceptional sound. Using the XTZ's DAC opened the sound right up, producing a soundstage whose size and detailing I would normally expect from a CD player.

I was aware of background details that normally are buried in the mix, as well as having a more realistic stereo placement of people and vehicles as they moved across the screen. The DAC certainly outperformed the ones contained in any of the digital TV sources on the house, but couldn't match the ones in either the Antilla (hardly surprising since this is a well specced £3,500 player), or my

Njoe Tjoeb 4000. However, digging a twelve year old £500 Sony CD player out of the loft showed that the XTZ DAC was quite a way ahead of the Sony's unit, so purchasers with older CD players may well benefit from using the player as a transport and doing the decoding of the digital signal in the XTZ.
Definition is an outstanding new range of audiophile loudspeakers from Tannoy. Designed to get the very best from stereo music in the home, Definition distils and refines Tannoy's eight decades of loudspeaker expertise into a design of unrivalled performance value and stunning aesthetics.

Defining the art of sound

The three strong range features the very latest Tannoy Dual Concentric™ drivers with WideBand™ tweeter technology, innovative ply-wood cabinets and revolutionary Deep Cryogenically Treated crossovers. Capturing the fundamental dynamics of music yet majoring on the finest instrumental detail, Definition defines the art of sound.

tannoy.com
Moving over to the analogue CD input fed from the Antilla produced a very detailed and well described sound. It was not a match for the smooth sophistication of the Leema Tucana II, but held its own against the Denon PMA 2010 AE amp which I reviewed a couple of months ago.

Both produced sound from a deep dark well of music, with a focus on a tuneful bassline and a well described midrange. However I felt that the Denon had a smoother presentation of the higher frequencies.

Switching the XTZ to Class A mode brought the competition a bit closer. The higher notes had more shape and texture than before, although not matching the silkiness of the Denon sound, which could be a bit laid back and dainty on occasion.

The XTZ, on the other hand, brought the same level of descriptiveness around them. However I felt that the Denon sound, which could be a bit closer, the higher notes had a bit laid back and dainty on occasion. I reviewed a couple of months ago.
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Here is our list of the great and good from audio's glorious past, products that have earned their place in hi-fi history. You'll also see some oddities which aren't classic as such, but are great used buys. The year of introduction is given, alongside the original UK launch price.

**DIGITAL**

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD1 1986 £1500**
Inspired Stan Curtis redesign of Philips CD104, complete with switchable digital filter. Lean but tight and musical performer.

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD45E 1998 £200**
A touch soft in the treble and tonally light, but outstanding in every other respect.

**LINN KARIK III 1995 £1775**
The final Kariik was a gem. Superb transport gives a brilliantly tight, grippy dynamic sound, albeit tonally dry.

**MARANTZ CD73 1983 £700**
A riot of gold brushed aluminium and LEDs, this distinctive machine squeezed every last ounce from its 16x4 DAC - superb musical.

**MARANTZ SA-1 2000 £5,000**
The greatest argument for SACD. This sublime Ken Ishiwata design is utterly musically convincing with both CD and SACD, beating most audiophile CD spinners hands down.

**MUSICAL FIDELITY TRI VISTA 2002 £4000**
When playing SACDs, the sweetest, most lucid and lyrical digital disc spinner we've heard. Old school stereo, pure DSD design. CD sound is up in the £1000 class, too! Future classic.

**MERIDIAN 207 1988 £995**
Beautifully-built two-box with pre-amp stage. Very musical although nought as refined as modern Bitstream gear. No digital output.

**MERIDIAN MCD 1984 £600**
The first British 'audiophile' machine was a sweetheart, more detailed Philips CD100. 16x4 never sounded so good, until the MCD Pro arrived a year later.

**NAIM CDS 1990 £N/A**
Classic Philips 16x4 chipset with serious attention to power supplies equals grin-inducing sonics.

**SONY CDP-101 1982 £800**
The first Japanese CD spinner was powerful and involving. Brilliant transport more than compensated for 16x2 DAC, and you even got remote control!

**SONY CDP-RI/DAS-R11987 £3,000**
Sony's first two-boxer was right first time. Tonal lean, but probably the most detailed and architectural sounding machine of the eighties.

**SONY CDP-701ES 1984 £890**
Sony's first ever bespoke high end audiophile machine used a 16x2 DAC to provide a clinically incisive sound; supreme build quality allied to the pure unadulterated luxury of a paper/book-sized remote control.

**TECHNICS SL-P1200 1987 £800**
CD version of the Technics SL-1200 turntable. Massively built to withstand the rigours of 'pro' use and laden with facilities - a great eighties icon. Sonically, it's pure fun, with hefty bass that can still show weedy modern players a thing or two!

**YAMAHA CD-X1 1983 £340**
Nicely built 16x2 machine with a very sharp and detailed sound; sometimes too much so. Excellent ergonomics, unlike almost every other rival of the time.

**COMPACT DISC TRANSPORTS**

**TEAC VRC-10 1994 £600**
Warm and expansive sound made this a mid price hit. Well built, with a slick mech.

**ESOTERIC P0 1997 £6,000**
The best CD drive bar none; TEAC's Tokyo boys pushed the boat out in style. Brillantly concise, ridiculously over engineered.

**KENWOOD 9010 1986 £600**
The first discrete Jap transport was beautifully done and responds well to re-clocking even today.

**DACs**

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DACMAGIC 1995 £99**
Good value upgrade for budget CD players with extensive facilities and detailed sonics.

**DCS ELGAR 1997 £6500**
Extremely open and natural performer, albeit extremely pricey - superb.

**DPA LITTLE BIT 3 1996 £299**
Rich, clean, rhythmic and punchy sound transforms budget CD players.

**PINK TRIANGLE DACAPO 1993 £N/A**
Exquisite; the warmest and most lyrical 16bit digital audio we have ever heard. Clever plug-in digital filter modules really worked!

**QED DIGIT 1991 £90**
Budget bitstream performer with tweaks aplenty. Positron PSU upgrade makes it smooth, but now past it.
TURNTABLES

ARISTON RD11S 1972 £94
Modern evolution of Thorens' original belt drive paradigm, Scotland's original superdeck was warm and musical, albeit soft. Still capable of fine results today.

ADC ACCUTRAC 4000 1976 £300
Bonkers '70s direct drive that uses an infra red beam to allow track selection and programming. More of a visual and operational delight than a sonic stunner.

PIONEER PL12D 1973 £36
The beginning of the end for the British turntable industry. When vinyl was the leading source, this bought new standards of noise performance and stability to the class, plus a low friction S-shaped tonearm. Later PL112D was off the pace compared to rivals.

PIONEER PLC-590 1976 £600
Sturdy and competent motor unit that performs well with a wide range of tonearms. Check very thoroughly before buying due to electronic complexity and use of some now obsolete IC's.

DUAL CS505 1982 £75
Simple high quality engineering and a respectable low mass tonearm made for a brilliant budget buy. Polished, smooth and slightly bland sound.

GOLDRING LENCO GL75 1970 £15.65
Simple, well engineered motor unit with soft, sweet sound and reasonable tonearm. Good spares and servicing support even today from specialists. Eminently tweakable. Similar 88 and 99 motor units are budget 301/1D124 rivals.

LINN AXIS 1987 £253
Simplified cut-price version of the Sondek complete with LVX arm. Elegant and decently performing mid-price package. Later version with Akito tonearm better.

LINN SONDek LP12 1973 £86
For many, the Brit superdecks constant mods meant that early ones sound warmer and more lyrical than modern versions. Recent 'SE' mods have brought it into the 21st century albeit at a price.

MARANTZ TT1000 1978 £N/A
Beautiful seventies high end belt drive with sweet and clean sound. Rare in Europe, but big in Japan.

MICHILL CYRODEC 1981 £999
Thanks to its stunning visuals, this bold design wasn't accorded the respect it deserved until recently. Early examples sound cold and mechanical, but now right on the pace. Clean, solid and architectural sound.

TECHNICS SP10 1973 £400
Semi- Japanese engineering. Sonics depend on plinths, but a well mounted SP10II will give any modern a hard time, especially in respect of bass power and midband accuracy.

REGA PLANAR 3 1978 £79
Brilliantly simple but clean and musical performer, complete with Acos-derived S-shaped tonearm. 1983 saw the arrival of the RB300, which added detail to the expense of warmth. Superb budget buy.

GARRARD 301/401 1953 £19
Heavy metal - tremendously strong and articulate with only a veiled treble to let it down. In many respects, better than the seventies 'superdecks' that succeeded it.

ROKSAN XEREXES 1984 £550
Supposedly the first to 'better' the LP12. Super tight and clean sound, with excellent transients. Less musical than the Sondek, but more neutral. Sagging plinth top-plates make them a dubious used buy.

SONY PS-800 1978 £800
First outing for Sony's impressive 'Biotracer' electronic tonearm. Built like a tank with a clean and tidy sound, albeit lacking involvement. Scarily complicated and with no spares support - buy with caution!

THORENS TD124 1959 £N/A
The template for virtually every 1970s superdeck; this iconic design was the only real competition for Garrard's 301. It was sweeter and more lyrical, yet lighter and less impactful in the bass.

TOWNSEND ROCK 1979 £N/A
The product of academic research by the Cranfield Institute, this novel machine has an extremely clean and fluid sound. Substantially modified through the years, and capable of superb results even today.

TRIO LO-7D 1978 £600
The best 'all-in-one' turntable package ever made, Trio/Kenwood threw their 'engineering best practice' book at this one with startling results. Clean, powerful and three-dimensional sound, ultimately limited by the tonearm.

ACOS LUSTRE GST-1 1975 £46
The archetypal S-shaped seventies arm: good, propulsive and involving sound in its day, but ragged and undynamic now.

TONTEARMS

ACOS LUSTRE GST-1 1975 £46
The archetypal S-shaped seventies arm: good, propulsive and involving sound in its day, but ragged and undynamic now.

AUDIO TECHNICA AT1120 1978 £75
Fine finish can't compensate for this ultra low mass arm's limited sonics - a good starter arm if you've only got a few quid to spend.
TECHNICS EPA-501 1979 £ N/A
Popular partner for late seventies Technics motor units. Nice build and Titanium Nitride tube can't compensate for middling sound.

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS/COMBOS

DETEC 1987 £1900
Fast, dry and with excellent transients; this first DPA integrated is the real deal for eighties obsessives. Ridiculously punchy 80W per channel from a tiny, half-size box. Radical, cool and more than a little strange.

ROGERS A75 1978 £220
The prototypical Audiolab 8000a – lots of sensible facilities, a goodly power output and nice sound in one box. The A73R and A100 versions offered improved sonics and were seriously sweet and open to listen to.

EXPOSURE VII/VIII 1985 £625
Semi-loud-eights Exposure pre-power, offering most of what rival Naim amps did with just that little bit extra smoothness and sweetness. Still, it's by no means 'sweet' by today's standards, being lean, punchy, musical. It's also possessed of that quintessentially eighties look – frumpy black steel boxes with rough silk screened logos!

MCINTOSH MA6800 1995 £3735
Effortlessly sweet, strong and powerful with SEALICING 1958 £49

SUGDEN A21 1969 £ N/A
Class A transistor integrated with an eminently likeable smoothness and musicality. Limited inputs via DIN sockets.

MISSION CYRUS 2 1984 £299
Classic eighties minimalism combines arrest- ingly clean, open, lively sound. Further upgradeable with PSX power supply.

MUSICAL FIDELITY A11985 £150
Beguiling Class A integrated with exquisite styling. Questionable reliability.

NAIM NAIT 1984 £350
Superb rhythms and dynamics make it truly musical, but tonally monochromatic. Fine phono stage, very low power.

NAD 3020 1979 £69
Brilliantly smooth, sweet and punchy at the price and even has a better phono stage than you'd expect. The archetypal budget superamp.

MYST TMA3 1983 £300
Makeup eighties minimalism, but a strong and tight performer all the same.

ROGERS CADET III 1965 £34
Sweet sounding valve integrated, uses ECL86 output valves, even has a half useable phono stage, sweet, warm a good introduction to valves.

CREAK CAS400 1983 £150
More musical than any budget amp before it; CAS4140 loses tone controls, gains grip.

AUDIOLAB 8000A 1985 £495
Smooth integrated with clean MM/MC phono stage and huge feature count. Extremely reliable, too. Post ’93 versions a top used buy.

ROTEL RA-820BX 1983 £139
Lively and clean budget integrated that arguably started the move to minimalism.

CHAPMAN 305 1960 £40
Smooth pre/power combo with a sweet and open sound. Not quite up to Leak/Quad standards but considerably cheaper second-hand.

PREAMPLIFIERS

AUDIOLAB 8000C 1991 £499
Tonaly grey but fine phono input and great facilities make it an excellent general purpose tool.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-8 1982 £1,400
Beautifully designed and built, this end tube preamp comes with deliciously sweet and smooth sound. Not the last word in incision or grip, but that didn't matter to those who aspired to it.

CONRAD JOHNSON MOTIV MC-8 1986 £2,500
Minimalist FET-biased preamp from the Rick valve specialists is brilliantly neutral and smooth with a spry, light balance in the mould of Sugden high end stuff. Something of a curiosity, but worthwhile nonetheless.

CROFT MICRO 1986 £150
Budget valve preamp with exceptionally transparent performance.

LEAK POINT ONE STEREO 1958 £ N/A
Good for their time, but way off the pace these days. Effortlessly sweet, strong and powerful with just that little bit extra smoothness and sweetness. Still, it's by no means 'sweet' by today's standards, being lean, punchy, musical. It's also possessed of that quintessentially eighties look – frumpy black steel boxes with rough silk screened logos!

VTL MINIMAL/SOW 1985 £1,300
Vacuum Tube Logic was one of the Europe's biggest tube names in the eighties, and it showed. Rugged, professional build and finish allied to a lively and punchy sound ( albeit with limited power) make them an excellent partner carefully.

LECCON AC-1 1973 £ N/A
Amazing styling courtesy of Allan Boothroyd can't disguise its rather cloudy sound, but a design classic nonetheless.

ROGERS A75 1978 £220
A brave attempt by the Glasgow boys to bring remote controlled user-friendliness to hair-shirt audiophile hi-fi. Didn't quite work, but now bad for under £100.

NAIM NAC32.5 1978 £ N/A
The Salisbury company came of age with this, their classic high end pre. Brilliantly fast and incisive sound that's a joy with vinyl but a tad forward for digital.

QUAD 22 1958 £35
The partner to the much vaunted Quad II monoblocks - cloudy and vague sound means it's for audiophiles only.

QUAD 33 1968 £43
Better than the 22, but Quad's first tranzy pre isn't outstanding. Responds well to tweaking/ rebuilding though...

POWER AMPLIFIERS

HH ELECTRONICS TPA-50D 1973 £110
Simple design with easily available components, solid build quality and fine sound make for a surprisingly overlooked bargain. Not exactly stylish, however.

LEAK STEREO 60 1958 £ N/A
Leak's biggest valve power amp offers 35 Watts per channel and more low end welly than the smaller Stereo 20. Despite concerns over reliability their rarity means high prices are the order of the day.
LEAK STEREO 20 1958 £31
Excellent workaday classic valve amplifier with decent power and drive. Surprisingly modern sounding if rebuilt sympathetically. Irrespressibly musical and fluid.

LECSON API 1973 £ N/A
Mushcap cylindrical styling alluded to its 'power of power' pretensions, but it wasn't. Poor build, but decently clean sounding when working.

MARANTZ MODEL 9 1997 £8000
Authentic reproduction monoblocks still more than cut the sonic mustard. Highly expensive and highly sought after.

MICHILL ALECTO 1997 £1989
Crisp, clean and beautifully controlled with gorgeous styling. Partnered with the £1650 Orca this sounds delicious!

LEAK POINT ONE, TL10, TL12.1 1949 £28
Early classics that are getting expensive. Overhauling is de rigueur before use, using original parts if possible. Surprisingly crisp and musical sound, that's far more modern than Quad II. Deeply impressive when in fine fettle.

KRELL KMA100 II 1987 £5,750
Ludicrous monoblock version of the giant KSA-100 is one of the seminal eighties transistor power amplifiers. Massive wallop allied to a very clean and open Class A sound makes this one of the best amplifiers of its type, ever.

PIONEER M-73 1988 £1,200
Monster stomp from this seminal Japanese power amplifier, complete with switchable Class A and Class B operation. Clean, open and assured sounding, albeit a tad behind the pace on high speed dance music. Rosewood side cheeks and black brushed aluminium completes the eighties-tastic experience.

PHONO STAGES

CREEK OBH-8 SE 1996 £180
Punchy, rhythmic character with oodles of detail makes this a great budget audiophile classic. Partner with a Goldring G1042 for an unbeatable budget combination.

QUAD FM4 1983 £240
Supreme ergonomics and styling allied to a pleasingly lyrical sound with plenty of sweetness and detail made this one of the best tuners around upon its launch.

TUNERS

MARANTZ ST-8 1978 £353
Marantz's finest radio moment. Warm, organic sound plus an oscilloscope for checking the signal strength and multipath.

REVOX B760 1975 £520
More of a semi-pro machine than a domestic bit of kit, the Revox offers superb measured performance although the sound isn't quite as staggering as the numbers. Fine nonetheless, and surely the most durable tuner here!

YAMAHA CT7000 1977 £444
Reputedly the best of the classic Japalogues, this combines sleek ergonomics, high sensitivity and an explicit, detailed sound.

LEAK TROUGHLINE 1956 £25
Series I an interesting ornament but limited to 88-100MHz only. II and III are arguably cheapersound. Adaptation for stereo easy via phono multiplex socket. Fed by a modern outboard decoder they're deliciously lucid with true dimensionality.

THAT'S IT FOR THE CURRENT DUMPERS. NEXT MONTH WE RETURN TO TUNERS.
SONY ST-5950 1977 £222
One of the first Dolby FM-equipped tuners, a format that came to naught. Still, it was Sony’s most expensive tuner to date, and boasted a very good sound quality allied to brilliant ergonomics.

SEQUERRA MODEL I 1973 £1300
Possibly the ultimate FM tuner. Massive in terms of technology size and features dedicated to extracting every ounce of performance from radio, including impressive multi-purpose oscilloscope display.

TECHNICS ST-8080 1976 £180
National Panasonic’s specialist hi-fi brand was a big hitter back then, and this is no exception. Superb FM stage makes for a very clean and smooth listen with lots of detail and depth.

YAMAHA TC-800GL 1977 £179
Early classic with ski-slope styling courtesy of Mario Bellini. Middling sonics by modern standards, but cool nonetheless!

AIWA XD-009 1989 £600
Aiwa’s Nak beater didn’t, but it wasn’t half bad nonetheless. Massive spec even included a 16x4 DAC!

NAKAMICHI CR-7E 1987 £800
The very best sounding Nakamichi ever - but lacks the visual drama of a Dragon.

MARANTZ DR-17 1999 £1100
Probably the best sounding CD recorder made, built like a brick outhouse with a true audiophile sound and HDCD compatibility.

BBC LS3/5A 1972 £88
Extremely low colouration design is amazing in some respects - articulation, stage depth, clarity - and useless in others (both frequency extremes). Came in wide variety of guises from various manufacturers building it under licence. Partner with Rogers AB1 subwoofers for an extra two octaves of bass!

HH ELECTRONICS TPA-50D
Simple design with easily available components, solid build quality and fine sound make for a surprisingly overlooked bargain. Not exactly stylish, however.

BBC LS3/5A 1972 £110
Possibly the ultimate FM tuner. Massive in terms of technology size and features dedicated to extracting every ounce of performance from radio, including impressive multi-purpose oscilloscope display.

SONY WM-D6C 1985 £290
Single capstan transport on a par with a Swiss watch, single rec/play head better than most. Naks. Result: sublime.

SONY TC-377 1972 £179
A competitor to the Akai 4000D open reel machine, the Sony offered better sound quality and is still no slouch by modern standards.

SONY MDS-JESSSES 2000 £900
The best sounding MD deck ever, thanks to awesome build and heroic ATRAC-DSP Type R coding.

PIONEER DR-555RW 1999 £480
For a moment, this was the CD recorder to have. Clean and detailed.

MARANTZ DR-17 1999 £1100
Probably the best sounding CD recorder ever, thanks to awesome build and heroic ATRAC-DSP Type R coding.

PIONEER DM-9090 1977 £120
Infamous cylindrical speaker that was ignored for decades but now back in fashion! Based on classic KEF T27 / B110 combo as seen in the BBC LS3/5a. Doesn’t play loud, needs a powerful transistor amplifier, but rewards with fine clarity and imaging.

SPENDOR BC1 1976 £240
Celestion HF1300 tweeter meets bespoke Spendor Bextrene mid-bass unit - and the result is a beautifully warm yet well focused sound. A little bass bloom necessitates careful low-stand mounting, but these prove that the seventies did have some fine designs after all!

LOWTHER PM6A 1957 £18
Each
This seminal full-range driver is still manufactured. High sensitivity, as fitted to many classic horn designs.

LOWTHER PM6A 1957 £18
Each
This seminal full-range driver is still manufactured. High sensitivity, as fitted to many classic horn designs.

TANNNOY WESTMINSTER 1985 £4500
Folded horn monsters which certainly sound good if you have the space. Not the last word in tautness but can drive large rooms and image like few others.

JR 149 1977 £120
Infamous cylindrical speaker that was ignored for decades but now back in fashion! Based on classic KEF T27 / B110 combo as seen in the BBC LS3/5a. Doesn’t play loud, needs a powerful transistor amplifier, but rewards with fine clarity and imaging.

SPENDOR BC1 1976 £240
Celestion HF1300 tweeter meets bespoke Spendor Bextrene mid-bass unit - and the result is a beautifully warm yet well focused sound. A little bass bloom necessitates careful low-stand mounting, but these prove that the seventies did have some fine designs after all!

QUAD ESL57 1956 £45
Each
Wonderfully open and neutral sound puts box loudspeakers to shame. Properly serviced they give superb midband performance, although frequency extremes less impressive. Ideally, use in stacked pairs or with subwoofers and super tweeters.

LOWTHER PM6A 1957 £18
Each
This seminal full-range driver is still manufactured. High sensitivity, as fitted to many classic horn designs.
KEF R105 1977 £785
Three way Bextrene-based floorstander (complete with castors!) gave a truly wide-band listen and massive (500W) power handling. A very neutral, spacious and polite sounding design, but rhythmically well off the pace. The quintessential nineteen seventies loudspeaker.

IMF TLS80 1976 £550
Warm and powerful nineteen seventies behemoth with transmission loading and a mixture of KEF and Celestion drive units. Impressively physical wideband sound but rhythms aren’t its forte.

MAGNEPLANAR SMGA I98X £800
Technological loudspeaker with genuinely musical abilities; fast, smooth, open, dry.

MISSION 770 1980 £375
Back in its day, it was an innovative product and one of the first of the polypropylene designs. Warm, smooth, clean and powerful sound.

MISSION 752 1995 £495
Cracking Henry Azima-designed floorstanders combined HDA drive units and metal dome tweeters with surprisingly warm results. Benign load characteristics makes them great for valves.

HEYBROOK HBI 1982 £130
Peter Comeau-designed standmounters with an amazingly lyrical yet decently refined sound! Good enough to partner with very high end ancillaries, yet great with budget kit too. A classic.

CELESTION SL6 1984 £350
Smallish two way design complete with aluminium dome tweeter and plastic mid-bass unit set the blueprint for nineteen eighties loudspeakers. Very open and clean sounding, albeit course at high frequencies and limp in the bass. Speakers would never be the same again...

LEAK SANDWICH 1961 £39 EACH
Warm sounding infinite baffle that, with a reasonably powerful amplifier can sound quite satisfying.

MISSION X-SPACE 1999 £499
The first mass production sub and sat system using NXT panels is a sure-fire future classic - not flawless, but a tantalisingly unboxy sound nevertheless!

QUAD ESL63 1980 £1200
An update of the ESL57, with stiffer cabinets. Until the 989, the best of the Quad electrostatics.

YAMAHA NS1000 1977 £532
High tech Beryllium midband and tweeter domes and brutish 12" woofers in massive sealed mirror image cabs equals stunning transients, speed and wallop allied to superb transparency and ultra low distortion. Partner carefully!

To advertise in this space please call 020 7372 6018 or email: advertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk
When you think of Sony, the chances are that you will be thinking about small things; perfection in miniature if you may. Their engineers seem to have an almost unique ability to take familiar objects and miniaturise them without sacrificing performance or functionality. This is surely the essence of the Japanese electronics industry, distilled into one iconic brand.

It didn’t take them long to hom in on the proper hi-fi system as something that could be usefully miniaturised. Such a product would not only be a desirable and profitable export, it would also be an asset on the home market; space in Japanese houses is always at a premium. The nineteen seventies ST-88/TA-88 tuner and amplifier combination was an early attempt that proved very popular, even in the conservative UK market. Later on in the early eighties the TA-P7F amplifier and ST-P7]
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size of a small stack of 7" singles is quite a task, especially given that there are no external heatsinks. This was where the second unit came in, which was a very clever form of power supply. Most of the inside of the power unit was filled by a specially designed transformer whose form factor had to be distorted considerably to fit it into the tiny space. Alongside this was a circuit that could alter the supply to the amplifier depending on how much work it was required to do, later came to be known as 'Class G' working conditions.

To understand Class G consider the case of a large-engined car. Normally cars like this use a lot of fuel, not only when driving fast but also around town where little power is needed. To improve the efficiency one could shut some of the cylinders down when driving slowly and only cut them back in when a burst of speed was needed. In simple terms this is what Class G does, limiting the power to the amplifier circuits when the system is playing softly and only letting the full amount through when you really turn the taps on. This would of course give rise to horrendous distortion if done badly but of course that's not the Sony way. Unless you were told about the Class G amplifier in the FH-7 system, you'd never know it was there.

Clear amplifiers are one thing but remember that the FH-7 was a complete hi-fi system and in the early eighties no system was complete without a turntable. Turntables for mini and micro systems had in the past been full-sized affairs but this time that was not to be, the matching Sony PS-Q3 and PS-Q7 models had the same footprint as the other units, yet could still play full-sized LPs. This was done by making the platter very small (less than the size of a record label) and placing it right in the corner of the plinthe. A heavy weight in the lid clamped and damped the disc, the remainder of which was left floating in free space.

The arm was made of square section aluminium tube and 'L-shaped' with the pivot in the centre at the back. This arrangement minimised the tracking error as far as was possible in such a compact unit, the only drawback was that cueing was made slightly difficult as the arm tended to come down at a slight angle. A quality MM cartridge was provided which clearly had to track at very moderate levels of downforce and although isolation from external effects was obviously limited the whole thing worked much better than it had any right to.

The basic PS-Q3 model used belt drive, a combination of two belts compounded together was required to give the necessary reduction as the platter diameter was so small. The PS-Q7 on the other hand used Sony's BSL (Brushless and Slotless) direct drive motor, the same technology that the Biotracer decks used. The PS-Q7 also included a headphone amplifier and could therefore be used on its own as a compact tabletop player for personal listening. Both models were fully automatic in operation, a second tiny motor was used to move the arm and operate the cueing.

Finally the loudspeakers, which you may be forgiven for dismissing as junk if you'd had any other experience with this class of equipment. Once again clever technology came to the rescue in the shape of the APM woofer. APM stands for Accurate Pistonic Movement and was a technique used in larger Sony loudspeakers too. An APM woofer has a flat, square radiating surface instead of a cone, in this case made from aluminium honeycomb sandwiched between two layers of carefully shaped and very thin aluminium sheet. This makes a very light and rigid structure which is at the same time well damped, an ideal thing in fact for moving air and making sound. Motive force was provided by a moving coil assembly in the shape of the APM woofer. APM stands for Accurate Pistonic Movement and was a technique used in larger Sony loudspeakers too.

"as a retro alternative in a small room to the ubiquitous iPod and dock, it has much to recommend it..."

SOUND QUALITY
So how does it sound? Probably not as you'd imagine. The first impression is one of smoothness, even using the supplied loudspeakers (correctly placed of course). Bass is surprisingly full-toned and the treble is clean and lively. The muscular nature of the sophisticated amplifier makes its presence felt as the volume rises, giving a seeming inexhaustible reserve of power that is best exploited using larger loudspeakers. This really is a system that if you suddenly found yourself living in a broom cupboard would be no hardship to use, especially not if the alternative was not being able to listen to LPs.

The turntable is by far the biggest surprise, at first it looks like a joke but it really does work very well, although it is quite intolerant of worn or (obviously) warped records. The BSL motor in the PS-Q7 is not as torquey as it can be in other incarnations but all the same the speed stability is impressive for something with such a small rotating mass. Seriously, I've heard full size turntables that are not a patch on Sony's miniature.

CONCLUSION
Should you seek one out? Being sensible this is not a substitute for a full-house audiophile system but as a cool alternative in a small room to the ubiquitous iPod and dock it has much to recommend it. Finding an example in good working condition is the key, repairing and overhauling Sony's tiny mechanisms and baffling circuits is like brain surgery and is really best left to those with time on their (steady) hands. Well-used examples may have worn tape heads, blown amplifier chips, rotten woofer roll-edges and seized turntable mechanisms, find one free of all these afflictions and you'll have a tiny treasure.
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Do iPods, PCs and Macs have any place in a serious hi-fi system? Yes, argues classical musician Rafael Todes, as he examines some of the myriad options available to the computer audiophile...

Time was when computer audio was ridiculed by the serious hi-fi press, and that was even if they so much as gave it the time of the day. But things have moved on, and it's now not so much 'computer audio' but audio per se; it's becoming the norm. So instead of spurning it, I thought I'd consider some great options available to serious hi-fi folk, to get music from their megabytes!

A solid start point is of course Apple's iPod. It's not the only digital portable on the market of course, and there are actually better sounding solutions, but rather like Compact Cassette in its heyday, it's so ubiquitous that you just can't ignore it...

APPLE SOURCE

Happily, nowadays there are a number of excellent dedicated iPod dock/speaker systems around. B&W of course have the Zeppelin which Hi-Fi World has praised greatly, and now there's the Zeppelin Mini just released at around £299. It plays music impressively through inbuilt speakers to provide a convenient and enjoyable way of listening to the iPod. It not only avoids the weedy headphone preamplifier stage, but also has its own digital to analogue converter - a major weakness of the iPod up to now.

The result is a very detailed sound which can fill a room, and is pleasant to listen to. The bass produced is impressive given the unit's size, and the midrange has a mellifluous quality not normally found in this price bracket. It's not a replacement for a serious system, but used creatively, it opens some interesting doors! It's a good beginning...

B&W Zeppelin Mini - clever iPod dock speaker system that extracts the audio digitally, bypassing the iPod's DAC.

With an iPhone, there are a couple of 'apps' (applications) that really make the Zeppelin Mini come to life. For example, www.tvcatchup.com is a free way to watch the major stations on an iPhone using Wi-Fi. Coupled with this dock producing high quality sound, you have an ideal way to watch telly in the kitchen in a compact and easily mobile way. Using the Tuneln Radio app, you can listen to radio stations from around the world, quickly and in reasonable quality. It is a simple but high quality way to have far greater choice on casual listening material. I noticed that Linn Records has its own station, playing its own extensive catalogue without any chat at 320kbps. (The default iTunes rip is at only 128kbps; you can of course change this in 'settings' to 320kbps for better sound when ripping). It goes without saying that the BBC stations including local radio are all available with this app.

Using a USB cable (the type used to connect printers) the Zeppelin Mini will digitally extract the sound from a PC, laptop or Mac providing a huge upgrade to most PC speakers, and even sync with iTunes.

There are cheaper docks without speakers available which fulfil the brief of giving improved sound from a 'pod. Cambridge Audio produce a basic dock (the ID10, for £15)
Naim HDX - an excellent, albeit expensive one-box solution for hard disk music fans...

which will charge the iPod and send out the audio via its preamplifier stage. This however will require a cable to plug into an amplifier starting at around £110 for a decent version. While it doesn’t really alter the sound hugely it is a good starting point for those on a tight budget; every little helps!

Another dedicated dock which has shaken up the industry is the Wadia 170i which retails for around £400. Wadia are famous for their high-end CD players, and the dock’s technology is certainly the crumps from this table. The sound it produces is amazingly detailed; it was the first to extract the bytes digitally, bypassing the iPod’s DAC and analogue output stage, effectively turning the iPod into a digital transport. Use it with Apple Lossless (ALAC) or WAV files (i.e. uncompressed, native CD quality) and it makes series in-roads into digital transport. Use it with Apple Lossless (ALAC) or WAV files (i.e. uncompressed, native CD quality) and it makes series in-roads into state memory-based iPods (i.e. iPod Touch) sound better than the ones with hard drives (i.e. iPod Classic), but it’s still a milestone. The Wadia is an important product, in my view, in iPod’s evolution into a hi-fi device.

For those after a high-end audio solution, Naim Audio make a (sort of) giant sized iPod in the shape of the HDX, which takes CDs and rips them to the hard disk, where they are then accessible to any room in the house wirelessly. The CDs are not compressed (it rips in .WAV format) and the sound quality is comparable to the better mid-price CD players around.

The HDX certainly isn’t cheap at around £4,590, but it is an elegant way of eliminating the ugly plastic boxes that contain CDs, and sounds remarkably good to boot. It will also play high resolution files which are starting to pop up these days. Linn Products, as well as Naim Label and B&W’s Society of Sound have a growing catalogue of recordings available as a digital download at 24/96 resolution, which can sound terrific when played on the Naim HDX.

Typically, where an iPod/MP3 player compresses the sound, you lose the spatial quality of the recordings as well as tonal subtleties; a high resolution recording does the opposite, you can see the instruments in the room more clearly and hear the space between them. It is simply much more life-like.

CASH CONVERTERS

Naim have also just produced a digital to analogue converter priced at £2,000 which has caused a stir. It can connect to an HDX, or indeed a PC or Mac (more of this later) and will play files at up to 32bit and 768k. It also has a connection for an iPod and will extract the maximum out of compressed or high resolution digital files, like the Wadia. It can also bolt on to the digital output of a CD or DVD player, and can significantly upgrade these. To connect it to a PC, you will need a bit of kit such as one made by M2Tech HiFace (available from www.pureiteaudio.co.uk) which plugs into the USB socket of the computer, and converts the output to an RCA S/PDIF, which then goes into the Naim.

Running a laptop via its USB out into a DAC such as this is surely one of the most high quality and effective ways to turn it into a high-end audio source, and the results are nothing short of inspiring. With high resolution files going into the Naim DAC, for example, suddenly the brittleness of digital sound disappears, and instruments and voices take on a space of their own. The three dimensional map of the orchestra created is quite holographic. Listening to Linn Records’ recording of ‘Acis and Galatea’, the treble has sparkle, the midrange has a force and presence to it, and the walking bass line positively dances! It oozes blood and guts.

The Naim DAC has the option to listen to music files on a memory stick, directly inserted into the DAC’s USB socket (the Naim DAC’s USB sockets only play out music on memory sticks, hence the need for the M2 HiFace adaptor if you want to plug it direct into a laptop). This comes close to or even exceeds the quality of the DAC in conjunction with the HDX. I noticed a cleaner sound than via a laptop with the M2 HiFace. Listening to a live recording I made of my string quartet from the Salisbury Festival recently using the USB stick, the realism of the concert experience was far greater, it was quieter and more lifelike. The sound seemed to emerge from a completely different stage, with the instruments and voices taking on a life of their own. It certainly does not sound like it is being played on a laptop!

NuForce Icon HDP - a surprisingly analogue sound from this affordable, do-it-all box of tricks!
Don’t be fooled by the plain styling; the Musical Fidelity V-DAC packs a superb digital to analogue convertor that plays high res via USB.

black background. It is, however, probably too much hassle to load files onto a memory stick every time you want to play a piece of music, but does show what this DAC is capable of.

For those whose wallets don’t reach to a Naim DAC, there is a cheaper model made by Cambridge Audio for a fraction of the cost, £230. While it is an audiophile bargain, it cannot dock the iPod like a Naim, but will play from the backup PC or laptop in standard CD resolution or less. For greater resolutions a dongle such as the M2Tech HighFace would be needed to act as an interface to the DacMagic with S/PDIF. Like the Naim, it will improve many CD players with a digital output. Sound wise, the Cambridge DacMagic has an open and airy top end, which is certainly attractive to listen to. Its midrange and lower end are considerably more lightweight and lack presence. Listening to the Linn recording of ‘Acis and Galatea’ with the Dunedin Consort, in the overture, the walking bass line tended to plod and not dance, but remember it’s a very inexpensive product.

Another slightly different, but perhaps even more inspiring solution, is the NuForce Icon HDP DAC (£335) which is also an excellent quality headphone amplifier, roughly of the order of quality of the £225 Graham Slee Novo but also with a high quality DAC thrown in. It is an extremely elegant and compact product and works very well, playing high resolution files from a laptop. This is a lot of kit for the money. The sound of the DAC auditioned alone using the coaxial connection is slightly on the veiled side, but has great solidity to the image. Listening to Wagner’s Tannhäuser Overture, while I missed some treble sparkle, there was a more pro-audio feel to the sound with lots of analytical detail. Listening to the opening of Mozart’s Eb Symphony No 39, the Linn Mackerras version, it occurred to me that I liked the sound because it had a vinyl feel to it, the upper strings were warm and realistic, and it wasn’t at all fatiguing to listen to.

MUSICAL FIDELITY

It, unlike the Cambridge DAC, can play high res files from USB, thus it is not only £50 cheaper, but it also doesn’t require a dongle such as the M2Tech to play high res files. That knocks a further £120 off the difference between the two products. The Musical Fidelity has an expansive soundstage, a clean sound, slightly less airy treble than the DacMagic, but a fuller midrange and punches way above its weight.

Moving up in price, the £650 Stello DA100 Signature is a Hi-Fi DAC with a lovely silky sound and big bass!

World favourite, and another very impressive machine; listening to the opening of the Mozart 39th Symphony, I almost jumped out of my skin hearing the hard sticks of the drum in the slow introduction. This DAC has bass with real force, an open midband and silky treble. In absolute terms though, the violins however lacked the complexity, detail and sophistication that the Naim brought to the party, although don’t forget its just a third of the price! For many, this will be a great do-it-all design.

STREAM MACHINE

If you have an old laptop or PC lying around the house, you could very inexpensively create your own music server for a modest outlay of one of the DACs above, and an hard disk (1TB will store around 1,300 CDs at full quality and cost £65 from Maplin). This could quite easily be streamed to other rooms in the house and avoids the problems of compression.

Logitech make the Squeezebox Touch (£239) which is excellent value, and will stream audio into any room in the house wirelessly over your network. The interface is a little clunky, the quality of sound is reasonable although it can be improved significantly with the addition of a dedicated DAC, and could be used to access the server of the main system conveniently. It will also play any of the Internet radio stations from around the world at the touch of a button.

So there’s a plethora of options available to suit every budget and to cater to different requirements, from the basic Apple iPod tweak to the modular Naim system.
"the computer industry now has its scooters on our lawn - UK Hi-fi PLC needs to strike back!"

David Price

My only experience of selling anything in life, is limited to a procession of ageing Rover V8s and Jaguar saloons, in varying stages of degeneration. This simply involves a quick call to the Autotrader or a few words posted on a classic car website, then I sit back and wait for the prospective buyer to turn up. When he does (for these are invariably not women's cars; they're far too sensible to want one), I embark on a long story about all the bits that fell off that I had to, errr, put back on, and show the gent a service history the width of Thackeray's "Vanity Fair," I then embark upon a soliloquy worthy of 'The Canterbury Tales', lavishing purple praise on the design of the car; to which the buyer invariably replies, "So why are you selling it, then?!

So, as you may have gathered, dear reader I am not one of life's salesmen. But that's not to say I don't have a view on selling. Unlike many hi-fi scribes, I was never in 'retail', seeing only the process of selling from a buyer's point of view. Staying with cars for a moment, I have to say most salesmen in this industry aren't bad. Most seem grittily competent and well versed in communication skills, certainly if the parts department of my local Jag dealer is anything to go by...

I am not so sure about hi-fi retail. I've seen wild extremes; some of the most erudite, personable and charming people I've ever met, and on the other hand I've come across a number who'd be better purposed working somewhere that doesn't require interaction with other living creatures. Of course, the more specialist end of the hi-fi market generally brings much better staff, but I do worry that as an Industry, our 'frontline troops' (so to speak) are facing a greater challenge now than ever - and it's not as if they've had an easy time of it in recent years.

There are several things worthy of attention. A recent KYP (www.kyp.com) market research document shows that over half (54.8%) of British consumer electronics shoppers say price is the major factor governing their purchase. Contrast this with just one third (32.1%) who are 'strongly motivated' to purchase by advice or a product demonstration. This tallies with my own experience. Readers often phone me up for buying advice - a service I am afraid I can only provide when I'm not working on urgent business (most of the time, sadly!) - and they've invariably done their homework on prices, but show real reluctance to bother to go to a dealer for that aforementioned demo. The usual reason is the dealer is 'too far away', but often the cost to travel is a fraction of what they'd lose if they bought something new 'blind' (by mail order) and then didn't like it, so had to sell it...

The study also says that online product reviews are the most (32.2%) popular way to research purchases, ahead of in-store advice or demonstrations (18.1%), friend or family recommendations (11.1%) or otherwise. Whilst this particular survey is more applicable to general consumer electronics and not specialist hi-fi (where there's a much better level of magazines available, if I do say so myself), it's a puzzler...

I do like to read the comments on Amazon about films (I buy most of my DVDs online), but always smile when one correspondent says one movie is "an essential - don't live without it", and the next says it's a load of old rollocks. I tend to look at the film's particular creative team (directors, producers and actors) to inform my odyssey of cinematic discovery, plus some trusted critics (I'm a fully fledged Mark Kermode disciple), plus 'demming it' by watching the trailers. I am less inclined to pay heed to what someone else I've never met thinks of it. Ditto hi-fi; reading reviewers you know to have similar proclivities to yourself is a great start point, and helps draw up a dem shorthand, but there's nothing like your own ears to make the buying decision for you...

All of which means, I think, that hi-fi retailers have got to find more interesting and innovative ways to get people through their doors, and keep them there. This is essential if they're going to survive the online onslaught, as more people put (apparent) convenience and price before actually ending up buying the bit of kit they really need. Doors need to be open (literally and metaphorically), staff need to hone their people skills and up their product knowledge. Specialist hi-fi dealers need to present themselves as centres of excellence, packed with technical expertise and experience which can remove all the hassle from the hi-fi and AV purchasing experience. Also, they need to come over as nice people to spend time with; if the auditioning experience doesn't feel (from the buyer's perspective) like a special occasion then they'll simply click the 'add to basket' button on their browsers at home. Of course, many dealers already do precisely this, but we as an industry have to try harder across the board as times get tougher.

The heartening thing is that demand for music is pretty much at an all time high, so we've not lost our potential customers (music is of course what it's all about, lest we forget), but sadly the computer industry now has its scooters on our lawn, so to speak. If an industry with no real knowledge of serious audio (it's all about volume sales and price) can just walk in and take large chunks of people's hi-fi budget, then UK Hi-fi PLC needs to strike back!
Unbeatable Hi Fi from Icon Audio of Leicester

**New Phono Pre-Amp**

**PS2 “One Box” Pure Valve MM**
- Same circuit as our award winning PS1 High output, Very musical, Sublime performance, Icon solid stainless steel alloy chassis 3kg. Footprint 132x27x11.5H
- Sold out!

**New 15+15W EL84 Amp**

**ST20PP Integrated Amplifier**
- Small, and very very cute! Back by customer demand. 15+15w Pure Valve. Now with headphone socket. Only 26w, 25d, 16hcm 9kg. Drives most speakers.
- Only £449.95

**New HP8 mkII Headphone Amp**

**Improved Design, All Triode, 6SN7**
- This fantastic valve makes heavenly music! Will match L M or High imp headphones. Very very quiet 14w, 25d, 16h 5kg
- Built the same way as a small SE amplifier with 3 transformers, hard wired point to point ECC83 and two fabulous 6N7 output valves.
- That's why it weighs 5kg!
- Only £449.95

**New Electrostats KingSound**

**Outstanding Value! Compact, Efficient, Beautiful** The Queen II is a compact efficient 3 way Design, Less conspicuous Than a full range panel Needed only 40 Watts to fill the average room with sublime sounds. Stuningly transparent. Excellent deep bass from hybrid ABR
- Only £2799.00 Pair

**NEW 150w Mono Blocks**
- 150+15w of pure UL valve power (or 100 + 100w of pure triode). Using 4 KT90s or KT88s. Based on our award winning MB90s. Unlike transistors, these giants retain the Icon warmth and texture at low volume levels, giving massive headroom and very low distortion. Various upgrades available
- Only £1999.95

**Icon Audio MB845 Mono Blocks**
- “Amongst the best amplifiers I have ever heard. Awesome dynamics and power!” Superb Valve” N. Kenncott H F W
- 90+90w of pure triode magic! Designed to go into sonic territory inaccessible by 300Bs. Their pure valve simplicity gives openness and detail with transparency not available from “box” speakers.
- Only £2699 pair Upgrades available

**Our Best Ever Mid Range Amplifier!**
- Stereo 40 MK III our best ever valve amplifier. It has everything, 40+40 watts, Triode mode, Valve rectifier.
- Remote control. Tape loop. Standby switch. KT66/K88 EL34/6550 compatible Two rave reviews in HFW and HFN
- From Only £1199.95 (EL34 version)

**KingSound Prince II ELS speakers**

**£1000 PK For Your Old Speakers!**
- These full sized panels 5ft9 H 22in W. Will reproduce the deepest bass. Ideal for the larger room. Incredibly detailed with transparency not available from “box” speakers.
- Winning 5 Globes in Hi Fi World there is simply nothing else at this price that comes close for performance and quality at this price. Take advantage of our crazy part exchange price now!
- From Only £2500.00

**New LA4 mkII Line Preamp**

**Improved version of award winning MK I.** New adjustable gain to match any power amplifier. New super 2746 rectifier valve, and 6SN7, the definitive hi fi valve.
- only £799.00

**PS 1 All Valve Phono Stage**

**“Nicely engineered, not a weakness anywhere”** N. K. Hi Fi World. Awarded 5 “Globes”
- Only a pure valve design can get the best from vinyl. All triode. No feedback. Passive RIAA. Custom British MC TX option.
- Choke regulated PSU. High output. Volume control. Will drive most power directly. Rediscover your vinyl collection!
- From only £649.00 complete (MC option £749)

**PS 3 All Valve Phono Stage**

**“Our Fave Affordable High End Phono Stage”** N. K. Hi Fi World. Awarded 5 “Globes”
- From only £1499.00 complete (Inc MC TX)

---

**Common Features:**
- Silver Teflon audio cable. Steel & alloy plate construction. Soft start. and HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info. “Proper” valve amplifiers are heavy because good transformers need lots of iron!

---

...Buy direct from us, or through your dealer. Export no problem! Want to know more? See www.iconaudio.com or ask for a leaflet.

......Or ring us on +44 (0)116 2440593 email sales@iconaudio.com

---

**Prices correct with 17.5% UK VAT at time of going to press but subject to change**
"check out the Angel Air catalogue and look behind the obscure names you find there; you will find genius..."

paul rigby

We’re suckers for a brand. Shop for a tube of toothpaste, a new car, a TV or a tin of beans and we pick up a brand that we know. If, on the other hand, I offered you a special price on a tube of White-O-Shine (pat pending, so back off toothpaste magnates) then you might hesitate... and pick up your usual Colgate. Unless you try White-O-Shine (and I really think you should) then you won’t know how good it is – it might even be better. It is. Believe me! Familiarity, however, sometimes produces a comfortable, but hardly progressive, rut. Sometimes brand names and associated advertising, can actually hold us back...

The same thing happens in music and it sometimes prevents us from taking a chance on new or different names. If I chose a top brand name, let’s say Thin Lizzy, then you’ll know what you’re going to get, especially if it’s the Phil Lynott era. Cracking, hard Irish rock that’s beautifully melodic fare with top quality lyrics. If I then shoved a CD under your nose by, say, Eric Bell, then you may yawn and rest your coffee cup upon it...

And this is where you may miss out because Eric Bell, dear friends, is not some busker you trip over at the entrance to the local subway. Actually, as it happens, he was a founder member of that very same Thin Lizzy, during their early period with Decca, writing classics such as ‘The Rocker’ and was famed for his ‘Whisky In the Jar’ arrangement. Because his new CD, ‘Lonely Nights in London’ (Angel Air) doesn’t have Thin Lizzy emblazoned all over the cover, you’re going to miss out on some excellent music.

So let me give you a piece of advice: check out the Angel Air catalogue (www.angelair.co.uk) and look behind the obscure names that you find there. You will find genius. I’m not kidding, either. The heart and soul of some rock’s best times are sitting behind a whole host of obscure names. Names that are only familiar to dedicated fans — and lost to thousands of general music fans who, if they give these CDs half a chance, would be in for a real musical treat.

Let me throw a few more examples at you. John Fiddler is in there with his CD ‘Big Buffalo’. Fiddler was the voice of Medicine Head, a significant blues-rock band from the early seventies; there’s Al Atkins and his album ‘Demon Deceiver... Plus’. Atkins happens to be one of the founders of the classic heavy metal band Judas Priest, and was the band’s first vocalist; there’s Deke Leonard and his solo work ‘Freedom and Chains’. Leonard was a songwriter, guitarist and vocalist for the legendary space rockers from Wales, Man; next is Dicken, who Angel Air has supported with the release of his solo CD. His rock band link says it all in the album title, ‘From Mr Big to Broken Home and Back Again 1977-2007’. Dicken was the front man for Mr Big during the mid-seventies, releasing a hit single, ‘Romeo’, at this time.

Another giveaway CD title is present on Steve Ellis’s CD/DVD package called ‘The Love Affair Is Over’. Ellis was the voice of Love Affair and the voice of the hit ‘Everlasting Love’ (remember that one?). Maggie Bell’s name may be more familiar to many of you but, just in case she’s slipped your mind, you may remember her original band — Stone The Crows, a rocking blues outfit from the late-sixties and early seventies. Bell’s ‘Sound & Vision’ CD is a ‘best of’ CD/DVD double disc package.

And that lot is just a smattering of what Angel Air offer. We tend to forget that musicians have lives of their own and that, when their original band takes a left turn and they leave or the band itself fizzles away, the musicians themselves still continue to work, evolve and progress. Talent never dies, it only matures, and often the later published work of these guys not only matches but often exceeds their original output in terms of imagination and quality; trouble is, because they don’t now have a major record label marketing machine behind them, it’s up to us to take a little bit of extra time to search them out. Well, at least with Angel Air, we have a focus for our search and a well to draw upon.

Angel Air’s CDs are often reviewed in the glossy magazines, but not all of them are. Other independent and smaller record labels find themselves in the same situation. Some label output is hardly ever reviewed at all. And don’t believe that, just because something’s not reviewed, that it’s no good. Page space is a major problem in magazines. Ideally, most magazines have a focus for our search and a little bit of extra time to search them out. In this magazine where we always try to alert you to those releases commonly ignored and review them sensitively.
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"The Ultimate Real World Tonearm"  

Hi Fi World May 2009

"It is certainly the best all-around tonearm I’ve ever had in my own system."  
Positive Feedback

"So far ahead of the pack....looks about to lap them"  
Stereo Times

"One of the truly special products I’ve reviewed in the past 18 years"  
Stereo Phile

"The best tonearm I’ve heard"  
Hi Fi World

"The singularly most addicting piece of gear I have ever heard"  
10 Audio Review

6 Reasons to own Origin Live

- The easy and cost effective way of upgrading your turntable - Drop in replacement for all Rega arms.

- Multiple award winning products. Endorsed by dozens of reviewers, other turntable manufacturers and thousands of owners who love what they hear.

- Voted by the public as best sound at Vienna Hi Fi show.

- Extreme value for money - owners have upgraded from highly regarded arms costing 4 times as much and found greater performance with Origin Live. These arms also have the highest resale value of any tonearm on the market.

- Risk free - money back guarantee if you’re not thrilled.

- Decades of continuous research have yielded many unique innovations for outstanding sound.

Why not experience the outstanding sound from one of Origin Live’s seven tonearms? Please visit originlive.com for full information and reviews.

Origin Live Ltd  Tel:-02380 578877  
E-mail:- originlive@originlive.com  
www.originlive.com
"the new Government has sought to distance itself from Labour’s 2015 DAB switchover date..."

steven green

As many of you will already know, the new Government chose not to set 2015 as a date for digital radio switchover. Ed Vaizey, the Minister responsible for broadcasting, made the announcement on the Today programme on Radio 4, where he said that, “the last Government was committed to a digital radio switchover. What we’re announcing today is a Digital Radio Action Plan.” And that...[switchover] will be driven by the listener. There is no compulsion here, there is no date set when we will switch off FM, and nor is there indeed a necessity [to switch off FM]; if it comes to the point [in] 2015 where people are still listening to, particularly the BBC on FM, then that will continue.

The radio industry had been lobbying politicians very hard for 2015 to be set in stone as the switchover date, and I think they were thoroughly expecting that the new Government would commit to what the previous administration had planned to do. So it was a very pleasant surprise to hear that the Government had chosen not to do that, especially since the previous Government had left the switchover issue to a switchover date being set. I would suggest he is the most likely candidate.

The new Government says that it still “aspires” to switchover taking place in 2015, but in reality it’s now effectively been postponed indefinitely – I certainly can’t see it happening before 2020. I think the reason why the new Government sought to distance itself from Labour’s 2015 switchover date was because they (rightly) realised that setting a switchover date would end up being a PR disaster. The vast majority of people don’t see any reason to replace their FM equipment, so forcing the public to replace so many FM devices in such a short period of time would have been incredibly unpopular.

However, the reality has always been that switchover was never actually remotely possible in 2015 anyway. Less than 10% of all FM devices have been replaced by DAB so far, and less than 1% of cars have DAB. DAB was relaunched in 2002, so it’s taken nine years to get to where we are now, so the idea of replacing 90% of all FM devices and installing DAB in 99% of cars in the next five years was ludicrous, and in my opinion it was dishonest to suggest to the public that it was possible.

Tim Davie, the BBC’s Director of Audio & Music, seemed to agree, because in April last year he said that switchover “may not happen in our lifetime” due to DAB’s poor sales. However, after the Digital Britain report set 2015 as a switchover date, and he was asked by a Guardian journalist whether he was happy that a switchover date had been set, Tim Davie replied, “I’m pleased, because it gives a degree of certainty that was lacking in the industry,” and, “I really think it’s helpful to have a date that we can all aim for.” Fast forward to July 2010, and Tim Davie has reverted to his original view that, “we’ve got a long way to go and we’re not on a track that is sustainable to get to a switchover.” How can Tim Davie possibly justify saying that he’s pleased that a switchover date had been set whilst never actually believing that date was remotely achievable, whilst knowing all along that the publicity surrounding the date being set would encourage the public to replace their FM equipment?

As Tim Davie was so keen on a switchover date being set, I would also suspect that he was the person who managed to get the switchover date set in the first place. The 2015 switchover date originated in the Digital Britain final report published last year. However, the Digital Britain interim report, which was a public consultation paper, suggested that radio switchover was a very distant prospect. "The rationale for "switchover" from analogue to digital cannot simply be transferred from television to radio... The replacement cycle for cars, and the costs and difficulties associated with retro-fitting existing vehicles with digital radio equipment also points to a more gradual transition process for digital radio." Someone therefore managed to persuade Stephen Carter, the author of the Digital Britain report, to include the 2015 digital radio switchover date in the final report – even though that meant that the public hadn’t been consulted on this issue! I would say that the only people with sufficient clout to be able to persuade Stephen Carter would be someone at the top of either the BBC or Global Radio, the UK’s largest commercial radio group. Considering what Tim Davie has said on the subject, though, I would suggest he is the most likely candidate.

Personally, I think it’s sad that Tim Davie, someone who’s paid £450,000 a year of licence-fee payers’ money, apparently made the public think that digital radio switchover was due to take place in 2015, if he knew all along that it was unlikely. And if he was also the person who persuaded Stephen Carter to set the 2015 switchover date in the first place, then I think he should resign, frankly. The whole switchover issue hasn’t been exactly handled well, and the public deserves an apology from the powers that be.
Until we come up with another radical set of electronics... vinyl replay doesn't get better than this.

2 mono channels
8 master craftsmen
40 discrete regulators
48 hand matched transistors
80 high spec capacitors
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a lifetime of listening pleasure awaits you

THE AFFORDABLE AWARD-WINNING RANGE OF Tellurium Q cables ARE NOW AVAILABLE FROM MUSICARCH.

What the Ultra Blacks will do for your record collection is to both extract the fine detail from within and reveal its personality. The Ultra Blacks will lay bare your music, getting under the skin of each recording.

PAUL RIGBY, HI-FI WORLD AUGUST 2010

Blue cables exhibited a tremendous sense of control; something that I've never heard from any cable at this price point.

PAUL RIGBY, HI-FI WORLD AUGUST 2010
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“Apple have shown us how it should be done, and where tomorrow lies...”

noel keywood

When I read the other day that Sony are pinning their hopes on the future popularity of 3D TV in the home I winced. The days of big C.E. (Consumer Electronics) are over and an idea as daft as this isn’t going to get anywhere in the home. As yet another awkward and intrusive AV technology rolls out, I’m being bombarded — as we all are — by non stop Apple iPad adverts coming at me from every screen in the land. Having put the bag into the bag, as it were, and won over the world, Apple have shown us how it should be done and where tomorrow lies.

Yes, they’re computers, but not the chunky, geeked out ones that Microsoft wanted us all to own. Computers done properly don’t look like computers as we have known them and Apple’s genius has been to cut through the crap to give us a device anyone can use, one that “just works”. Sony, I regret to say, are locked in an old mindset conditioned by their glorious past, where they collaborated with Philips to bring us the Compact Disc. I won’t mention Betamax and SACD, both miserable failures, nor Elcaset. But the world of conspicuous and hideously complicated home technology is fading away under Apple’s advance; the hordes have seen the light, worldwide, and are stampeding to a new, easy way of doing things, using devices that will seemingly mimic those wristwatches that will beam you up to a waiting spacecraft — providing you can get a Wi-Fi connection!

Is this a sad day for audio, in some ways? Blu-ray is likely to be the last disc system we ever use in the home. In multilayer form it has plenty enough storage capacity, and HDMI linking can support vast data rates; even higher definition video is within its specification and capabilities (and is coming). LP and CD will become historical artefacts, and objects like Betamax and VHS tape, SACD and Elcaset will end up in London’s Science Museum as exhibits alongside a vast platter: that was one of the first computer hard drives...

People ‘get’ LP and find it easy to use, and it simply does its job well. CD was also easy enough to use but every last ounce of technological glamour was squeezed out of it by Sony and Philips, followed by the rest of the CE crew. Shanling turned the light on to show us how it could be done, and perhaps should be done, but CD had been ’commoditised’ and it was too late. And CD was never truly portable in any case; the 8cm disc should have been pushed harder. Disc systems are over and done with. The ones we have we appreciate, and LP is the daddy of them all, one that hopefully will live on in the way it does today. Designing and especially building things like cartridgues and arms are craft skills and result in crafted products. You can’t say this of an iPod. Crafted items that work well will continue to have a place in the home, but it’s simply the case that a rack of LPs is a vast and very heavy piece of furniture that an iTunes collection does away with. The contrast couldn’t be greater and it clearly points the way ahead.

This isn’t a sad day for audio though. Rafael Todes has a special ear for audio; he plays violin in the Allegri String Quartet and has played with the LSO. In this issue Rafael leads us through the expanding number of ways we can get our audio off the internet and into the computer and, as he succinctly notes, as a quality level that is true high fidelity. Even Apple have a losslessly packed digital format so iPods can stream unadul-
DNM Stereo Solid Core audio cables

shown life-size below, the compact semi-transparent ribbons with four conductors enable connection of a stereo source and set new standards for clarity at low cost.
the Stereo Interconnect improves cable layout by reducing the number of separate cables.
the Stereo Speaker cable has a current rating that suits most types of speakers and can also be used as a bi-wire cable.

Enjoy the Music.com Readers Say
I really enjoy your website and find it very informative (and read it every day).
— Richard Holbrook

I have never replied to online audio reviews but wanted you to know that I have enjoyed several articles.
— Craig Mattice

What a great review! — Paul Kittinger

Enjoy the Music.com Contest Winner
In fact, the Axiom Audio EP500 works so well that my wife and I both stood mouths open (not kidding!) as it shook the rafters and window glass in our house. Amazing! Love that palpable, tight bass.... Thank you again for the awesome prize! — Jeff Merth
"the problem is that very few people seem to know how to pack a turntable properly..."

adam smith

I'm sure that regular readers of the magazine will be utterly unfazed when I announce that I recently purchased a couple of turntables. However, whilst this is not noteworthy in itself, I subsequently fell victim to the dreaded eBay packaging fiasco, which does deserve a few words. The decks themselves are very nice, although not exactly the stuff of audiophile dreams, being a pair of Vestax PTV-E2 DJ units [yikes! Ed.]. Whilst their high torque direct drive motors and solid wooden bases may be of interest, on learning that they have Vestax's short, straight, geometrically disastrous 'ASTS' tonearm for DJ scratch use I am sure that regular readers are far more likely to quibble about the arm balancing and an adjustable plinth featuring a big cradle that allows them to play at up to 60 degrees from horizontal — visually impressive, technically accomplished and pointless for hi-fi, I am sure you will agree [agreed! Ed.], but I digress...

The box arrived on my doorstep and I duly gathered it up to unveil my new toys. En route I was a little perturbed to find that one end of the box was heavier than the other, and the reason for this became apparent when I opened up. Basically, both decks had been dumped into the box with platters, headshells and counterweights still in place and then surrounded by a few bags full of shredded paper. The result was far from pretty as one deck had slid into the other, smashing off the counterweight stub and dislodging the platter. Lifting the decks out, things went from bad to worse as both metal baseplates had been jarred loose and were hanging off and one of the support struts on the base of the deck that took the most impact had snapped in half. I was not amused.

The problem is that very few people seem to know how to pack a turntable properly for shipping and I suppose I should consider myself lucky that this is only the second time in my long history of turntable purchasing that such damage has occurred. The last time was a Bang & Olufsen Beogram 1800 a few years ago which the seller actually wrapped quite well. The trouble is he did not screw down the suspension springs, did not support the arm and did not remove the platter. As a result the platter flipped off and went on a wrecking spree under the lid, destroying the arm bearing housing, snapping off the counterweight and breaking off both cartridge and cartridge mounting socket. I still think that he really couldn't see what he'd done wrong, even after I explained it thoroughly and patiently. In retrospect, perhaps a lump of four by six, or even a smaller and fill the gap with more bungles. The case it is fiddly to remove, Treat the lid to the same thick wrapping, preferably filling the entire empty space inside as well. Do not place the lid back onto the deck, as it can cause damage if knocked and it slides. Finally, pack everything into the sturdiest box you can lay your hands on. Cover the base of the box with a good thick layer of bubble wrap, polystyrene chips or even a few dozen McDonald's Happy meal soft toys (don't laugh; I bought a cassette deck once that was entirely surrounded by about a hundred of these, and they did the trick!). Place the turntable itself in, followed by more packaging, then the lid, more packaging again and then the platter and any accessories. Place a final layer on top and surround all the sides with more padding to finish with. Ensure that everything is tight and cannot move, close the box and secure it with plenty of parcel tape. If you want to be really sure, put this box into a second box that is slightly larger and fill the gap with more bubble wrap. This way, your precious cargo should arrive in one piece.

As to my Vestax purchases, the seller agreed a partial refund, which I shall put towards glue, screws, nails, Blu-tack, Duck tape and a big hammer. They'll be back in one piece before you know it!
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EAT FORTE S 100
David Price is most impressed with this new high end turntable.

AVID PULSUS 106
A seriously capable new phono stage gets the David Price ear...

AUDIO TECHNICA AT-F3/III 109
David Price is most impressed with this new MC cartridge.

CHORD CHORDETTE DUAL 112
Tony Bolton tries a new phono stage with a difference...

news

WE'RE IN LAURVE
Vinyl Lovers has released an eclectic batch of LPs for your delectation. Punk outfit The Only Ones, underrated and leaning towards a New York Dolls sound, feature here in 'Live In Europe 1980' along with handpicked tracks from the tour. Also in concert is Terry Riley. This famed minimalist composer, pioneer of repetitive tape looping, appears in 'Lisbon Concert' from the Festival Dos Capuchos on 16 July 1995. Next? Two folkies. Peter Walker was a Ravi Shankar student who developed a mixture of folk, raga and flamenco guitar styles. 'Lost Tapes 1970' is a jam session that was recorded at Levon Helm's house in 1970. Harry Taussig's 'Fate Is Only Once' shows his 'primitive guitar' techniques to the full. Released as a limited pressing in 1965, proving highly collectable ever since, this is the first ever re-release for the folk maestro's only full length recording. Also look out for the Flamin' Groovies' 'Grease', the complete Skydog singles collection in which the band offers cool guitar-based rock and Kim Fowley's 'Animal God Of The Streets', a reissue of the 1975 Capitol LP: an eccentric mix of psychedelic and rock'n'roll.

CATALAN CORKERS
A real treasure trove of startling music, Spain's Catalan region was the inspiration to much unknown — at least in the UK — music during the early seventies. Between's 'Gruppe' (1971) investigated the ambient field years before Brian Eno trademarked the genre but also added Eastern themes and krautrock flavours. Om took a more avant-garde route (early band incarnations even featured founder members of the legendary Henry Cow), this self-titled album (1971) is the first vinyl reissue of this psychedelic jazz-rock LP and arrives with a 7" single plus poster. Finally, an la-Batiste duo 'Un Gran Dia' and 'Chichonera's Cat' (1975) offers slices of prog rock along with harmonic elements. The former comes with a five-track EP featuring unreleased demos. Contact: www.wifi-wdfsupsersonic.com
ROCKSTRAVAGANZA!

Those of you into rock will be tickled pink by the array of quality releases that have recently appeared on the market. First up, from SPV (www.spv.de), are two releases for Molly Hatchet fans spanning two different decades. 'Devil's Canyon' (1996) was important, the band's comeback album, even though they sounded a little rusty. By 2010's 'Justice', however, they had all guns blazing with a hard, rocking, arrogant, aggressive work out that showed the band at its very best. It offers a surprisingly broad song-type resulting in a mature sound.

Next is SPV's 'The Other', horror rock with The Misfits as inspiration and tracks from this double-album, 'New Blood', like 'Ghost Ride To Hell' and 'The Burial' as notable themes. The band's fourth album, offers a typically epic sound but with much improved production values.

Back on Black (www.backonblack.com) has sent us two Judas Priest releases: 'British Steel' (1980) is arguably the band's best album, drawing a line in the rock sand. It was blatantly commercial, packed with hooks and hits and was the most successful LP of its type, stating that metal would rule the rock world. 'Point Of Entry' (1981) continued the theme and, although the songwriting was not up to the same quality, you still enjoy the ride.

Two now from the Sireena (www.sireena.de) label in Germany, and Rainbow's 'Live Munich 1977' (2006) featuring Ritchie Blackmore, Ronnie James Dio, Cozy Powell, Bob Daisley and Dave Stone. There's no comparison with the only other official live document, 'On Stage' (1977): 'Munich' is the real deal with the band on top form. It's not only the best Rainbow live album out there but (quite possibly) the best rock-based live album ever [not 'aft! Ed.].

Next from Sireena is former Deep Purple man, Ian Gillan's 'Gillian – On The Rocks', taken from the Angel Air CD (see this month's Opinion column) of the same name. Another live release, it was recorded whilst on tour in 1981 and, apart from the first track of the gig, features the show in full.

As a contrast, Eluveitie features death metal roots with folk metal overtones on 'Everything Remains As It Never Was' ( Nuclear Blast, www.nuclearblast.de). This newly released album is the Swiss outfit's best yet as it achieves the metal/folk blend with a greater sense of balance. Over to Sweden and, also on Nuclear Blast, is death metal favourites, Unleashed's 'As Yggdrasil Trembles'. Known since 1990 for their Viking themes, this new release maintains the riff-based rock the band are famed for; this is an album that upholds the outfit's high quality.

Finally Rykodisc (www.rykodisc.com) has re-released the brilliant 'Meat Puppets II' (1980), a hardcore outing and the Meat Puppets second LP release that amazed everyone, at the time, for daring to feature varying musical styles. Featuring high quality songwriting, this is a classic rock album.

MOV-VER BOWER

Music On Vinyl continues to release classic LPs as high quality pressings and packaging. 'The Miseducation Of Lauryn Hill', a superb melange debut of accrued styles, political statements and one-time biting hip-hop, another gentle R&B is accompanied by the classic 'London Calling' via The Clash, sporting its iconic cover. Kings Of Leon's 'Aha Shake Heartbreak', on the other hand, successfully combines southern rock sensibilities with a knowing lyrical style. Contact: www.musiconvinyl.com

Vinyl LP reissues and new releases

High-grade pressings for audiophiles and collectors

Classic rock • 1960s/70s • folk • blues • jazz • soul 
reggae • punk • indie • dance • breaks & beats • films 
limited editions • box sets • rarities & bargains!

Classic LPs

E-mail or call us for a free catalogue:
info@classiclp.co.uk 01684 899 457
www.classiclp.co.uk
For most of its early life, the microgroove LP was a workaday format designed to do a simple, practical job; carry music to the masses. Thousands of millions of discs were pressed, in its heyday from the late nineteen fifties to the early nineteen seventies, and vinyl did a sterling job in bringing some of the modern history's greatest popular, jazz and classical music to an adoring audience. The transformative power it had was amazing; no longer was it necessary to attend live concerts to hear great musical works, because they could be faithfully recorded and distributed to millions of music lovers around the world. Also, some amazing new strands of popular music were created in the studio, especially for the Long Playing record format - from The Beatles' 'Sgt. Pepper' to 'Pet Sounds' from The Beach Boys. There's no denying the impact this small slice of black plastic had.

Nowadays of course, vinyl is a niche format, selling just a fraction of what it used to do. But these days it's all about quality; countless specialist labels have re-released seminal LPs of yesterday at premium prices with enormous attention given (in some cases, at least) to the mastering, pressing and packaging. One aspect of vinyl that was previously taken for granted and/or underexploited - the immense fidelity the format is capable of - has now come to the fore. The result is that more and more high end turntables are being made, and sold...

One embodiment of all this surely has to be EAT's Forte. Launched in May 2009 for the princely sum of £12,400, I can think of few turntables more expensive and opulent. Kind of like the way the Rolls Royce Camargue personified the excesses of nineteen seventies luxury cars, so the Forte captured the late naughties high end vinyl zeitgeist. It was unfathomably (and unendearingly) big, equipment rack-breaking heavily and at lavish in appearance as it was in sound. Even though many would aspire to it, few could own it, on the grounds of size let alone price. Wouldn't it be nice, thought yours truly, if EAT could make a smaller version using the same key elements?...

The Forte S is precisely this, the 'S' apparently standing for 'small', no less. If it was me, I'd have suffixed it, 'ABS' (' a bit smaller') because it's not exactly a P-mount cartridge toting midi-sized parallel tracker. It's still 55cm wide, which is Michell Orbe territory - itself not a compact disc spinner. The other 'small' thing about
it is the platter; on the ‘big’ Forte this approaches the diameter of some tractor wheels; the vital statistic for the ‘S’ is 36cm (down from 40cm), while it’s 5kg lighter and a piffling 15kg. The aforementioned two aspects of the deck are key; this is not some Avid-style confection of clever suspension systems and sub-systems, rather the philosophy follows the old Japanese high end direct approach of simply making a very heavy, unresonant structure. This means, errm, a big plinth and a big platter. The latter is damped with sorbothane on the inside, whilst the vinyl record mat is said to make the record support system ‘completely quiet’. A record clamp is supplied, which feels nice to use but isn’t as heavy as that of the original deck, if I remember rightly.

The original Forte’s clever magnetic inverted bearing system is retained. The main bearing employs a ceramic ball mating to a Teflon cup for super-low friction, and this gets a helping hand by magnetism; the bottom half of the platter sports neodymium magnets to lower the pressure on the bearing. Unlike its bigger brother, the Forte S doesn’t have an offboard motor housing, its two AC motors are built in to the main plinth, positioned symmetrically on the left side beside the platter, so two diamond cut string belts of the same length are used. These are low torque designs for lower noise, and are aspirated by an electronic speed control circuit inside the plinth. This has two speeds, switchable in this case by three push-buttons (33, 45 and off); unlike the big Forte there’s no snazzy digital speed display. A small outboard power supply is included, which can sit a good distance away from the main deck thanks to a generously long captive power lead. Pressing the ‘33’ button causes a slow, gentle augmentation in platter revolutions; it takes about ten seconds, during which time the blue speed LED flashes until it’s up to...
### Speakers
- Jutarm Cantus Leisure 5 speakers, boxed/superb cond. £395
- Dynaudio Signatures Ex demo AS NEW (£2800) offered for only £2250
- B&W M-1 speakers black Mint/boxed £1195
- B&W M-1 speakers silver Mint/boxed £1195
- B&W AS2 active sub-woofer Mint/boxed £995
- Ruark Crusader speakers as NEW FULL WARRANTY £2605

### Pre-Amps
- Mark Levinson M32 reference preamp, (£1949) offered for £9995
- Ayre XX-R pre amplifier £4950
- Audio Note M1 Line pre amp £395
- Audio Note Zero R pre amp, new £395
- Audio Note Zero One-R pre amp, new £395
- Proceed PAV pre-amp £595

### Amplifiers
- Esoteric P0-3/D0-3 CD transport and DAC, MINT. (£20,500) Offered for £3500
- Audio Note CD-228 two chassis CD player, balanced, (£3700) new £295
- Audio Note CD-2.1X CU_player, mint, £295
- Mark Levinson ML 31.5 Reference CD transport £4495
- Audio Note Zero DAC, new £1500
- CEC TL-1N transport with DA-1N DAC as new only £8995
- Raysonic C5/28, two chassis CD player, balanced, (£3700) new £2775

### CD Players & Transports
- Esoteric PO-300-3 CD transport and DAC, MINT. (£20,500) Offered for £13,750
- Audio Note CD-222 CD player £656
- Audio Note CD 2.1X CD player, mint £595
- Mark Levinson ML 31.5 Reference CD transport £4495
- Audio Note Zero DAC, new £380
- CEC TL-1X belt drive transport as new only £8995

### Miscellaneous
- Selection OYAIDE plugs and power strips £495
- Winds ALM-01 Styfus Gage new £8500
- 2 metre Madrigal CZ gel bar' interconnect (£695) £295

---

**Main dealer for Esoteric**

---

**Sound Hi Fi**

Focal 706TE  
Jelco SA-7600  
SME, Technics & other turntables  
SME - Shelter, AT/IOC9 & Denon cartridges - Clearaudio - Jelco - Hadcock - SL-1200 mods  
Cassette & reel to reel tape - Marantz - Focal - Whist Audio - A.N.T - Puresound - 78rpm - Iso pods  
All demonstrated in a relaxing setting with river views! Very high part exchanges & mail order.  
Sound Hi Fi Dartmouth Devon 01803 833366 web www.SoundHiFi.com

---

**One Decent Wallshelf**

Thoroughly Recommended - David Price, HI-FI World Jan 06  
featuring:  
- steel frame with multipoint fixing up to 25mm thick  
- 1/2 metre acrylic isolation platform  
- tuning pack for system matching available:  
  - hdw - £1299  
  - odw (printed) - £249  
  - odw (2 shelf) - £2599  
all in either silver or black  

**The Decentscale 2**

SIMPLY THE BEST SUB £100 SCALE THERE IS....

---

**Kudos**

www.kudosaudio.com  
0845 4586698 for details...
speed.

The turntable plinth comes finished in an excellent piano black lacquer and sports huge magnetic feet, "which act as the subchassis", according to EAT.

The price for this is £3,850 supplied with no arm, or £4,650 complete with a Project Evo 12" tonearm (which is the one you see here). There's also a premium version of the Forte S in Makassar finish, retailing at £4,390 without tonearm and £5,200 with Project Evo 12" tonearm. I'd say the deck certainly feels worth the money, with an elegant finish, although it's important to remember that it's up against some pretty exotic opposition even at this price; the Michell Orbe feels just as well presented for far less money, whilst the Brinkmann Bardo (admittedly a bit pricier) is on an altogether higher level. Compared to the latter, for example, the Forte S's control buttons do feel a little cheap. Still, ultimately the sound is the primary consideration, and this certainly proved impressive...

**SOUND QUALITY**

If you've ever heard the original EAT Forte, you might be surprised to find that its little brother shows a closer family resemblance than you'd expect, given their dramatically different prices. It simply sounds like a lower fat, reduced sugar Forte, rather than something completely different. That is no bad thing, as I loved the Forte S's control assurance, smoothness and ease - coupled to massive visceral power.

That's pretty much what you get with the Forte S too, just in slightly smaller measures.

*The standard arm mounting arrangement is SME style...*

The Rolling Stones' "Emotional Rescue" showed this turntable in its element, issuing forth from the loudspeakers came a big, powerful, confident bass line that underpinned the track beautifully, giving it a wonderful swagger that was totally in keeping with the proceedings. At the opposite end of the spectrum on 'Every Little Thing She Does is Magic' was another ear opener; the Forte-S simply scythed through the dense mix to capture Andy Summers' string picking with great aplomb; fast, accurate and beautifully carried. Likewise Sting's backing vocals, often buried right of the back of the soundstage with so many other turntables, it was so clear that his vocal booth might as well have been right in front of my nose.

Again, despite these vast tracts of detail being dug up from the bowels of the song, the EAT strung everything together in such an enjoyable and naturally musical way. Some high end decks simply lose the big picture in their desire to carry every little forensic fact about what's going on at the back of the mix, whereas this turntable sounded calm, relaxed and effortless.

Yellow Magic Orchestra's 'Technopolis' is a vast, towering slice of early electronica, epitomising (the then young) Ryuichi Sakamoto's embryonic love of expansive soundscapes - no wonder he went on to compose film soundtracks. The EAT lapped this up, again showing its exceptionally capacious soundstage: it's as if someone had pressed a 'stereo wide' button. The classic analogue synthesisers shimmered with harmonics, above a massive Moog bassline that was about as rich and fruity as electronic instruments can ever get. Behind this, layers of keyboards noodled along in the background, the Forte S picking them out like a sharpshooter and locking them into the song's four-on-the-floor beat. Yukihiro Takahashi's electronic drum work pounded out of it all, the EAT showing how beautifully syncopated the track can sound. I've heard some direct drives snapping this material into even sharper focus, but perhaps without the same natural musicality.

This Forte S distinguished itself on dynamic crescendoes too, reminding me of its bigger brother in the way it holds on tight even when things get very loud and compacted; there's real grip here that you just don't hear on many of the other high end turntables. It's so utterly calm and unflustered; a sort of vinyl...
QUALITY HIGH FIDELITY & VINTAGE

We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital replay and speakers.

We also specialise in a cable termination and cable burn-in service.

Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere.

New vinyl records now stocked
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Linn Products
Sondek LP12 specialist setup, upgrades, rebuilds
25+ years experience with international reputation

Naim Audio
500 series stockist
always available for demonstration including DBL Loudspeakers

Arcam • Atacama
Chord Company • Denon
Dynavector • KEF
Kudos • Neat Acoustics
Quadraspire • Rega Research
Spender & more...

We are hi-fi specialists, so please call us for advice, recommendations and demonstrations

We always carry a selection of quality used hi-fi
check our website for more details

6 Hotel Street, Leicester, LE1 5AV
Tel: 01626 23754
E-mail: info@sondek.co.uk

www.cymbiosis.com
The excellent speed stability and should time very well with a turntable. This is an interesting combination. The arm is itself - interesting if it perfect, but the turntable is superb. Overall sound quality is likely to be excellent. Nk

WOW & FLUTTER

The Project: Evolution is a 12in (30cm) arm, longer than the usual 9in. Long arms have more mass and a commensurately lower main arm tube resonance, around 22kHz. The Evolution, with its lightweight carbon fibre build is quite different. It is both stiff and light our accelerometer vibration measurement shows, with a pronounced main tube mode at a high 500Hz. However, the structure isn’t so well damped, and the peak is both sharp and high, making the arm lively in an unusual manner further up the band. There was also a lot of high frequency ringing above 3kHz, with a strong 6kHz cluster in the headshell. The Evolution may not be the most neutral sounding of arms, possibly giving a just-discernible colour, or even a ‘zingy’ quality, but it is likely to sound smooth and relaxed due to its 12in geometry, and also have clean, tight bass and a wide stereo image at low frequencies.

The Forte S turntable spanned with remarkable speed accuracy and stability. There was effectively no speed error (0.1%) and basic unweighted wow and flutter was just 0.09% our analysis shows. The absence of flutter and higher rate wow produced a very low 0.037% IEC weighted figure. The Forte S has superb speed stability and should time very well with a turntable. This is an interesting combination. The arm is itself - interesting if it perfect, but the turntable is superb. Overall sound quality is likely to be excellent. Nk

CONCLUSION

Quite a surprise this. I’d expected the EAT Forte S to be a pale shadow of its original self, so to speak, but it wasn’t. It has much of its £12,000 big brother’s charm - a powerful, weighty, authoritative sound allied to an easy calm and confidence - but without that hefty price tag. Importantly for me, it also lacks the former’s girth; the Forte S is big alright, but no so big that you’d need to rearrange your listening room. It’s simple to set up, fuss-free in operation and feels very nice to use. I’m very impressed; sometimes less is more!

VERDICT

Premium turntable with power, passion and precision aplenty, but relaxed and easy going by nature too. A great value package, especially with the Pro-ject Evo 12" arm option.

E.A.T. FORTE S/ PROJECT EVO 12" £4,750

Absolute Sounds
(C) +44 (0)208 971 3909
www.euroaudioteam.com

FOR
- powerful, weighty sound
- relaxed yet involving nature
- expansive soundstaging
- smooth, sweet tonality
- 12in arm option

AGAINST
- faces stiff competition
**DIGITAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McIntosh MCD-201 6 MONTHS USE</td>
<td>£1495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krell KAV 250 CD PLAYER MINT/BOXED</td>
<td>£2350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer CDR 925 DIAMOND DISCR PLAYER</td>
<td>£1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naim CDX</td>
<td>£1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denon 3100 UNIVERSAL PLAYER</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Alchemy DDE V.3 &amp; PS-3 HCD20 ETC (LAST ONE)</td>
<td>£399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamaha M-6000D LGD (LAST 2 X £300)</td>
<td>£495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian 3300 TRANSPORT</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chord 1000 DAC/DIGITAL PRE-AMP (E0000)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theta DIGITAL CPLAYER DCD (BARE)</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theta PRO GEN D DAC &amp; CLASSIC BALANCED OPTIONS</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moonlight DIGITAL DCD PLAYER (BARE)</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theta CARMEN CD/DVD TRANSPORT</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theta DATA I &amp; II PLAYER 250/RSA/ETC</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuphase DP-90 TRANSPORT (E0000)</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian 200 TRANSPORT</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micromega Classic Solo DCD RCA (NEW)</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRIOCHARD DIGITAL DICTABLE</strong></td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TUNER/TAPE/MISC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krell KAV 300V1 TUNER AMP (E0000)</td>
<td>£3350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnum DYNABAL MD-208 TUNER AMP (E04)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSICAL FIDELITY 190 (ROUND ONE)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSICAL FIDELITY XPS</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCAM SOLO</td>
<td>£500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICS CT-550 RDS TUNER</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICS BX-R550 TAP TEST</td>
<td>£198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEATON TU 1960 DAS TUNER</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI RE BAND TUNER</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOUDSPEAKERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOLDANS VILLTELIETO 3GQ &amp; Y 3 SUBWOOFER (FANTASTIC)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 3SD</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEIL CS 1.5 (SUPER COMPACT SPEAKERS)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYPERION 280 ROBUST GIRASSID BIRDS ETC MPRINTED</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELESTION A-3</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFERENCE 3A VEENA (E0000)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWARD TRADE KX 2.5 (NEW AVAILABO)</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIONEER 1X (EXCELLENT PANEL SPEAKERS (E600007 NEW)</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYPERION 280 ROBUST GIRASSID BIRDS ETC MPRINTED</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRAGE 210 SUBWOOFERS 2 OFF</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGOENCE 1X (EXCELLENT PANEL SPEAKERS (E600007 NEW)</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARDEN MILES 5 (HER+ NEW)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURA CA300 FLOORSTANDS (MPLAN)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER QUARTETE (EX)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURUM CANTUS V3M GLOSS BLACK (E1700)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURUM CANTUS 25E MPRINTED (E99999 LAST PORN)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURUM CANTUS 200 FLOORSTANDS (E200097)</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRID STAND TD 150</td>
<td>£1995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VINYL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MICHIELM TERRORHOUND BOXED</td>
<td>£595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSICAL FIDELITY XPS</td>
<td>£595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORACLE DELPHI MKX SPEC TURBO PSY</td>
<td>£595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTTS ANALOGUE MENTOR/EVENTMENT TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>£595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQK AIR BEARING TONE ARM SUMP/ BKNR CABLE VC</td>
<td>£595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME20/26 SERIES V-ARM WIRE UPGRADE (UNDER 3 YEARS OLD)</td>
<td>£595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTARI HX20000X0 (NEW WITH 200X MULLARD VALUES)</td>
<td>£595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIO NEMESIS: PHONO STAGE (E1000+)</td>
<td>£595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT PHONE BOX</td>
<td>£595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VALVE AMPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAPWORTH 200W SPECIAL ORDER KT-90 AMPS WITH VOLT CONTROLS NEW</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTIGE AUDIO SOL-101-900T D65 MONOLIGS SUPERB</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYVENDY HRC DFTICATE INTEGRATED 150W EXC</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALANCED AUDIO TECH BAT VK-60 POWER AMP (E6K7)</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIO RESEARCH CLC (NEW)</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK DESIGN VS 1 SIGNATURE MM6 INTEGRATED (HYBRID)</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT ALP ULTRALINE 765 STEREO POWER (KTOO)</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNION RESEARCH HEAT FRED (NEW)</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGE AUDIO 880 POWER AMP</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGUE AUDIO 66 PRE-AMP</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGE SOUND LABS L290 PRE AMP/HEADPHONE (NEW)</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGE SOUND LABS MINI PHONO 2 BOX WITH NOS MULLARD VALUES</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERCONNECT CABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHORD SO.COMMALEON SILVER PLUS RCA TO LDR</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSPARENT MUSIC LINK PLUS 1 METRE RICA</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK RHODIUM SYMPOHY METER RICA</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDR PICKUP 4 FOOT PAIR</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERTEX AG SILVER SOLON PRECISION</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXVRODBLACK CRYSTAL 8.6 METRE 2 PRIME</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHORD SO.CHAMELEON 1 METRE RICA</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICA DESIGN 1 METER</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRADIS 1 METER</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUANTUUM REFERENCE 1 METRE RICA</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUANTUUM REFERENCE 2 METRE RICA</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUANTUUM REFERENCE 3 METRE RICA</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUANTUUM REFERENCE 4 METRE RICA</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUINTUM ‘CD’ 1 METRE RICA</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCA DESIGN 1 METER</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED SPIROLINK 4 FOOT RICA</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCAM SOLO</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS AUDIO X-STREAM 3 METRE RICA</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUANTUM DIGITAL REFERENCE 1 METRE RICA</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 3 MONOBLOCS</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCORMACK DNA-128 POWER AMP</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPA 50S PRE (C/W PHONO STAGE) AND POWER AMP INC CABLES</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STANDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STANDS STYLE £150 LAST ONE</td>
<td>£939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDS STYLE £160 LAST ONE</td>
<td>£939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIER PIRATE STANDS FOR SMALL ETC</td>
<td>£939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIER PIRATE STANDS FOR SMALL ETC</td>
<td>£939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARTINGTON ROUND STANDS</td>
<td>£939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARA LABE RAC-2 AIR 2-POWER CORDS (SHUKO)</td>
<td>£939</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALL MAJOR CREDIT DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MULTI SOURCE STREAMING SPECIALIST**

**HEATHCOTE AUDIO**

TEL: 07860 511111 WEB SITE www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk

**MAJORITY OF EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER/BOXED**

**WE STILL VERY! URGENTLY!! REQUIRE EQUIPMENT**

Phone GEORGE

248 Lee High Road, London. SE13 5PL

**New Naim + UnitiQute DAC & HDX HD Player**

The New Naim DAC - NaimUniti and the HDX have marked a turning point in Naim history and delivered a stunning product line-up for the future of quality music. You now have multi source delivery options of up to 24bit studio quality even with the new baby UnitiQute. Splendid! Visit billivey.co.uk for more info or come and listen.

---

**NEW**

At a pre-selected of £3950.00 available at www.billyvey.co.uk
Formula 3

David Price listens to the new, third incarnation of Audio Technica's popular budget moving coil cartridge, the AT-F3/III...

Once upon a time, when men wore red braces, totted Filofaxes and drove to work in VW Golf GTIs listening to Five Star's 'Silk and Steel' or Dire Straits' 'Love Over Gold', Audio Technica launched a brand new range of moving coil cartridges, their first for nearly a decade...

The least expensive was the AT-F3, retailing for a modest £69 in 1987. It looked for a while like an emblem of the brave thrusting new world of nineteen eighties phono cartridges. Gone (from the UK at least) was their venerable range of seventies designs, which hadn't long since stopped sporting the 'Signet' moniker. In its place was a line of high tech, state of the art pick-ups with an altogether more modern and punchy sound. Just right for the thrusting, 'go for it' nineteen eighties!

In the UK, the £399 ATC was the star of the show, embodying everything good in modern vinyl reproduction. It was powerful, bally and had achingly high levels of detail retrieval. In a world more used to the opaque, romantic Supexes of the day, it was like lifting a veil from the music. Of course, not everyone approved; for some this was a vinyl 'future shock' too far. But it's fair to say that in the choice disc spinner of the day, the somewhat (back then, at least) loose and ponderous sounding Linn LP12, the new ATs really put a tiger in their tanks!

Audio Technica, as a cartridge maker, has always made spry, crisp and detailed sounding pickups with an obvious 'house sound'. In the UK, they've been shunned by some for simply being too brightly lit and forensic in nature, and I have to say that I was once one of these objectors. However, when I first moved to Japan in 1990 I was bowled over when I heard an AT-F5 (a close relation to what you see here) in a high end deck playing Japanese pressed vinyl. Suddenly, it all made sense. Japanese vinyl, you see, almost exclusively used a different vinyl formulation to that in the rest of the world, reputedly the very same developed for analogue video disc in the early seventies. It's light (usually about 75g), semi-translucent (shine a light on it and you can see right through) and not recycled but pure and new.

It sounds different; softer, silkier, and smoother with vanishingly low noise and - if anything - a slightly recessed upper midband and treble. Compare this to a UK or US pressed album of the same artist (Steely Dan's 'Aja', say) and the non-Jap discs sound hard, zingy, chrome plated and more dynamic. So when you put a notionally forward Audio Technica cartridge in a smooth sounding Japanese vinyl groove, things suddenly gel, and the vinyl suits the voicing of the cartridge far better. It was at this point in my personal vinyl odyssey that I began to think that AT cartridges were really something, albeit tailored for their own home market more than most.

All of which brings us to this latest incarnation of the AT-F3, the mark III. It is, unsurprisingly, very similar to its forebears, both sonically and in engineering terms. It sports that age-old (well, twenty five years old) Audio Technica dual coil motor and biradial elliptical stylus, in a silver and blue aluminium housing. Audio Technica says the nude elliptical stylus has two radii, the front radius being wider than the side radius, which allows the stylus to ride in the centre of the groove, while the smaller side radius can more accurately track higher frequencies.

Its output voltage is a claimed 0.35mV [see MEASURED PERFORMANCE], which by the standards of the nineteen eighties was a genuinely healthy figure (Supexes could barely muster 0.2mV, as a rule), although today that's far from high. Tracking force is specified as being between 1.8 and 2.2 (the company recommends 2.0g; I always track ATs on the higher side, to keep the treble as tame as possible). The company quotes the static compliance as 35 x 10 - 6 cm/dyne, and the dynamic compliance as 9 x 10 - 6 cm/dyne (100 Hz). In my experience, ATs work well in the ubiquitous Rega RB250 tonearm (and its numerous variants), so the review sample went into a Michell Tecnoarm a on my reference Michell GyroDec turntable. VTA is quoted at 23 degrees and the cartridge's vital statistics are 17.3x16.8x25.4mm and its weight a modest 5g. Recommended load impedance is a pretty standard 100 Ohms, making it fine for most phono stages.

SOUND QUALITY

Having owned almost every single modern Audio Technica moving coil,
### CARTRIDGE SELECTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cartridge</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goldring</td>
<td>£41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1012 GX</td>
<td>£160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1042</td>
<td>£195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2100</td>
<td>£83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400</td>
<td>£165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>£195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erolco LX</td>
<td>£217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erolco H</td>
<td>£239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elite</td>
<td>£325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Technica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT 95 E</td>
<td>£34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT 440 MLA</td>
<td>£129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT 440 Hi</td>
<td>£425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL 103</td>
<td>£117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL 103R</td>
<td>£261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL 110</td>
<td>£135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL 160</td>
<td>£153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL 304</td>
<td>£342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestige Black 1</td>
<td>£52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestige Gold 1</td>
<td>£130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorian</td>
<td>£505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>£895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M 97 KE</td>
<td>£91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumiko</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HEADPHONE SELECTION

- **Goldring**: Prestige SR-60 £90
- **Goldring**: Prestige SR-80 £108
- **Goldring**: Prestige SR-325 £315
- **Goldring**: DR 50 £40
- **Goldring**: DR 100 £50
- **Goldring**: DR 150 £75

### HI FI ACCESSORIES

- **Artaccessories LISB Phono Plus PreAmp** £85
- **Milty Pro Static Bristle** £16
- **Shure SF62 Stylus Force Gauge** £28
- **Swiss Quality Diamond Stylus**
  - ADC: £18
  - Akai: £14
  - Aiwa: £14
  - Dual: £18
  - JVC: £14
  - National: £22
  - Ortofon: £18
  - Pioneer: £14
  - Shure: £14
  - Stanton: £22
- **ISO sub Rega sub planer and bearing kit** £99.99
- **ISOdrive Rega, Linn PSU** £329.99
- **ISOtone Cardas rewire kit** £99.99
- **ISOplatter 25mm acrylic platter** £119.99
- **ISOweight Rega tonearm counterbalance** £49.99

### REPLACEMENT STYLI

- **Swiss Quality Diamond Stylus**
  - ADG: £18
  - Akai: £14
  - Aiwa: £14
  - Dual: £18
  - JVC: £14
  - National: £22
  - Ortofon: £18
  - Pioneer: £14
  - Shure: £14
  - Stanton: £22

**Over 500 Stylus Types Stocked**

**EDE prices may vary without notice**

### ISOkinetik Audio Enhancement

- **Rega special**: Take your Rega turntable to a higher level of perfection by transforming your standard Rega to a deck which will compete with decks priced over £2,000.
- **Rega upgrades as reviewed in HI FI World**
- **ISO sub Rega sub planer and bearing kit £99.99**
- **ISOdrive Rega, Linn PSU £329.99**
- **ISOtone Cardas rewire kit £99.99**
- **ISOplatter 25mm acrylic platter £119.99**
- **ISOweight Rega tonearm counterbalance £49.99**

### SOUNDS SIMPLY SENSATIONAL

- **Isoplatmat**: Made from SDS Aluminium, isolates your vinyl and needle from vibrations and feedback giving an exceptionally high-quality sound. Just place the Isoplatmat on your turntable and to further enhance your music, you can also use Isofeet under your components, subwoofers, and speakers. You will be amazed at the sonic improvement to your system.
  - **Isoplatmat £87.50 + p&p**
  - **Isofeet x 4 £30.00 + p&p**

### HOME DEMO

**Please contact us to arrange a demonstration of the latest equipment to hear your music the way it was recorded:**

- Uncoloured
- Unsullied
- Unsurpassed

"...super-fi territory"
the sound was hardly unfamiliar. In essence, the original AT-F3 was a bright and punchy sounding budget design with surprising detail and treble delicacy, despite its toppy tonal balance. The new mark III is precisely the same, offering perhaps a fraction more smoothness and subtlety, plus a marginal improvement in tracking.

Ensconced in my warmish sounding Michell GyroDec, the AT-F3 III worked a treat, delivering a vivid and engaging sound (for the money) allied to unexpected levels of insight and detail. Cueing up Isaac Hayes’s 'Cafe Regios' showed how the little AT could shuffle along, happily getting into the groove of the song and providing a pacy, energetic rendition. Considering its low price, there was little to criticise here, not least because its closest moving magnet rival, the Goldring G1042 (which is has risen in price to nearly £200 over the years) is a good deal less subtle than the AT-F3, even if it does have a more amenably smooth tonal balance.

Abba's ' Eagle' showed just how talented the F3/III is; here is a somewhat cloudy sounding mid-seventies pop song (glorious, admittedly!) that might as well have been recorded in a shed. The Audio Technica simply scythed straight through much of the cotton wool that seemed to surround the soundstage on lesser cartridges, and got straight to the heart of the track. I was struck by the clarity of vocals, and of the drum and percussion, and of the timbre of the synthesisers, and of the text, firm bass guitar work. True, female vocals did sound a tad brightly lit, and it's fair to say that the track didn't exactly come over as the sumptuous nineteen seventies recording that it's supposed to be. But the experience was exuberant, propulsive and purposeful - and despite that toppy balance, there was a degree of refinement to the treble that I've not heard elsewhere at the price.

Moving to the relaxed rare groove strains of Donald Byrd's 'Street Lady', and this early seventies slice of soul/funk on Bluenote was a joy. I was always aware, listening to that lovely flute work, that I was hearing a budget Audio Technica, such was its 'well lit' nature, as there was definitely a noticeable flourish to the upper midband and treble. But there was a still a lack of grain and a sure-footedness in the groove that you simply don't get from the likes of a (similarly priced) Denon DL103 MC, for example - or even from the fancy Gyger stylused Goldring 1042 MM. This is an important distinction; it's bright but it’s not coarse. In the warm GyroDec, and the fairly neutral Technoarm, the overall effect was most pleasing, giving hi a little extra bit to push the song along. This ‘explicit’ upper mid, allied to excellent bass grip, made for great pace; the AT-F3 III is a veritable sprinter. It’s also truly capable dynamically; YMO’s ‘UT’ is a powerful piece of early electronics (appropriately enough on Japanese vinyl), and the Audio Technica showed a skilful mix of forensic low level detailing - the mix just bristling with subtle nuances - and firecracker dynamics. This cartridge truly outpaces favourites such as the Goldring G1042 in this respect; the dynamic light and shade it conveys is impressive. It can go very loud seemingly on a whim, making the G1042 sound positively compressed. Another key character trait of this particular range of Audio Technica MCs is the stereo imaging; it is very ‘architectural’ and precise. There’s this very strong centre image, seemingly made of stone, around which the text, left and right placed instruments assemble. This is an interesting contrast to the older AT-33 series of MCs (which I personally love), which sound more expansive, stretching out way further stage left and stage right, but are a little less solid across the centre of the speakers. Overall then, a punchy, pacy performer that's dynamically expressive and rhythmically articulate. It's tonally quite bright, so works well with smooth sounding Brit belt drives (Linn, Michell, Rega, etc.) but isn’t coarse and tracks very assuredly. My only complaints would be that [a] tonal balance isn’t what the budget end of the market needs and [b] that it’s just a touch too mechanical for some tastes. Either the Goldring G1042 moving magnet or the Denon DL103 moving coil, whilst sounding noticeably less subtle and sophisticated, have a more natural musical flow; they're just a tad more fluid and organic.

CONCLUSION
A true slice of budget esoterica, Audio Technica's latest AT-F3/III is an inexpensive way into the wonderful world of moving magnet cartridges. It has a delicate, polished treble performance, a grippy and articulate bass and a midband swimming with detail. It's a big hearted performer with rock, funky with jazz, and intricate with electronic. I'm less convinced about its classical prowess though; some might find it just a touch too unromantic. So whilst it's not for everyone, many will love it. If you've already got a decent MC phono stage (either in your integrated amplifier or stand-alone) then it's hard to see why you wouldn't want to use it with a bargain budget MC such as this.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
Our frequency response graph shows the AT-F3 measures much like the more expensive F7. It is flat within 1dB limits from 24Hz to 8kHz, making it basically accurate in its tonal balance. There is the usual rise in output at high frequencies due to tip mass resonance, resulting in +1.5dB plateau lift from 1kHz to 18kHz, which will add a little brightness. As budget MCs go though, this is a relatively refined performance, many having strong treble lift. On inner grooves, losses (red trace) were acceptably low at -1dB at 10kHz, resulting in a net flat response to 1kHz, a good result. Tracking ability was very good, the cartridge staying in the groove right up to 22csm/sec at 1kHz, mistracking marginally at the 25csm/sec maximum level. At lower frequencies the cartridge managed 80um peak amplitude - very good. It mistracked marginally at 90um. The AT-F3 tracks very well and matches or betters most rivals. Again, like the F7 output was low, measuring just 0.33mV at 5csm/sec rms, meaning a quiet preamp with plenty of gain is needed. Distortion was reasonably low. 
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The AT-F3 measures very well for a budget MC, with detail and grip you just can’t get from similarly priced moving magnets.

Audio Technica AT-F3/III £189
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SEVENOAKS

SOUND & VISION

Save £s throughout August in the Sevenoaks Sale. There are huge savings on a wide range of TVs, home cinema, hi-fi and more! Supply is limited on some products so don't miss the chance to pick-up a bargain!

DENON

AVR-1910

AWARD-WINNING A/V RECEIVER

MORE DENON SALE OFFERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Normal Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
<th>Save £</th>
<th>Last Few?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVR-2110 A/V RECEIVER</td>
<td>£549</td>
<td>£429</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVR-3310 A/V RECEIVER</td>
<td>£799</td>
<td>£629</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP1610 BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER</td>
<td>£269</td>
<td>£139</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP2010 BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER</td>
<td>£399</td>
<td>£239</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LAST FEW!

MORE OFFERS AT SSAV.COM

ONKYO

TX-SR606 A/V RECEIVER

£449

CLAIM HDMI CABLE WORTH £50!

MORE OFFERS AT SSAV.COM

ARCAM

FMJ AVR500 A/V RECEIVER

£2199

PRICE WITHOUT TRADE-IN DISCOUNT

ALSO FMJ AV650 - VISIT SSAV.COM

PIONEER

SC-LX82 A/V RECEIVER

£1349

ALSO SC-LX72 £999

LAST FEW!

DENON

DBP-1611UD BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER

£ SSAV.COM

ALSO DBP-2011UD - VISIT SSAV.COM

PIONEER

BDP-320 BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER

£179

ALSO BDP-LX52 £299

LAST FEW!

KEF

KHT2005.3 5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

£ SSAV.COM

ALSO B&W & MONITOR AUDIO - VISIT SSAV.COM

YAMAHA

YSP4100 SOUNDBAR

£1099

ALSO B&W & MONITOR AUDIO - VISIT SSAV.COM

PIONEER

BDP-2010 BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER

£179

ALSO BDP-LX52 £299

LAST FEW!

OFFER

OFFER

OFFER

OFFER

MORE DENON SALE OFFERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Normal Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
<th>Save £</th>
<th>Last Few?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC AM FMJ AVR500 A/V RECEIVER</td>
<td>£2199</td>
<td>£1699</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIONEER SC-LX82 A/V RECEIVER</td>
<td>£1349</td>
<td>£1099</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEF KHT2005.3 5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE</td>
<td>£479</td>
<td>£399</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q ACOUSTICS CINEMA 2000 5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE</td>
<td>£479</td>
<td>£399</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next up was a recent charity shop find of Roy Orbison’s 1964 LP ‘Oh Pretty Woman’. Whilst not in the first flush of youth, after a trip through my record cleaning machine it seemed to be in quite reasonable condition, and again gave a good insight into the subtle complexities of some of Orbison’s musical arrangements. Odd pops and bangs framed the sound at a couple of points, but were not too intrusive. However, I would have liked to have had a mono/stereo switch to tidy the sound up a little when playing such venerable pressings.

Coming more up to date with Primal Scream’s 1991 LP ‘Screamadelica’ (yes, it is that old!) and I was presented with relentlessly driving rhythms underlining what I had come to recognise as the Chordette’s inherent attention to the detail of sounds. I felt that I had a private window looking into the studio. The combination of real instruments and sampled sounds was laid out for cerebral analysis and then delivered to the ears as a comprehensive package. The punch of the lower bass was satisfying, although not the deepest that I’ve heard, but solid enough to be convincing. More to the point, it seemed to stop and start very quickly, giving the music steady propulsion forwards.

Throughout this, I had the USB output connected to my MacBook, recording proceedings. Unfortunately the only DAC that I have is a Cambridge Audio DACMagic 3 which automatically upsamples its output to 24bit/192kHz, so I couldn’t give an opinion of the non-upsampled output of the Chordette. Sufficient to say that when replayed from the hard drive, the sound was very good and detailed, and a fair facsimile of what went in. The only caveat that I would have, seemed to be digital recording’s relentless ability to put surface noise ahead of the music even though the reverse seemed to be the case when listening directly to the phonostage. But given a decent condition record then the quality of copies was certainly of an acceptable standard.

Given this unit’s price point it was inevitable that I would compare it with some of the equipment left from the recent phono stage group test. Closest in musical delivery was the Roksan Caspian DX2 (£869) which gave a somewhat richer and fuller bodied rendition, but without quite so much of the minutiae of detail that came from the Chord. I could use a wine analogy and say that the Roksan was more of a full-bodied heavy claret, versus the slightly lighter, and spicier Merlot flavour of the Chordette. This could well make the Chordette less fussy about the partnering system since it seemed to possess enough weight to beef up a thin sounding setup, but not be so fulsome as to leave the listener with audio indigestion in a richer sounding environment.

Overall I found it a very convincing reproducer of music across a wide range of genres; it seemed to show little or no favouritism to a particular type of music. The detailing of sound suited quiet pieces but large orchestral and dance music sounds were handled well and would satisfy most listeners needs for musical information. Good recordings Sang, whilst poorer ones were shown in the best available light, but with a seemingly honest description of where the sound was lacking. Poor condition records were replayed satisfactorily, but again, there was honesty about the condition of the groove walls, although more as a passing comment than the focus of the listener’s attention.

CONCLUSION

In all a very creditable performance and one which will, I am sure, win the Chordette Dual many friends. The connectivity to computers, which allows for both archiving, and copying of favourite records to be played in the car or loaded onto your iPod, gives the Chordette that little extra that makes it stand out from the crowd. It seemed well made, and bristled with Chord DNA. An essential audition if you’re in the market for a well specified sub £1,000 phono stage, and have archiving tendencies!
All roads lead... 

THE NATIONS CELEBRATION OF SOUND
25 - 26 SEPTEMBER '10

Now over 75 Demonstration Suites over 2 Floors
Plus another 30 mixed stands and Acoustic Suites in the Brooklands Trade Hall

STOP PRESS. OVER 70% OF ROOMS NOW CONFIRMED!

SHUTTLE BUSES EVERY 1/2 HOUR
CATERING FOR ALL TASTES

TWO EXCLUSIVE CONCERTS
A WHOLE VARIETY OF LOCAL B&B’S TO SUIT ALL POCKETS

EVERY BEDROOM AND SUITE IN THE HOTEL BLOCK-BOOKED

TWO ENTRANCES - LESS QUEUING!

ON SITE PARKING INCREASED TO 1000 CARS
GREAT ACCESS FOR OVERSEAS VISITORS

OUR LATEST LIST OF EXHIBITORS

Absolute Sounds
Advanced Acoustics
Alternative Audio
Angel Sound
Artisan Audio
Astintrew
Atacama Audio
Audio Epilog
Audio Italia
Audio Note
Audiofreaks
Aurousal
Avid Hi-Fi
BADA
Black Rhodium
Burmester
Claro Precision Audio
Coherent Systems
Creek
Cymbiosis
Cyrus
Deltec Precision-Audio
Diverse Vinyl
E.A.R Yoshino
Epos
Focal JM Lab
GT Audio
H.G Rapkin
Henley Designs

Hi-Fi Plus
Hi-Fi Racks
Hi-Fi World
Icon Audio
Ikon Audio-Consultants
Icon Distribution
Inspire Hi-Fi
Jordan Acoustic
Kudos Audio
Loricraft Audio
Music First
Nordost
NVA LTD
Origin Live
Palmer Audio
Revolver
Russ Andrews
Sim2
Stamford Audio
Sonos
Sound Hi-Fi
SRM Tech
Studio AV
Supra Cables
Symmetry
Tannoy
The Missing Link
The Right Note
Tom Tom Audio
Triangle
Vertex AQ
Zouch Audio
TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD ONLINE AT WWW.CHESTERGROUP.ORG

.. to Whittlebury

Shuttle Bus
New Improved Show Shuttle now runs every 1/2 hour from Milton Keynes Station.

By Rail
Milton Keynes Station & Northampton Station
For information on train operators and times phone National Rail Enquiries on 0845 7484950.

By Air
Birmingham International Airport (56 miles)
Heathrow Airport (70 miles)
Luton Airport (48 miles)
East Midlands Airport (60 miles)
Whittlebury Hall Management, Training Centre, Hotel and Spa, Whittlebury
Near Towcester, Northamptonshire, NN12 8QH | Tel: +44 (0)1327 857 857

The Whittlebury area abounds with things to do...
Golf (on the doorstep), outlet village, various sports activities, beautiful walks,
Silverstone Race Circuit, Historic Towcester, National Trust properties so you
really could make this a complete and most enjoyable weekend away.

Whittlebury Hall

NATIONAL Audio Show
25-26 SEPTEMBER
WHITTLEBURY HALL
NORTHANTS

ALSO COMING SOON
NATIONAL SOUND & VISION SHOW '10
30 - 31 OCTOBER - CROWNE PLAZA - DUBLIN
VISIT WWW.CHESTERGROUP.ORG NOW FOR MORE INFO
NEXT MONTH

After the summer silly season, now it's time to get serious! October's Hi-Fi World is jam-packed with the latest and greatest products at all ends of the market. From B&W's barn-storming 804D loudspeakers to Elac's dinky little BS243 standmounters, from Wadia's breathtaking W381 CD player to Audiolab's brilliant yet affordable 8200CDQ CD-preamplifier (pictured), we've got so many great bits of kit for your perusal. Factor in a look at Nottingham Analogue's Hyperspace turntable and a bumper Blu-ray supertest, and you've no excuse for not seeking out your favourite hi-fi magazine! Here's what we hope to bring you:

BLU-RAY PLAYER SUPERTEST:
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 650BD, DENON DVD1800BD, MARANTZ-BD5005, SAMSUNG BD-C6900, SONY BDP-S470, YAMAHA BD-S1900

NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE HYPERSPACE TURNTABLE
AUDIO TECHNICA AT-LP120 USB TURNTABLE
ELECTROCOMPANIET ECI-5 II AMPLIFIER
PEACHTREE AUDIO iDECCO MINI SYSTEM
HISOUND SOUND STUDIO MP3 PLAYER
SUTHERLAND 20/20 PHONO STAGE
CASTLE KNIGHT 5 LOUDSPEAKERS
TASCAM 202 MK5 CASSETTE DECK
AUDIOLAB 8200CDQ CD PLAYER
NUFORCE ICON HDP/S1 SYSTEM
XTZ AP-100 POWER AMPLIFIER
MEL AUDIO KANA AMPLIFIER
ELAC BS243 LOUDSPEAKERS
B&W 804D LOUDSPEAKERS
WADIA W381 CD PLAYER

PICK UP THE OCTOBER 2010 ISSUE OF HI-FI WORLD ON SALE AUGUST 31ST, OR SUBSCRIBE AND GET IT DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR: p82
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The New Integrated Amplifier ECI-5 MK II

Our aim when designing the ECI-5 MK II was to make the sound more modern, enhancing the details and dynamics. Feedback from our listening team tell us that we have succeeded — "this amplifier sounds much larger than the size and the price tag"